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GUEST EDITORS' INTRODUCTION

Mr. Robert V. Gates and Dr. Alfred M. Morrison

The traditional strategic mission continues despite the end of the Cold War.
The current situation relative to the DoD budget and the uncertainty that
surrounds future requirementsfor strategic systems have created a climate rcplcte
with possibilities. This issue of the Naval Surface Warfare Center, Dahlgrcn
Division (NSIWCDD) Technical Digestfocuses on strategic and strike systems
and some of the technical contributions made by NSWCDD.

For the last 40 years, the term "strategic" has signified nuclear weapons carried on
the platforms that comprise the triad: submarines, groundbased missiles, and
bombers. Within the Navy, strategic has meant nuclear weapons on Submarine
Launched Ballistic Missiles (SLBMs). National policy and weapon system develop-
ment during the Cold War were motivated largely by the threat posed by the USSR.
There was nearly continual development of new systems, especially land- and
submarine-based missiles. They increased in range and accuracy and in the number
and types of nuclear warheads they carried in order to meet the threat and to satisfy
national policy needs. A by-product was the development and maintenance of a
standing government-industry team that provided for the necessary research,
development, production, and life-cycle support for each of these systems.

Targeting policies also changed as weapons systems became more sophisticated
and as national interests evolved. U.S. nuclear policy moved from "massive
retaliation" in the 1950s to the current policy of "flexible response" as weapons and
their communications and control systems improved in capability. The signing of the
Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty (SALT) in the early 1970s ushered in an era where
arms control became a key element of national policy. The Strategic Arms Reduction
Treaties (START I and II) have continued this process. These treaties and, especially,
the end of the Cold War have led to some fundamental changes in the planning and
infrastructure associated with strategic systems. Specifically, the number and varietv
of nuclear weapons allowed by the signatories of these treaties are decreasing (and
may decrease beyond present treaty limits), and no new strategic *weapons systems are
currently under development. Targeting requirements also changed as enemy
capabilities grew and diversified. The combination of a flexible response policy and a
more sophisticated threat led to a need for a more responsive planning process.

3
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GUEST EDITORS' INTRODUCTION

TRATEGIC MISSION-A MISSION DIRECTED AGAINST ONE ORS MORE OF A SELECTED SERIES OF ENEMY TARGETS WITH THE

PURPOSES OF PROGRESSIVE DESTRUCTION AND DISINTEGRA-

TION OF THE ENEMY'S WAR-MAKING CAPACITY AND HIS WILL TO MAKE

WAR. TARGETS INCLUDE KEY MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS, SOURCES OF

RAW MATERIAL, CRITICAL MATERIAL, STOCKPILES, POWER SYSTEMS,

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS, COMMUNICATIONS FACILITIES AND OTHER

SUCH TARGET SYSTEMS. AS OPPOSED TO TACTICAL OPERATIONS,

STRATEGIC OPERATIONS ARE DESIGNED TO HAVE A LONG-RANGE,

RATHER THAN IMMEDIATE, EFFECT ON THE ENEMY AND ITS MILITARY

FORCES.

JCS PUB 1-02

The impetus for maintaining the government
and industrial teams has been provided by the
continual development of systems. Trained
workforces and specialized facilities cannot be
maintained without a development program.
Production of existing systems traditionally
underwrites the development of the next by
maintaining an industrial and governmental
base. While no one can know what the future
holds, viable strategic systems (and, especially,
submarine-based systems) will be needed well
into the next century. When a new strategic
weapon system is needed in the future,
development may be forced to proceed without
an existing industrial base. In the absence of
such a development, the life of existing strategic
systems must be extended via the application of
new technology. A key consideration in the
planning for strategic systems, therefore, is the
preservation of the key industrial and
governmental base. Of particular interest in this
regard are reentry system technology, rocket
motors, and high-performance inertial guidance
systems.

The definition of the strategic mission given
in joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) Publication 1-02
(see shaded text) is more expansive and is
concerned primarily with the intended targets
andi the level of control required. Other studies
have begun to consider the strategic problem
WithOUt limlitinig the solution to nuclear

weapons. Another way to describe strategic is in
the larger context of strike warfare. Strike
warfare is the destruction or neutralization of
enemy targets ashore using conventional or
nuclear weapons. In other words, it is more
accurate to think of strike warfare as a
continuum, with the strategic mission as one
extreme. This is shown in Figure 1. This view of
strike encompasses the use of ballistic missiles
of all ranges with conventional payloads against
strategic targets, as well as short-range missiles
for power projection or in a fire-support role in
a littoral environment. Since it is not weapons-
systems based, it also includes aircraft and
cruise missiles.

This new definition of the strategic mission
still assumes that deterrence is primary. It
assumes, however, that the weapons required to
deter may vary with circumstances. For
example, a very capable nuclear triad is
appropriate when dealing with a similarly
capable adversary. On the other hand, SLBMs
with conventional warheads may be used to
augment the nuclear force or to supplant it
when faced with a different adversary or
situation. Taken further, smaller short-range

missiles (on either submarine or surface
platforms) may be appropriate in a theater-level
conflict or in a littoral situation. They mav deter
or can be used to support landbased operations
in the theater.

4 " Nova ISurfaceWarfare Center, Dahogren Division Technical Digest



GUEST EDiToRS INTRODUCTION

Studies that attempt to define strategic
systems requirements assume a range of possible
futures. They vary from a resurgent Russia with
a large nuclear capability, to a much smaller
treaty-limited nuclear force and multiple
countries who possess nuclear weapons, to a
world with no nuclear power comparable to the
U.S. The variety of weapons previously
described are characteristic of those needed in
each of these situations. Perhaps the biggest
challenge will be to sustain an appropriate
strategic capability in the future within a
constrained DoD budget. Maintaining a capable
government-industry team will be critical to
meeting this challenge.

In short, four thrusts associated with future
strategic systems have been identified:
maintenance of the industrial base, improved
planning systems, modernization and life
extension of existing systems, and the expansion
of the strategic mission. There are ongoing
efforts associated with each thrust. The Reentry
Systems Application Program (RSAP), for
example, addresses maintenance of an industrial
and governmental base in reentry systems
through the development of technology to
extend the life of current reentry systems and
components. One area receiving attention is the
replacement of heatshield materials. The SLBM
Retargeting System (SRS) program is addressing
the improvement of the strategic retargeting

processes from landbased planning and
processing to shipboard implementation. This
program, which began in 1989, has included
both hardware and software upgrades and was
one of the driving forces behind the SLBM Fire
Control (FC) Life-Cycle Cost Control (LCCC)
program. The FC LCCC program, besides
adding capability needed to improve onboard
retargeting processes, will yield a shipboard FC
system that is supportable (and upgradable)
well into the future. It will replace a computer-
centered architecture (with a 1970s era com-
puter and other specialized elements) with a
distributed computer architecture utilizing
nondevelopmental items (NDI) and commer-
cial off-the-shelf (COTS) components
(hardware and software) to the greatest extent
possible. There have also been studies
(leveraging the Advanced Technology
Demonstration/Advanced Concept Technology
Demonstration (ATD/ACTD) and Independent
Research and Development (IR&D) programs)
that address technology issues associated with
the development and fielding of conventional
SLBMs and the incorporation of existing small
missiles, such as the Army Tactical Missile
System (ATACMS).

NSWCDD has a long history in the SLBM
program. It has been the primary developer of
FC and targeting software for all SLBM systems
from POLARIS (Al) to TRIDENT (D5).' It has
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Figure 1-The Strike Continuum
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GUEST EDiTORS /NTRODUCTION

an equally long history in developing and testing
reentry systems. It has roles in the TOMAHAWK
cruise missile, in surface ship-based missiles, and
in Naval Surface Fire Support (NSFS) programs.
These are described in previous issues of the
NSIWCDD Technical Digest.

The articles in this issue describe some of the
NSWCDD efforts supporting the four thrusts
outlined above. Morrison and Vamos describe
the RSAP as well as the conditions that gave rise
to it. E lill, Laffcrty, and Marren address the wind
tunnel facilities at NSWMCDD, from its origins
after World War 1I to its upgrades and use in
testing many reentry and space systems. Gillum
and O'Hare continue the discussion with a
description of the analysis and testing of reentry
body nosetip and heatshield materials. Regan
considers a specific technical issue associated
with a maneuverable reentry body. In particular,
he develops a moving mass control system for
such a vehicle and analyzes vehicle design and
autopilot issues.

There are several articles that describe new
technical solutions to standard targeting
problems. Davis and Owen present a computer
algorithm that can be used to solve the multiple
constraint targeting problem characteristic of
shipboard mission planning for SLBM. Godin
describes a new approach to solving the
traditional sequencing and grouping problems
associated with the targeting of multiple,
independently targeted reentry vehicle (MIRV)
systemns, such as TRIDENT. He proposes the
application of a fuzzy-logic-based expert system
to this problem. Nuclear warhead detonations
can be used to produce a high-altitude
electromagnetic pulse (HEMP). Brown and
Bressler describe the military utility of this
phenomenon and the fundamental physics that
support a first-principles computer code
developed by NS\W(DD.

6

FC modernization can take several forms.
Cooper and Philpott address some of the
implications of developing software for an NDI/
COTS-based distributed, synchronous, real-
time FC system. They describe the current
system and its associated constraints, and the
implementation of NDI/COTS elements in a
way that satisfies these constraints. FC modern-
ization may also address the upgrading of
computations to either incorporate new
mathematical techniques or better utilize the
capability provided by a new shipboard
computer architecture. Two specific examples
are included. Rufty presents the development of
an accurate and computationally efficient
gravity model based on point masses, point
dipoles, and point quadrupoles. He develops the
model and describes its applicability to both
SLBM and other applications. Wright describes
the current modeling of reentry weather data in
SLBM FC computations and possible
improvements to it.

As noted previously, NSWCDD has
supported a variety of efforts related to the
development and testing of small short-range
missiles that have applicability to possible
future strategic missions. One such system is a
Navy version of the ATACMS (sometimes called
NATACMS). NSWCDD supported N8 in an
ATD program to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the ATACMS in a shipboard environment.
Frazer and Bibel describe the modifications
required to the Army missile and launcher, the
flight test program (including a launch from
USS Mount Vernon), and postflight results.

REFERENCES

1. Gates, Robert V., "Strategic Systems Fire
Control," Naval Surface lVarflzre Center,
Dahlgren Division Technical Digest,
1995 Issue.
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THE REENTRY SYSTEMS APPLICATION

PROGRAM (RSAP)
Dr. Alfred M.Morrison and Dr.John S.Vamos

In this age of reductions in strategic nuclear forces and decreasing defense
budgets, economics has forced the refurbishing of currently deployed systems and
the extension of their operational life expectancies, rather than the building of
new systems. The issue of greatly extending the useful age of components and
material systems beyond their design lives, from approximately 20 years to as
many as 60 years, is a problem that the reentry system industrial base has not
faced in the past. Congress has funded the Reentry Systems Application Program
(RSAP) with the objectives of providing the technology to maintain the currently
deployed reentry systems beyond their original design lives. Topics covered in this
article include: a brief history of the genesis of the program, an overview of the
objective and approach to conducting the program, a discussion of a recently
conducted reentry industrial base survey, and the results of a ground test program
evaluating potential replacement candidate heatshield materials. The reentry
system industrial base is found to be undergoing significant erosion. The reentry
system heatshield is identified as a component that the industrial base no longer
supports and which has the potential for age-related performance degradation.
Arc heater tests and high-rtenperature thermomechanical properties
characterization experiments show the potentialfor the development of a
replacement heatshield material.

BACKGROUND

In his National Security Policy Statement (July 1994), the President outlined
rationale for the maintenance of nuclear forces with the following policy statements:

"Even with the Cold War over, our niation muist maintain miltaryforces that are
sillficient to dcter diverse threats... Wce wvill retain strategic iuclear forces sufficiclt to
deter any htunre hbostile tfreign lcadership withi access to strategic nuclearforcesfrom
ac ting against our vital interest and to convince it that seeking a nuclear advantage
WoUld be tftile. Thercforc we wvill continue to main taiti nuclearforces of sufficient size
alld capability to hold at risk a broad ranlge of asscts valuetd by such political anld
inilitary leaders. A critical priority for the United States is to stein the prollft'Iration of
n Icllcar cva polls (1nd(l othicr weapons ofimass destructioti atid their missilc (dlivCry)
)ystel ils."

8
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THE REENTRY SYSTEMS APPLICATION PROGRAM (RSAP)

In response to this policy, the Department of
Defense (DoD) undertook, for the first time in
15 years, a comprehensive review of U.S.
nuclear forces by establishing the Nuclear
Posture Review (NPR).

Nuclear Posture Review

The DoD faced a series of new environments

as the NPR was initiated. The security
environment had undergone rapid and
dramatic change. There was a reduction in the

conventional threat in Europe. The threat posed
by Russia was also reduced and was significantly
changed, as driven by continuing political and
economic reform in the Former Soviet Union
(FSU). Regional threats had become more
important than ever before. The economic
environment was paced by budget constraints
that were more severe than at any time during
the existence of U.S. Strategic Forces. Substan-
tial reductions in U.S. Strategic Forces were
planned and underway. For the first time since
the deployment of U.S. Strategic Forces, there
was no active or planned program for the
development of strategic weapons. These new
environments created a need for stock-taking;
for rebalancing the Strategic Forces infra-
structure, industrial base, and technology base;
and for developing a plan to retain quality
people.

Forces in response to changes for the worse in
political relations with Russia or to the failure
to fully implement START I or START 11.
Options for making faster, deeper force
reductions were also to be kept open in the
event that new strategic arms reductions
agreements could be negotiated.

Figure 1 illustrates the warhead upload
hedge. The top curve of Figure I depicts the
reductions toward START I limits accomplished
by the FSU before economics brought them to a
halt. The bottom curve shows the corres-
ponding U.S. reductions, which met START I
levels in 1994 and are on a path to meet START
II levels by 2003. Up and down ramps below the
"START I Accountable Warhead Limit" line
illustrate potential upload/reconistitution
hedges, as well as potential faster/deeper
reductions. Infrastructure requirements
identified by the NPR as necessary to support
the upgrade/reconstitution hedge included
replacement of the guidance systems and
remotoring of the propulsion systems on
Minuteman III, continued production of the
Trident II D-5 missile body beyond 1995 to
maintain the missile industrial base, funding of
the sustainment of strategic missile guidance
systems, and maintenance of the reentry system
industrial base.

SAG Industrial Base Study
Results of NPR

The NPR set out military requirements for
U.S. Strategic Forces based on projections
through the year 2003. Full implementation of
Strategic Arms Reduction Treaties (START I and
START II) was assumed. Capabilities of the FSU
remained the primary concern. Russia (or
anyone else) was not to be targeted today, but
U.S. Strategic Forces were directed to be
prepared for the possible emergence of hostile
governments in Russia or for the failure of the
arms control process in the FSU. Preparedness
was to take the form of a "warhead upload
hedge," which would preserve options for
uploading or reconstituting U.S. Strategic

1997Issue-Strtegic andStrikeWarfare Weapons Systems

In parallel with the NPR, the U.S. Strategic
Command (USSTRATCOM) Strategic Advisory
Group (SAG) studied the Submarine Launched
Ballistic Missile (SLBM) and Intercontinental
Ballistic Missile (ICBM) industrial bases. The
purposes of the SAG study were to identify
those management assurances necessary for
USSTRATCOM to retain confidence in the
dependability of SLBMs and ICBMs for the next
period of years, to determine subsystem areas
where special actions would be needed to assure
performance, and to define those measures
necessary to assure special action subsystems.
For the purpose of the study, the Sl.BM and
ICBM industrial bases were defined as the

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ ~ 9



THE REENTRY SYSTEMS APPLICATION PROGRAM (RSAP)
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combination of U.S. Government System
Program Offices (SPOs), dedicated industrial
companies (primes, subs, and associate
contractors), and the system depots and service/
national laboratories necessary to perform all of
the acquisition and support functions, from
research and development (R&D) to operations
and maintenance (O&M) modification, for a
fielded SLBM or ICBM weapon system. Key
industrial base assumptions for the study were:

I. No new weapon system acquisitions would
be conducted for an extended period of
years.

2. No, or very few, new weapon system
performance requirements would be issued
for an extended period of years.

3. Severe limits would exist on money and
people resources (government and industry)
supporting Sl.BMs and ICBMs.

4. Company CEOs would make Sl.BM and
lCBIM industrial base decisions, with or
without Dot) input.

The study found that the ballistic missile life
cycle had been broken. Since the initial
deployment of U.S. SLBMs and ICBMs over
40 years ago, there had always been a ballistic

10

missile acquisition industrial base in place to aid
in O&M problem solution. Historically, when a
ballistic missile weapon system reached
operational phase, and modifications were
required, a new system configuration was
started. Based on the NPR plan, for the first
time in 40 years, no new SLBM or ICBM
systems were planned. In response, prime and
subsystem contractors were rapidly downsizing,
and suppliers were getting out of the ballistic
missile business.

The reentry system industrial base was also
assessed. Adequate reentry bodies for NPR
requirements existed and had been delivered to
the government. Reentry system production was
over, and no new requirements were being
worked. As a result, key people were being
reassigned or were retiring, and the technical
capability to fix unforeseen problems was found
to be rapidly eroding. The study found that,
without an adequate reentry system industrial
base technology program, no materials or
expertise would be available to maintain the
existing fleet. The study also found that reentry
systems must have a meaningful project to
sustain an adequate engineering base, and low
production rates were not found to be a
solution.

Naval SurfaceWarfare Center, Dahlgren Division Technical Digest
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THE REENTRY SYSTEMS APPLICATION PROGRAM (RSAP)

The SAG Industrial Base Study made a series
of recommendations, including the establish-
ment of a reentry system advanced technology
demonstration program. Such a program was
required to enable solutions to unknown
problems, which would develop with the life
extension of the ballistic missile fleet. The
creation of a reentry system advanced tech-
nology demonstration program was also seen to
offer the possibility of reentry system tech-
nology insertion when needed and to assure the
availability of critical test facilities such as the
Arnold Engineering Development Center
(AEDC) Plasma Jet Arc Heater.

REENTRY SYSTEMS APPLICATION PROGRAM

(RSAP)

The reentry system industrial base recom-
mendations from the NPR and from the SAG
Industrial Base Study were addressed when the
DoD proposed and Congress funded the RSAP
(Navy) and the Reentry Vehicle Applications

Program (RVAP, Air Force). RSAP and RVAP
are cooperative programs whose objectives are
to provide the technology necessary to maintain
U.S. reentry systems beyond their original
design lives, to maintain the minimum essential
capability necessary to address reentry system
aging phenomena, and to maintain the
minimum essential technologies necessary to
address future requirements of in-service SLBM
and ICBM reentry systems. RSAP and RVAP are
planned and conducted to take advantage of
economic and technical synergies between the
programs. The RSAP/RVAP coordination
process is schematically depicted in Figure 2.
Coordination is also regularly conducted
among RSAP/RVAP, the Research and
Technology Development (6.1/6.2) community,
and the Small Business Independent Research
Program in order to eliminate duplication of
effort and to leverage DoD technology
investments. The unique set of weapon
requirements applicable to reentry systems are
the most severe of all the strategic weapon
subsystems requirements. These requirements,

4
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THE REENTRY SYSTEMS APPLICATION PROGRAM (RSAP)

Figure 3-Unique Reentry Requirements

as given in Figure 3, mandate the focusing of
supporting technologies to the extent that
leveraging of other weapons technology for
reentry applications is not possible. This also
explains the need for a stand-alone reentry
systems advanced technology demonstration
program as called for by both the SAG
Industrial Base Study and the NPR.

RSAP was implemented in FY 95. Three
programmatic tasks were to be completed and
reported to congressional staff before the
initiation of technical program activity. These
tasks included a Reentry System Industrial Base
Assessment, to provide a detailed report on the
erosion of the reentry system industrial base; a
Reentry System Technology State-of-the-Art
Assessment, to identify any emerging
technologies that wvould support the life
extension of reentry systems; and a Technical
Program Plan, to provi(1e details of the
technical tasks that would be accomplished
unltder RSAR

Reentry System Industrial Base Assessment

The objective of the Reentry System
Industrial Base Assessment was to evaluate
existing and far-term capabilities of the reentry
industrial base to support reentry system design,
development, manufacturing, and in-service
operations. The approach to conducting the
assessment included identifying all prime
contractors, suppliers, test facilities, etc., that
make up the reentry system industrial base;
ranking the criticality of the particular expertise
that was so identified; and defining critical areas
in which technical tasks must be performed to
prevent further erosion of critical elements of
the reentry system industrial base. The
identification of the critical elements of the
reentry system industrial base was accomplished
by constructing detailed "technical task trees"
for the design, dcvelopment, ImallUfacture, and
in-service support of each reentry system
component. Output from the Reenttry Systemn
Industrial Base Assessment included lists of

N1vaN I Surface Warfare Center, DOh/gren Division TechnicIoD,gest

MISSION: HOLD STRATEGIC TARGETS AT RISK VIA SAFE, REL ABLE, AND ACCURATE WARHEAD

DELIVERY AND DETONATION AT INTERCONTINENTAL RANGES WITHIN 30 MINUTES AND

AFTER I 5 YEARS DORMANCY

REQUIREMENTS:

* HIGH LEAKAGE AGAINST TERMINAL DEFENSE

* HIGH-KILL PROBABILITY, ACCURACY, AND RELIABILITY

* SEVERE WEIGHT AND MASS PROPERTY CONTROL

* DORMANT FOR I 5 YEARS (DESIGN), 23 YEARS TO DATE ON MK I 2

* OPERATIONAL READINESS IN LESS THAN 30 SECONDS

* NUCLEAR SAFETY: INADVERTENT DETONATION PROBABILITY < I .0 X I O 9

ENVIRONMENTS:

* ASCENT HEATING AND DUST/DEBRIS EROSION

* NUCLEAR ENCOUNTERS (HUNDREDS OF ENCOUNTERS)

* ENDO- AND EXO-ATMOSPHERIC MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL EFFECTS I 0 TO 20

TIMES HIGHER THAN BOOSTER LEVELS

* SHOCK LOADS BOOST, DEPLOYMENT AND REENTRY UP TO 200 G's IN REENTRY

34 G (RMS) INTERNAL COMPONENT VIBRATION

* REENTRY THERMAL LOADS I 85 ATMOSPHERES PRESSURE

+ TEMPERATURES WOULD MELT UNPROTECTED ALUMINUM IN LESS THAN I MSEC
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THE REENTRY SYSTEMS APPLICATION PROGRAM (RSAP)

reentry system industrial base critical
capabilities, critical reentry system industrial
base capabilities that are at risk or no longer
exist, and recommended reentry system
capabilities requiring sustainment.

The status of the critical reentry system
capabilities, as determined by the Reentry
System Industrial Base Assessment, was much
the same as that projected by the SAG Industrial
Base Survey. Figure 4 presents an example of the
diminishing reentry system industrial base
capability. The number of reentry system
industrial base employees, as a percentage, is
presented for years from 1990 to 1996. The
percentage is established relative to the number
of employees in the reentry industrial base in
1990 when the Trident II Mark 5 Reentry
System was operationally deployed. The trend
represented in Figure 4 shows a steady decline to
six percent in 1996. This trend was also found
to exist for reentry ground test experimental
facilities.

One of the reentry system capabilities that
was identified as critical and requiring sustain-
ment was the ability to manufacture the after-
body heatshield subsystem. Major elements of
the development and manufacturing "task trees"
for the heatshield material had disappeared, and

other ballistic missile system components made
of the same material had begun to show age-
related material demise. As a result, an RSAP
task was initiated to develop the technology
necessary for the design and manufacture of a
"replacement" heatshield system.

HEATSHIELD DEVELOPMENT

Current Navy reentry body heatshields are
made of a rayon-fiber-based carbon phenolic
material. The rayon fiber used in the Navy
heatshields was produced by AVTEX
Corporation. This fiber has not been
manufactured since 1986 as a result of the
closure of the manufacturing facility and
demise of the company.

The goals of the Navy RSAP Hleatshield Task
are twofold. The first goal is to demonstrate the
capability of material vendors to manufacture
acceptable heatshield material, to existing
heatshield specifications, utilizing the remaining
stocks of AVTEX rayon fiber. The second goal,
in light of the fact that AVTEX rayon fiber is no
longer produced, is to identify alternate-fiber-
based carbon phenolic materials that could
replace the current AVTEX rayon-fiber-based
system.

100

= 80 -
C
Go 60 -a
0

L- 40-
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IL 20
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Year

Figure 4-Example of Diminishing Reentry System Industrial Base Reentry System Employees
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Alternate rayon fiber development is being
pursued by the Air Force under the RVAP
Program. Navy/Air Force development activities
are coordinated through the RVAP/RSAP
AF/Navy Coordination Working Group.

The Navy RSAP Heatshield Task is taking
the following approach:

1. Transition replacement fibers from
technology development programs and
contractor IRAD programs to advanced
development.

2. Manufacture replacement heatshield
ma terials.

3. Evaluate materials in ground-test and flight-
test environments.

Within the Navy, the RSAP Heatshield Task
is a coordinated effort between the Strategic
Systems Programs and the Navy 6.2 Strategic
and Spacecraft Weapons Materials Program,
directed by the Naval Surface Warfare Center,
Dahlgren Division (NSWCDD). During FY 95
and 96, potential candidate non-ravon-fiber-
based replacement heatshield materials were
developed and subsequently evaluated to
determine their performance.

The performance of the heatshield materials
was assessed by plasma arcjet ablation ground
tests and thermomechanical material charac-
terization measurements. Performance was
judged relative to the performance of AVTEX
rayon-fibcr-based heatshicld materials.

Carbon Phenolic Material Test Specimens

Carbon phenolic composite materials are
characterized by the type of fiber and type of
resin infiltration process used in their manlu-
facture. All material samples investigated to date
were tapc-wrapped carbho n phenol ic composites
based oIn three different precursor tiber types.
AVIE'X rayon- fiber-based (Navy reference
hieatshield fiber), pitch-fiber-based, and
polyac ryLonitrile (lAN)-i-iber-bxased materials

y 14

were tested. There were two AVT EX rayon-
fiber-based materials. The Navy reference
material was constructed with the resin impreg-
nation process, while the material designated
HM Reference was constructed using an
alternate resin impregnation process identified
as the hot-melt process. The high-strength,
high-modulus T350 PAN-fiber-based materials,
designated 23-XAB and 25-XAB, and the pitch-
fiber-based materials, designated A and A- 100,
were all constructed using the hot-melt process.

Carbon phenolic materials received from the
manufacturer were subjected to a variety of tests
to characterize them, in a nondestructive
manner, and to determine their thermo-
mechanical properties. The Southern Research
Institute (SoRI), Birmingham, Alabama,
performed all of the material characterizations.
Nondestructive tests included visual inspection;
a check for delaminations using edge X-rays;
and measurements of density, porosity, and
ultrasonic velocity. These measurements aided
in the preparation of test specimens for ablation
screening tests and for thermomechanical
characterization tests.

HEATSHIELD PLASMA ARCJET ABLATION

SCREENING TESTS

Test Facility

The AEDC High Enthalpy Ablation Test
Unit (HEAT) HI Facility at Tullahoma,
Tennessee, is a continuous-flow, electric-arc-
heated facility. Air is used as the working fluid.
An axisymmetric expansion nozzle provides a
supersonic free jet that discharges into the
atmospheric environment of the test building. A
schematic of the facility and supporting
elements is shown in Figure 5.

A rotary model injection system with eight
model mounting positions is used. This system
can be programmed to inject test models at
various axial stations, advance or retract axially,

Nova) Surface Warfare Center LGhlgren Division Technicai Digesr



THE REENTRY SYSTEMS APPLICATION PROGRAM (RSAP)

and expose the models to the flow for various
intervals of time. A maximurm of seven models
can be tested in a single run, as one position is
left vacant for heater start-up and shutdown.
Diagnostic probes, such as a pitot pressure
probe or a calorimeter, may be used to
characterize the flowfield; however, there is a
one-to-one substitution between probes and
models for each probe used in a run. Additional
details of this facility may be found in
Reference 1.

Test Instrumentation

Instrumentation used in the testing of
heatshield material specimens permitted
standard HEAT facility measurements of

The Laser Wedge Recession (LWR) system
was used to measure the ablation of the
candidate heatshield materials as a function of
time. A laser was used to project light onto the
surface of the sample at a 45-degree angle
relative to the surface normal. The reflection of
the laser light was picked up by a receiver
located 90 degrees from the light source. As the
test material receded (ablated) normal to the
surface, the laser beam appeared to hie displaced
along the surface plane of the material. 'T'he
amount of displacement of the light was
directly proportional to the amount of
recession. A detailed description of this
technique may be found in Reference 2.

DC CUPRENT 3ST - NMDDS
VACH 2.2,35 /|

AWOJE CATHCDE NDOZLE /

AIR I r A 7!4 
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STEM

Figure 5-AEDC HEAT Facility

quantities such as pressure, temperature, water
flow rate, current, and voltage. Wedge and null
point calorimeter probes were swept through
the flow to measure heat flux profiles. Heat flux
profiles, along with chamber pressure measure-
ments, wvere used to generate inferred enthalpy
profiles.

Pyrometry was employed to measure the
surface temperatures of ablating heatshield
materials. Pyrometers were focused at locations
on the heatshield surface that corresponded to
the positioning of back-face thermocouples.

199.7 isVsue-Siro!egic and StriAe V/are Wecapor Systerns

Motion picture cameras were used to
provide surveillance and to record catastrophic
failures if thev occurred. These cameras were
not relied upon to record data when testing
heatshield material specimens.

Each model was instrumented with K-type
thermocouples bonded to the back face of the
material specimen. The measured data from
these thermocouples were used to evaluate the
relative insulation performance of the candidate
materials used in the tests. Thermocouple
locations coincided with the thermocouple

1 5 
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locations on the wedge calorimeter to ensure
that the heating environment was known.

Test Description

Test Conditions-For the tests described in
this article, a Mach 3.5 contoured nozzle having
a throat diameter of 0.9 inch and an exit
diameter of 3.00 inches was used. The facility
operating conditions were adjusted to produce a
desired heat transfer rate of 1065 BTU/ft2 sec on
the model at an axial location 2.00 inches from
the leading edge of the model (chamber
pressure of 105 Atim, inferred enthalpy of

6200 B3TU/lbm).

Models-Each material test specimen was
machined to a length of 0.9 inch, a width of
3.0 inches, and a thickness of 0.375 inch. Model
thickness was selected such that it was suffi-
ciently thick to preclude burn-through, yet thin

Graphite
Leading Edge

enough to provide sufficient heat transfer to the
backface in a reasonable amount of time. The
length and width of the test material specimens
were dictated by the size of the standard holders
used at the AEDC facility. The models were
secured to the holders with a graphite clamp
arrangement.

Holders-The test materials were mounted
on heatshield wedge holders. A schematic of the
model holder is shown in Figure 6. A single
heatshield-material test specimen was attached
to each holder. The upper surface of the holder,
to which the test material specimen was
attached, was inclined at a fixed angle of
15 degrees to the flow. The holder was made of
copper, with additional thermal protection
afforded by a leading edge of bulk graphite and
by a generic carbon/silica phenolic insulator on
the underside of the holder. This arrangement
allowed the holders to be reusable.

\ _'q'q E

Carbon / Silica
Phenolic Heat Shield

Holder Assembly (Not to Scale)

Figure 6-Schematic of Model Holder
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THE REENTRY SYSTEMS APPLICATION PROGRAM (RSAP)

Test Procedure

The heater was started and allowed to run
for six seconds prior to the sweep of the
calorimeters through the flow. This six-second
interval allowed the arc flowfield conditions to
stabilize. After the calorimeter sweep, a one-
second elapsed time was allowed prior to model
insertion. Models were introduced into the flow
at a location where the leading edge of the
model holder was 0.1 inch from the nozzle exit
and were held there for seven seconds. After the
last model exited the flow, the heater was shut
down, and recording of recession data and
pyrometer data was stopped. Backface
thermocouple data were recorded for another
40 seconds after heater shutdown.

pitch- and PAN-fiber-based carbon phenolic
materials exhibited ablation performance that
was generally as good as the rayon-fiber-based
materials.

The centerline backface thermocouple data
at a location 2.00 inches downstream of the
leading edge, and at a time 20 seconds after the
model entered the plasma arcjet flowfield, are
shown in Figure 8. The pitch- and PAN-fiber-
based composites exhibited backface tem-
peratures near that of the reference material,
indicative of thermal insulation performance as
good as that of the reference material.

HEATSHIELD MATERIAL

CHARACTERIZATION TESTING

Ablation Test Results

The total recession data of pitch- and PAN-
fiber-based carbon phenolic composite material
are shown in Figure 7, along with data for the
rayon-fiber-based carbon phenolic Navy
reference material. These data were taken at a
location on the centerline of the model
1.25 inches downstream of the leading edge at a
time of seven seconds, corresponding to the end
of the test. These results indicated that both
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SoRI is a not-for-profit, contract research
organization located in Birmingham, Alabama.
The Engineering Division of SoRI has
conducted characterizations for high-
temperature materials used for Navy and Air
Force since the early 1960s. SoRI has developed
many facilities and techniques for measuring
the mechanical and thermal properties of
materials at temperatures from cryogenic to
55000F.

Figure 7-Recession Data
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Thermal Expansion
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Figure 8-Backface Temperature

Tensile Strength and Elastic Modulus

'Tensile strength and elastic modulus were
measured in a gas-bearing tensile test facility
developed by SoRI to evaluate the tensile
properties of materials from ambient tempera-
ture to high temperatures. Coupon specimens
contained in a furnace were loaded in tension-
to-failure. Tensile load and tensile strain were
continuously recorded during the test. Tensile
strength was calculated from measured load at
failure, and elastic modulus was calculated from
the slope of the load-strain curve recorded
during the initial part of the test. Quartz lamp
furnaces were used for temperatures from
ambient to -1200'F; graphite furnaces were
used for temperatures from 1200'F to 5500'F.
Strain measurements were made with high-
temperature clip-on extensometers. Load-time

data were recorded for load rate control, load-
strain data were recorded for preparation of
stress-stain Curves, and temperature-time data
were recorded for low-temperature evaluations
where heating rate was an important parameter.
Ultimate tensile strength, elastic modulus, and
Strainl-10-tilul'reC WerCe calculaCted fromt the

measured load-st rain curve; each specimen was
inspected for roper failihure mode. Data tables,
stress-strain curIIVes, aid summary graphs were
reported.

< 18 >

Thermal expansion was measured using
dilatometers to record length changes of
coupon specimens during heating. For
temperatures up to 1500'F, quartz dilatometers
were used; for temperatures up to 5500'F,
graphite dilatometers were used. The dilato-
meters were calibrated on a regular schedule
using the National Institute for Scientific
Testing (NIST) fused silica standard for the
quartz dilatometers and in-house developed
ATJ graphite standards for the graphite
dilatometers. For the carbon phenolic materials
used in reentry body heatshields, heating rate is
an important parameter at low temperatures.
For the low-temperature runs with controlled
heating rates, length changes were measured
during continuous heating with linear variable
differential transformers. Thermal expansion
was calculated from the change in length that
occurred from initial temperature to each
temperature (final length - initial length);
calculated expansion values were plotted versus
temperature to create a thermal expansion
curve. Values of instantaneous or secant
coefficient of thermal expansion could be
calculated from the thermal expansion curve.

Thermal Conductivity

The thermal conductivity was measured in
the Comparative Rod Apparatus (CRA), which
is used for temperatures up to -2000'F.
Measured thermal conductivity of carbon
phenolic materials is dependent on thermal
preconditioning, so that care must be given to
describing the conditions of the material before
the test and the actual conditions during the
test.

The CRA used a "guarded" column con-
taining two test specimens and two reference
specimens. IHfeat flow was measured into and
out of the column using the reference speci-
mens, and temperatures were measured along
the columnt. Thermial conductivity was
calculated from the known heat flows and the

NavalSurface WarfareCenter, Dahigren Division Technical Digest
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measured temperature gradients in the
specimens. The specimen column was "guarded"
with temperature profiles that matched those in
the column to ensure that heat flow was one
dimensional along the length of the column.
Reference materials included copper, Armco
iron, 316 stainless steel, and Pyroceram.
References were selected to match the thermal
conductivity of the material being tested. Test
method measurement uncertainties were on the
order of five percent.

Thermomechanical Test Results

Properties of the candidate heatshield
materials were measured. Tests performed
included tension at room and elevated
temperatures, thermal expansion to 5000'F, and
thermal conductivity to 600'F. Results of some
of the tests are presented in Figures 9 through
12. Figures 9 and 10 show, as expected, that the
high-strength, high-modulus T350 - 23 XAB
and T350 - 25 XAB used in the PAN candidates
produced the highest strength and highest
modulus composites. These low-temperature-
fired PAN fibers also yielded a lower thermal
conductivity composite, as shown in Figure 12.
The PAN conductivity characteristics showed
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Figure 9-Room Temperature Tensile Strength

little temperature variation between room
temperature and 600'F. This behavior is
desirable from a design standpoint. The pitch
candidates also outperformed the Navy
reference material with respect to thermal
conductivity, which showed little variation with
temperature. The pitch-fiber-based candidates
did not perform as well as the PAN candidates
with respect to tensile strength and modulus,
but they were comparable to the Navy reference
material. In the thermal expansion tests, all of
the replacement material candidates performed
better (expanded less) than the Navy reference
material.

CANDIDATE HEATSHIELD MATERIAL

Test Conclusions

The results of the plasma arc'et ablation
testing and the thermomechanical screening
and characterization of alternate fiber carbon
phenolic heatshield materials indicated that the
ablation performance and thermomechanical
properties of these materials were as good as or
better than those of the AVTEX rayon-fiber-
based material, the Navy reference material. All
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Figure 1 o-Room Temperature Tensile Modulus
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Figure 1 1-Thermal Expansion

candidates are undergoing further evaluation.
Ihe use of ground-test facilities and material
characterization measurements is an effective
means for screening alternative materials
relative to the existing reference material.
Ultimately, the overall performance of any
replacement material must be determined in
full-scale flight tests.

In the decision-making process associated
with the choice of a replacement material,
factors and issues in addition to material

perforI11aiIce must also be considered. Many

Figure 12-Thermal Conductivity

new, alternate replacement fibers were in the
realm of R&D. The availability of such fibers is
questionable from the standpoint of the ability
to produce quantities necessary for component
fabrication at an affordable cost. Replacement
components must have a capability to meet
mission requirements equivalent to the
components of the existing systems. In addition,
a replacement component must have minimal
impact on the overall system, and that impact
must be understood. A link must exist between
the replacement component and current,
existing ground-test and flight-test data bases.
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The replacement component must be afford-
able. Reductions in the cost of replacement
components by a factor of two may be a
required reality in the future. In an era with
little or no new system production, manufac-
turers will not operate facilities in a continuous
manner. The consistency of replacement
components must be ensured and must not be
subject to the start-up and shutdown cycles
inherent in intermittent operation of material
processing facilities.

Future Plans

Additional candidate materials have been
identified, and test specimens will be produced,
screened, and tested as appropriate. Testing
similar to that described will take place on each
of the candidate materials. Since many new
materials are expected to be available for testing,
productivity enhancements in the test
procedures are being pursued. One such
productivity enhancement is the development
and use of a model holder to accommodate two
material specimens on each model mount
position. A double-wedge configuration, with
material specimens on both the top and bottom
surfaces, is planned to be utilized in future
testing. A schematic of this arrangement is

Curved
Holder

shown in Figure 13. A result of preliminary
testing of a double-wedge calorimeter
configuration, which mirrors the material test
model, is shown in Figure 14. Gardon gages
were mounted on the top and bottom of the
double-wedge configuration at various
locations to measure the heat flux to the
calorimeter. The results of this test indicated
that the plasma arcjet flowfield environment
was uniform and symmetrical, and suitable for
testing materials in a double-wedge model test
configuration.

Ablation testing of actual heatshield
materials, excised from conical frusta, is
planned to assess the effects of aging on the
ablation performance of these materials. To test
these specimens in the present test setup would

require the machining of the curved specimens
into flat samples. Removal of stock from the
inner and outer surfaces of the curved speci-
mens may not be desirable, since the thickness
of the flat specimen Would be reduced from
that of the curved specimen, and the stock
removal process may alter the state of the "aged"
material. A curved model holder, also shown
schematically in Figure 13, has been designed, as
has a curved calorimeter model. These items
should allow the excised heatshield materials
to be successfully tested in an ablative
environment.

Double-Wedge
Holder I

I

AI
|Two Test Articles|

Per Holder I

Figure 13-Schematic of Model Holder
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Figure 14-Gardon Gage Heat Transfer Results

Investigations are also planned to produce a
simulated trajectory environment in the plasma
arcjet. A wedge model with the ability to change
its angle relative to the flow and to move toward
the nozzle exit may be able to simulate condi-
tions of increasing pressure and heating
associated with reentry in the earth's
atmosphere.

SUMMARY

U.S. strategic policy has established a
continuing need for U.S. nuclear Strategic
Forces. The NPR has set forth a strategy that
preserves opti[ons for ramp-up to a reconsti-
lution hedge or ramnp-down to deep cuts from
our current strategic reduction plan. Various
studies have determined that the strategic
industrial base is rapidly eroding due to an
absence of ballistic missile development or
production programs. RSAP has been
established to maintain SLIBM reentry systems
beyond original design life and to maintain
essential capability necessary to address aging
phenomenal and future recluirements for in-
service S1l11M recntry systems. Results from a
Reentry Systems Industrial Base Survey
inLicated that the reentry industrial base has
undeLgonte signiflicialt erosion. 'rThe reentry

system afterbody heatshield was identified as a
critical component that can no longer be
manufactured and which is subject to aging
effects. RSAP has established technical tasks to
develop the technology necessary to support the
replacement of operational heatshield systems.
The results of plasma arcjet heater experiments
and high-temperature mechanical properties
characterization experiments have been
presented that show the potential for the
development of a non-rayon-fiber-based, tape-
wrapped heatshield material system. Results
obtained from the RSAP program to date have
indicated that the basic approach holds promise
for providing the technical and industrial
foundation necessary (n support the life
extension of SLBM reentry systems.
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WIND TUNNEL TESTING OF STRATEGIC

SYSTEMS IN NSWCDD's TUNNEL #9
Mr. John A. Hill, Mr. John F. Lafferty, and Mr. Daniel E. Marren

Strategic reentry systems operate in the hypersonicflight regime. This
environment is thermo-structurally the most severe and aerodynamically one of
the least predictablefor atmosphericflight. In order to improve the understanding
of atmospheric reentry and thereby improve the accuracy and reliability of Navy
Reentry Systems, Strategic Systems Programs (SSP) and the Naval Surface
Warfare Center, Dahlgren Division (NSWCDD) funded the development of the
world's most advanced hypersonic ground test facility, NSWCDD's Hypervelocity
Wind Tunnel #9 (Tunnel 9). As technology advanced, Tunnel 9 has been
upgraded to provide capabilities unmatched by any hypersonic ground test
facility in the Department of Defense (DoD) or the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA). Testfacilities such as Tunnel 9 will be vital to
reentry system life extension programs such as the Navy's Reentry System
Applications Program (RSAP) and the Air Force's Reentry Vehicle Applications
Program (RVAP). This article will discuss the history of the wind tunnel complex
at White Oak, Maryland, the development and use of Tunnel 9 in support of
strategic reentry systems, the transition of its use to other hypersonic systems, and
the completion of upgrades to support these programs.

INTRODUCTION

Tunnel 9 located at the White Oak, Maryland, site of NSWCDD provides clean,
uniform aerodynamic flowfields at high Reynolds numbers with relatively long run
times. The Reynolds number is a nondimensional flow parameter that ratios the
flight vehicle's inertial forces to its surface frictional forces and is used to determine
the characteristics of the vehicle's boundary layer. Tunnel 9 has played a major role in
the testing of strategic reentry systems, endoatmospheric interceptors, and aerospace
plane programs. Specific testing areas include:

+ lResal-ch into hypervelocity flow to understand flight vehicle stability charactcris-
tics, botundary layer transition, sura-ilce heat transfer, and aerodynamic forces

+ Vehicle Component testing to aid in systems development, for example, systems
using jet interaction or flaps for control or testing hypersonic inlet designs

V 24 -
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+ Flight confidence testing to proof systems
before flight testing such as shroud removal
on interceptors

+ Classified testing where the models and data
can be protected at a government facility

hot gas in a piston-like fashion, thereby
maintaining constant conditions in the test
section during the run. A layout of Tunnel 9 is
shown in Figure l. A complete description of
the current Tunnel 9 capabilities can be found
in Reference 1.

Tunnel 9 Facility Description and Operation

Tunnel 9 is a blowdown facility that
currently operates at Mach numbers of 7, 8, 10,
14, and 16.5. Tunnel 9 uses pure nitrogen as the
working fluid. The test section is over 12 feet
long and 5 feet in diameter, which enables
testing of full-scale model configurations.
Ranges for Reynolds numbers and supply
conditions are listed in Table 1.

HISTORY OF HYPERSONIC FACILITIES AT

NSWCDD AND DEVELOPMENT OF

TUNNEL #9

The following section is included to provide
insight into the origin of the wind tunnel
complex at the White Oak site of NSWCDD.

Table 1-Tunnel 9 Nominal Capabilities

Supply Nominal Reynolds
Mach Number Pressure Supply Number Range

Rang (pia) Temperature Range(scn)Range (psia) (degrees F) (X I0 6/ft) (seconds)

7 2,600 - 11,800 3,000 3.7 - 15.8 1 - 6

8 1,000 - 12,000 1,100 4.5 - 50.0 0.33 - 6

10 500- 14,000 1,350 0.86 - 20.0 0.23 - 8

14 100- 20,000 2,750 0.072 - 3.8 0.7 - 15

16.5 21,000 2,880 3.24 3.5

During a typical run, the vertical heater
vessel is used to pressurize and heat a fixed
volume of nitrogen to a predetermined pressure
and temperature. The test section and vacuum
sphere are evacuated to approximately I mmHg
and are separated from the heater by a pair of
metal diaphragms. When the nitrogen ill the
heater reaches the desired temperature and
pressure, the diaphragms are ruptured. The gas
flows from the top of the heater, expanding
through the contoured nozzle into the test
section at the desired test conditions. The nozzle
internal shape changes smoothly from the
nozzle throat to the test cell in a contour
designed specifically for each MAach number. As
the hot gas exits the top of the heater, cooler
nitrogen from four pressurized driver vessels
enters the heater base. The cold gas drives the

This historical account is based on Reference 2
and is largely anecdotal. However, it provides a
unique perspective on the events and facilities
ultimately leading to the development of
Tunnel 9. In addition, Figure 2 gives a pictorial
perspective of the historical programs and
facility developments to support those
programs.

As World \Var 11 came to a close in Europe in
the spring of 1945, the advancing Americans
captured a German installation at Kochel in
Bavaria. This site included two supersonic wind
tunnels. These tunnels had been recently moved
to Kochel, in response to an Allied bombing
raid in August of 1943, from their original
home at the PCenn1emunde Rocket Development
Station. These extremely valuable, un1i(Lue

_ _ _ _ _ __ -X 2 ,
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Figure 1-Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel #9

tacilities were worth moving because they were
being use(d in the developmcnt of German

weapon programs, suchI as the V-2 Rocket. In
July 1 945 tile custody of these facilities was
awarded to the U.S. Navy, and by January 1946
they had been dismantled and transported to
the United States. Custody of the tunnels was

passed from the Chief of Naval Operations to
tile BureCau0 ofOrdniance to the Naval Ordhnance
l aboratory at W\hite Oak, Maryland. German
scientists fri im tile Kochicl Facility were t rans-

ferred to White (ak starting in 1946 to assist in

hile installatioll and modern ization of thle two

(nllinels designated Supersonic unlinel I andi

SuIperIsonlic 'Tl el 2. '[11 two '1)- \ '10-cmll

tuilnils were operational Lor shakedown and

Calibrat ion purposes 1b July of 1918, and in

Fecbrulialrv of 19'19 Research and 1)evelopient

R ) ) iland 'lest and Fvalluiation ('l'&F3) testing

had beg ti (i. O)ver the vears, these tunnels were

upgraded and modernized. The hardware from
Tunnel I was eventually used to create a
vacuum chamber for calibrating instrumen-
tation, and Tunnel 2 was finally deactivated in
the early '90s. Many advances in designing and
building supersonic testing facilities, as well as
improving measurement techniques, were
developed in these two tunnels. Several well-
known weapon systems were also ground tested
in these two facilities, including the Navy's
Polaris Mk-l and Mk-2 Reentry Bodies ( RBs).
Almost 60 years after lunilnel I first became
operational at PenInemuunde, the hardware from
two of tile world's first SuperVSonliC Wind tunnelllLls

can1 still be Seen While touring tilhe 'Iunl.1CI

Facilities at Whitc Oak.

With the iuicleus of tilhe Gerian scientists
allnd financial backing fromi the Navy, other

facilities were developed at \White Oak. 'FunIel 3
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became operational in 1949 and was primarily
used for supersonic diffuser research. The
design of the 16- x 16-ft propulsion wind
tunnel diffuser at the Arnold Engineering
Development Center (AEDC) in Tullahoma,
Tennessee, was based on research from
Tunnel 3. Tunnel 3 was given to the Aerospace
Engineering Department of the University of
Maryland in 1955. Tunnel 4, the first hypersonic
(Mach numbers >5) tunnel at White Oak
became operational in 1950. It had a 12- x
12-cm test section and was the first tunnel to
reach Mach 10 without liquefying the air during
the temperature loss incurred when the flow is
expanded through the nozzle. In 1957, the
nozzles, test section, and diffuser were given to
the Von Karman Institute of AGARD in
Brussels, Belgium, and replaced by a larger test
cell and axisymmetric nozzle with a 12-inch exit
diameter. The first Mach 10 aerodynamic
measurements on the Polaris Mk-1 RB were
made in Tunnel 4. It was modernized in 1964 to

operate between Mach 10 and 18. The technical
advances made to reach these higher Mach
numbers, such as replacing air with hot,
pressurized pure Nitrogen as the working fluid,
would aid in the design of future wind tunnels
including Tunnel 9. Tunnels 5 and 7 were
planned but never completed, and Tunnel 6 was
built in 1950 to study supersonic turbulence
and shock-wave phenomena. The next
significant development in the area of
hypersonics was the construction of Tunnel 8.
Tunnel 8 was completed in 1956 and was
nominally a 20-inch diameter high Reynolds
number facility operating between Mach 5 and
Mach 10. Tunnel 8A, installed in 1970, was a
pilot facility to Tunnel 9. Its 24-inch nozzle exit
diameter produced extremely uniform Mach 18
flow and was used for high-altitude testing of
various reentry bodies and the space shuttle.

The majority of the hypersonic testing in the
'60s and '70s supported strategic offensive and

I ENDO INTERCEPTORS 
HEDI THAAD
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Figure 2-History of NSWCDD Wind Tunnel Testing and Development
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defensive weapon systems. With the escalation
of the Cold War, it was necessary to deploy
accurate and reliable systems. The requirement
for reliable and accurate systems drove the
requirements for understanding the aerother-
modynamic environment of reentry. In order to
improve the understanding of reentry, a new
facility with enhanced capabilities was
envisioned. Tunnel 9 was designed using all the
technological advances developed in the
previous 15 years. Tunnel 9 was originally
planned to produce Mach 10, Mach 15, and
Mach 20 flow through a test cell that could
accommodate full-scale reentry bodies. Three
axisymmetric contoured nozzles would each be
resident in a different leg of the tunnel, but all
three would take advantage of a common high-
pressure driver system and vacuum sphere.

The contract to build Tunnel 9 was awarded
in 1967, and by 1972 most of the major facility
items had been completed. A shakedown of the
facility began in 1973 and was completed by
1977. However, the initial operating conditions
varied somewhat from the original plan. The
Mach 20 leg has yet to be realized, and the
planned Mach 15 capability was modified to
achieve Mach 14. By the end of 1978, the
world's newest and most advanced hypersonic
ground test facility was operating at Mach 10
and Mach 14. The advances that made Tunnel 9
unique, when it was built and which still
maintain its position today, are its combination
of operational envelope, its capability for testing
full-scale models, and its long run times, which
allow for an order of magnitude more data per
run than shock tunnels. Long, contoured
axisymmetric nozzles also provide the uniform
flow ideal for aerodynamic testing. After Tunnel
9 came on-line in the late '70s only Tunnels 2, 8
and 8A were still in operation.

As a result of a 1976 Joint Logistic
Commanders Study of "Consolidation of
Flun1ctions anld Fiacilities," Tunn11el 9 was
identified as DoD's primary hypervelocity wind
t u nnel, and the Air Force's Tunnel F at AlDC
was subsequently closed. In 1984, the NS\W(Ct)t)
tunnels lost their Navy institutional hiunding,

causing the full cost of testing to be borne by
the test-sponsoring organizations. NSWCDD
made a cost reduction decision to no longer
support the maintenance and repair of the older
wind tunnel facilities at White Oak. The test
capabilities provided by the older tunnels could
be duplicated elsewhere in the country. Since
Tunnel 9 remained unique in its test capabilities,
maintenance and repair assets were
concentrated on Tunnel 9.

TUNNEL #9 TESTING FOR STRATEGIC

REENTRY SYSTEM PROGRAMS

Tunnel 9 was originally built to support the
Navy's Trident Missile Program, specifically to
test the effects of reentry on full-scale shapes.
The Navy's Mk-500 Maneuvering Reentry Body
(MaRB) was planned to be the first reentry
system tested in Tunnel 9. It was designed to use
its high velocity and maneuverability to defeat
in-place Ballistic Missile Defenses by evading
the interceptors. When contracting issues
delayed Tunnel 9's opening, the Mk-500's
ground test program was completed elsewhere.
Tunnel 9's initial operational capability in 1977
did directly support the assessment of aerody-
namic drivers for the SSP under the Improved
Accuracy Program. Data from this testing was
used in the design of the D5/Mk-5 reentry
system, the first SLBM system with hard target
kill capability.

Although other tunnels within the United
States can produce high Mach numbers, only
Tunnel 9 can produce a simulation that matches
both Mach and Reynolds numbers, in the
altitude regime critical to strategic offensive
weapon systems, for sufficient test times. Mach
number effects and Reynolds number effects
cannot be accurately scaled from lower Mach
number and Reynolds number data obtained in

other facilities, especially in the altitude regime
where turbulent boundary layers dominate
the flowfield. Tunnel 9's ability to obtain
transitional and fully turbulent boundary layers
on full-scale models amnl over-scale nosetips
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makes it ideal for testing strategic reentry
systems.

Over the last 20 years, Tunnel 9 has provided
a broad spectrum of reentry systems testing
from static stability and drag testing of the
Navy's Mk-4, to specialized testing to determine
the effects of base pressure, at high angles of
attack, on stability moments for the Navy's
Mk-5. The first strategic reentry system tests in
Tunnel 9 were begun in 1977 and included the
Advanced Maneuvering Reentry Vehicle
(AMARV) sponsored by the DoD Joint
Advanced Ballistic Reentry Systems (ABRES)
Program. In 1979, the Navy's Strategic Systems
Program Office (SSPO) began sponsoring a
series of tests of the Mk-4 reentry system. This
series included testing to determine the
aerodynamics and boundary layer heat transfer
of the ablated nosetips shapes and testing to
study high-altitude, high angle-of-attack
aerodynamics. Descriptions of these tests can be
found in References 3 through 6.

During the initial flight testing of the Mk-5
reentry system, flight data indicated that the
center of pressure of the Mk-5 at high angle of
attack was different than predicted. Very
specialized testing in Tunnel 9 verified the
theory that explained this flight anomaly.

The Air Force's Intercontinental Ballistic
Missile (ICBM) Office also performed tests in
Tunnel 9. In addition to the ABRES tests, the Air
Force sponsored tests that included reentry
vehicle (RV) nosetip studies and testing of other
possible future reentry systems, such as kinetic
energy impactors. Besides DoD agencies, DoD
contractors also used internal R&D funding to
sponsor reentry system testing in Tunnel 9. An
example of this is the Lockheed Missile and
Space Company test of a maneuvering RB
concept in 1981.

Even though Tunnel 9 was originally
developed primarily for testing strategic reentry
systems, as national interest was kindled in the
Strategic Defense Initiative (S1I), know n as

"Star Wars," the interest in hypersonic inter-
ceptors also increased. With the potential
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction
and international terrorism, interest in the
hypersonic interceptor concepts will remain
high.

In the '80s, testing of strategic interceptors
became one of Tunnel 9's primary business
lines. At this time, interest in developing other
hypersonic vehicle systems, such as the National
Aerospace Plane (NASP), also increased. The
primary focus of testing in Tunnel 9 switched to
the testing of other hypersonic vehicles, such as
NASP, and strategic and theater missile defense
systems. Specific enhancements and facility
developments to support these programs were
undertaken, which allowed Tunnel 9 to
maintain a unique place in the hypersonic
ground test community.

TUNNEL #9 TESTING OF OTHER

HYPERSONIC SYSTEMS

Numerous experiments have been
performed in Tunnel 9 that have supported SDI
and the Ballistic Missile Defense Organization
(BMDO) endoatmospheric interceptor
programs. The unique capabilities of Tunnel 9
have been included in the BMDO T&E
infrastructure for critical testing in the areas of
aerodynamics, aerostability, divert and control
Jet interaction, aero-optics, window cooling,
and thermal structural testing. These
capabilities have proven to be particularly
important to the Army's High Endoatmospheric
Defense Interceptor (HEDI), Theater High-
Altitude Area Defense (THAAD), and the
Israeli/U.S. Arrow missile programs, where such
testing is critical. Tunnel 9's operational
envelope, pictured in Figure 3, is also well suited
to support the requirements of the Theater
Missile Defense (TMDIO) development testing.

'T'he 'lN1D icndoatmnospheric interceptor
programs have taken advantage Of 'Tlunnel 9's

niquc capabilities to develop hypersoniic
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interceptors that defend against a variety of
threats at all levels of the atmosphere. For these
hypervelocity intercepts, highly accurate
systems are required. Lessons learned on earlier
interceptor flight tests identified the need for
flight duplication during ground testing. Issues
with missile shroud separation, Reynolds
number scaling, aero/thermal effects on sensor
window heating, jet interaction effects, and
acro/optics are dependent on true flight
duplication of important flight parameters,
including long run times consistent with
endgame scenarios. The need for highly reliable,
realistic T&E is paramount.

During the 1980s there was also a renewed
interest in hypersonic flight vehicle
development. NASP, the primary program

during this time, used Tunnel 9 extensively for
high Mach number aerodynamic and scramjet
inlet testing. High Mach number testing is
critical to the development of such a vehicle
because the extrapolation of data to higher
Mach numbers is not reliable for these complex,
high lift-to-drag ratio (L/D) configurations.
Engine inlet design and testing provides a
significant challenge for NASP due to the
engine/airframe integration necessary for
hypersonic cruise scramjet operation. The entire
flowfield ahead of the scramjet affects the
engine inlet flowpath, thereby coupling the
engine development with the aerodynamic
flowfield. Tunnel 9's high Mach number
capability, long run times, and large test cell
provided the high data rates necessary to meet
the NASP ground test needs.
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During the early stages of the NASP
program, multiple aerospace contractor teams
were in competition. Each team provided a
different configuration. Multiple full-body
aerodynamic configurations and engine
flowpath/scramjet inlet tests were performed in
Tunnel 9.7 8 Full-body aerodynamic and inlet
configuration testing at Tunnel 9 was enhanced
by the ability to test large, heavily instrumented
models. Inlet models are the largest nonpitching
models tested to date in Tunnel 9, reaching
lengths exceeding 10 feet. Long run times
allowed inlet models to be started, unstarted,
and restarted during a single run to assess the
dynamic nature of the process.

Most of the testing described in the
preceding sections required upgrades in
instrumentation and tunnel capability or both
to meet the data collection requirements
specified by the sponsors. A discussion of some
of the most important facility upgrades follows.

UPGRADES TO TUNNEL 9 TO SUPPORT

STRATEGIC SYSTEMS

Mach 10 High Reynolds Number

In order to obtain natural boundary layer
transition on full-scale reentry body frustra and
oversized reentry body nosetips, very high
Reynolds numbers are required. To accurately
predict the aerodynamic characteristics of an
RB, it is necessary to know when and where on
the body the boundary layer transitions from
laminar flow to turbulent flow. Only in a facility
that can simulate full-flight Mach and Reynolds
numbers concurrently can this type of data be
generated. To achieve these flow parameters, the
Mach 10 leg of Tunnel 9 was significantly
redesigned.' The nozzle supply pressure was
increased to 15,000 psi, resulting in a tenfold
increase in the mass flow rate through the test
cell. The pressure and mass flow increases
resulted in a fourfold increase of Reynolds
number from 5.4x 105 to 20x 10'. 'Ihis Mach 10
high Reynolds number capability allowed

1997 Issue-Strategic and Strike Warfare Weapons Systems

boundary layer transition studies to be
completed on Navy reentry systems.

Mach 14 High Altitude

As a reentry body descends through the
atmosphere, the aerodynamic stability of the
vehicle drives any angle of attack towards zero.
This phenomena is known as angle-of-attack
convergence. During the testing of the Navy's
Mk-4 reentry system, the predicted angle-of-
attack convergence was not observed. If any
aerodynamic parameter cannot be accurately
predicted, it will be not be properly modeled in
fire control, resulting in an uncertainty that
decreases a weapon system's accuracy.
Heatshield outgassing was postulated as a
possible culprit, but there was no way to test the
theory.

Heatshield outgassing occurs at high
altitudes when the friction created by the air
begins to heat the heatshield. As the tempera-
tures on the heatshield increase, volatiles begin
to percolate to the heatshield surface and are
injected into the boundary layer. This mass
injection into the boundary layer changes the
nominal boundary layer characteristics, creating
a local change in all of the aerodynamic para-
meters in the area of the mass injection. The
question to be answered was, "Were the aero-
dynamic changes observed in flight caused by
heatshield outgassing?"

In order to test this theory, a technique for
simulating mass addition to the boundary layer
using porous models was designed, developed,
and characterized at NSWCDD White Oak.'(
This technique, combined with the ability to
simulate very high altitudes, was developed for
the Mach 14 leg of Tunnel 9. The resultant test
series verified the theory that heatshield
outgassing at high altitudes could generate the
aerodynamic forces necessary to recreate an
observed flight test anomaly.' The data from
these tests were used to adjust aerodynamic
models and SLBM fire control.
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OTHER UPGRADES

Mach 8 High Dynamic Pressure

During the early development of high-speed
endoatmospheric interceptors, designers needed
a way to protect the critical seeker windows
from the harsh environment experienced
during flyout. A protective shroud was
developed, which was to be ejected from the
infrared guided seeker before final homing.
Lessons learned on earlier interceptor flight tests
identified the need for flight duplication.
Problems involving shroud failure on certain
interceptor flight tests were partially due to
improper scaling from smaller scale wind
tunnel models, which were ground tested at
lower dynamic pressures. A capability was
developed for Tunnel 9 that provided very high
dynamic pressure (-100 psi), resulting in the
desired environment.' Subsequent shroud
designs were validated in Tunnel 9 using full-
scale hardware at flight dynamic pressures in
the Mach 8 test leg, which are described in
References 12 and 13. We believe testing with
this upgraded capability contributed greatly to
the total success of follow-on flight tests.

Mach 7 Thermal and Structural Facility

The Mach 7 Facility was developed with
funding from BMDO. BMDO is developing
high-speed endoatmospheric interceptors that
encounter severe aerothermal environments
during the unshrouded endgame portion of
flight. Seeker window survivability, material
structural degradation due to thermal loading,
and degradation of seeker performance, are all
important design considerations. Earlier
endtoatmospheric interceptor designs utilized
sophisticated seeker window cooling techniques
to protect the seeker window from these
extreme conditions. The penalties for such
cooling schemes are optical aberrations and
distortion of the target signal, as well as adding
weight and complexity to the missile.

Aberrat ional characteristics of windows, such as
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attenuation, boresight error (BSE), and blur
have an adverse effect on seeker performance at
high speeds. Therefore, evaluation of
interceptor performance in a ground test facility
that can provide full-flight duplication will
greatly reduce risk to the program. No existing
facility could provide full-flight duplication
with run times comparable to endgame
scenarios. Such a facility was obtained by
upgrading Tunnel 9.

The Mach 7 Thermal and Structural Facility
operates similarly to Mach 14. Mach 7 utilizes
the high pressure and temperature capability of
the Mach 14 heater and concentrates that high
enthalpy flow in a smaller, high-energy core.
Using the Mach 14 supply plenum, the flow is
expanded to only Mach 7, maintaining high
enough pressure and temperature to provide
full-flight duplication. To achieve flight
duplication at Mach 7, supply temperatures of
3000 degrees Fahrenheit are required.
Reference 14 provides a complete description of
the Mach 7 Facility and calibration.

Mach 16.5

During the development of NASP and other
planetary entry vehicles, extrapolation to high
Mach numbers from existing data bases was
insufficient to model the complex, high-speed
inlet flows and to predict drag on the vehicles.
The NASP program funded a development to
increase the Mach number capability to
Mach 16.5. This development leveraged off the
Mach 14 Heater and Nozzle and used the
phenomenon of supercooling to achieve
flowfields, extending the current data base to
more realistic operational envelopes for these
vehicles.'5

Even though these upgrades were not
originally developed to support strategic
systems, they will provide ground testing
opportunities not available in the past to
strategic system developers. For example, the
Mach 7 or 8 facility could be used to test a
braking system for a deep earth penetrator that
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was deployed from a submarine launched
ballistic missile (SLBM), traveled 4000 miles to
reach the target, and needed to be slowed to
optimum earth entry angle and velocity.

FUTURE REQUIREMENTS

Reentry Systems Applications Program

Tunnel 9 is part of the industrial base
required for the design, development, testing
and deployment of strategic reentry systems.
This industrial base is rapidly eroding primarily
because there are currently no plans to build
any new strategic missile or reentry systems.
With the reductions in strategic nuclear forces
and decreasing defense budgets, economics has
forced the military to extend the service life of
our current nuclear arsenal. In response to the
eroding industrial base and the requirement to
extend the life of deployed systems, Congress
has initiated RSAP. This program has both a
Navy and an Air Force component. The
objective of this program is to maintain the
minimum industrial base so that aging parts
may be replaced or refurbished, thereby
allowing the extension of the service life of
currently deployed reentry systems from 20 to
as many as 60 years. RSAP has recognized that
Tunnel 9 is an integral part of this industrial
base. Therefore, as part of its "Capability
Retention Task,' the Navy's RSAP program has
pledged to provide an annual testing budget to
help ensure Tunnel 9 remains viable and
available. This budget will be used to test RSAP
specific products, such as tests of aged compo-
nents or tests to requalifiy replacement parts for
flight. The budget could also be used to test
systems to meet future reentry systems
requirements or even to upgrade the tunnel's
capability. The first RSAP-sponsored test in
Tunnel 9 was completed in April 1997.

With treaties limiting the number of nuclear
delivery systems, it is clear that the Navy's
systems will have to perform current, and in the
future maybe even additional, missions with
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fewer RBs. To do this, could require enhanced
performance or even upgraded systems.
Increasing the performance or capabilities of
currently deployed systems to meet future
requirements would require use of the entire
industrial base, including Tunnel 9. Fortunately,
even without recent funding from strategic
weapon developers, Tunnel 9 has remained
viable by transitioning from strategic to other
types of testing and by constantly upgrading its
capabilities. RSAP intends to help Tunnel 9
remain available now and in the future as an
integral component of the industrial base.

Ballistic Missile Defense Office

BMDO continues to have a need for the
unique capabilities of Tunnel 9. BMDO
requirements include the need to test full-scale
interceptors in an environment that duplicates
flight. These requirements translate to the need
to test larger models in full-flight environments,
the addition of instrumentation upgrades that
complement the long run times and high
heating environment of the thermal and
structural facility, and the capability to test
reaction control systems in these severe
aerothermal environments.

IN CONCLUSION

NSWCDD's site at White Oak, Maryland, has
been closed by the 1995 Base Relocation and
Closing (BRAC) Commission. As part of the
base closure, Tunnel 9 was declared excess by
the Navy. To prevent the loss of this unique
national asset, U.S. Strategic Forces Command
and BMDO proposed that Tunnel 9 continue
operations under BRAC reuse provisions. Under
this plan, the facility and the personnel billets
will be transferred from the Navy to the Air
Force to be managed as part of the AEDC. This
transfer is scheduled for October 1, 1997. Thus,
Tunnel 9, the legacy of Navy high-speed wind
tunnel testing, will remain in operation at the
WVhite Oak site.
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This article has provided the historical
perspective to show why a facility like Tunnel 9
was developed by the Navy at White Oak, how it
was integral to the development of currently
deployed reentry systems, how it has remained
viable over the years, and why it is imperative
that it exist in the future to support strategic
reentry system testing.
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EVALUATION OF REENTRY SYSTEMS NOSETIPS

AND HEATSHIELDS USING AN

ARC HEATER FACILITY

Mr. Michael J. Gillum and Dr. Leo P. O'Hare

The analysis and ground testing of reentry body nosetip and heatshield
materials require simulation of the severe aerothermal environment that such
components would encounter. Although wind tunnels are the most recognized
type of aerodynamic ground test facility, they cannot adequately simulate the
high-enthalpy, high-pressure environment needed to evaluate candidate reentry
materials. Arc heaters, on the other hand, can provide the necessary pressure and
thermal environments; however, the number of such facilities is rapidly dimin-
ishing. Most of the current Navy reentry heatshield and nosetip material testing is
performed at the Arnold Engineering Development Center's Von Karman Facility
High EnthalpyAerothermal Test Unit (AEDC VKF HEAT). The arc facility has
been utilized to evaluate candidate nosetip and heatshield materials, to evaluate
the aging effects associated with heatshield life extension, and to develop
instrumentation techniques for flight-test support. '-3

INTRODUCTION

As noted above, arc heaters are needed to simulate the proper pressure and
thermal environments for the characterization and ground testing of reentry body
nosetips and heatshields. The AEDC HEAT test units are the only state-of-the-art,
high-pressure arc facilities in the world, providing high-enthalpy test conditions
simulating aeroheating environments consistent with endoatmospheric flight at
velocities from 5,000 ft/sec up to and exceeding 20,000 ft/sec. Test units include H- I,
11-2, H-3, and H-R.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST FACILITY

The AEDC HEAT-HI Facility is a continuous-flow, electric arc-heated facility. It
uses air as the working fluid and expands the flow to a supersonic free jet in the
atmospheric environment of the test building. The arc heater is characterized by its
segmented construction and fixed distance between electrodes. These features make it
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possible for high-pressure, high-enthalpy
operation. A schematic of the arc heater,
configured for nosetip testing, is shown in
Figure 1.

A rotary Model Positioning System (MPS),
with eight positions, can be programmed to
inject test models at various axial stations
downstream of the expansion nozzle, advance
or retract axially, expose models to the flow for
various intervals of time, and hold the stag-
nation point of an ablating model at a fixed
point in the flow. A maximum of seven models
may be tested in one run, since one position is
left vacant for heater start-up and shutdown.

There are several axisymmetric expansion
nozzles that may be used to generate different
Mach numbers and/or thermal environments.
Contoured nozzles provide a single test environ-
ment for a given set of input conditions; nozzles

M_

currently available have a range in Mach
number of 1.8 to 3.5. Flared nozzles provide an
axially varying test environment for a given set
of input conditions.

Due to the inherent nature of this type of
arc heater, flow properties vary across the jet at
any given axial station. Flow properties, such as
the enthalpy, take on a "spiked" profile, with the
maximum value occurring along the nozzle
centerline. Enthalpy profiles may be "flattened"
somewhat by adding cold mixing air to the hot
jet and/or by installing a stilling chamber
between the heater exit and the expansion
nozzle. These "flattened" profiles provide a
more uniform enthalpy distribution across the
jet, at the penalty of reducing the maximum
enthalpy at the centerline.

It is important to point out that arc facilities
provide relative performance data and not

Carbon-carbon
Nosetip

Carbon Phenolic
Holder

Figure 1-Schematic of Typical Arc Heater Operation, Configured For Nosetip Testing

I
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absolute performance data. An arc does not
produce a full-scale flight simulation; however,
it is generally used to compare the performance
of one material to another and/or to a reference
material for which flight data exists. The arc is
also invaluable for flight confidence testing.

Nose And Heatshield Material Test Types

Nosetip Material Testing-Arc heaters may
be utilized to characterize stagnation point
recession performance and to assess boundary-
layer transition performance. Steady-state
stagnation point recession testing is accom-
plished by using a contoured expansion nozzle
and inserting the test model into the flow at a
prescribed axial position downstream of the
nozzle exit. As the stagnation point recedes, the
MPS is moved forward to compensate, such that
the stagnation point continually remains at the
prescribed axial location. Recession data is
obtained by viewing high-speed camera film
and also by monitoring the MPS position
history.

The test environment necessary for
boundary-layer transition assessment is
obtained by using a conical or "flared"
expansion nozzle on the heater unit. The flared
nozzle produces axially varying flowfield
conditions downstream of the nozzle exit plane:
high Reynolds Number and high pressure at the
nozzle exit that continually decrease in
magnitude in the downstream direction. The
model is inserted into the flow at a location
downstream of the nozzle exit plane, providing
the desired high-altitude, laminar flow environ-
ment. The model is then ramped towards the
nozzle exit at a prescribed rate, simulating
passage from high altitude to low altitude. At
some axial location during the ramp-phase, the
boundary layer may transit from laminar to
turbulent. The effects of boundary layer
transition can be identified in film data by
gouging that occurs on the nosetip model
silhouette. The stagnation pressure anld the
]e'nol ds number where Cboundary layer
transition is identified to occur, can be
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correlated to the axial position of the stagnation
point relative to the nozzle exit.

Heatshield Material Testing-The arc
heaters may be utilized to assess heatshield
material ablation and insulation performance.
Insulation performance can be obtained by
fitting test samples with in-depth and/or
backface thermocouples. Temporal ablation
performance can be obtained by monitoring the
test specimen surface topology with a Laser
Wedge Recession system. A laser is projected
onto the model surface 450 to the normal. As
the surface recedes, the laser will appear to
move equidistantly in the transverse direction
along the test sample surface.

Test Procedures

Pretest-Before installing models in the test
unit, model pretest photographs are taken, and
pretest nosetip lengths are measured. The test
models are mounted on the MPS stings and are
aligned on the nozzle. For nosetip models, the
reference marks indicating the 00 and the 900
rays of the nosetips are aligned with predefined
camera positions. All heatshield wedge models
are tested with the leading edge oriented
horizontally in the test position. This is done
primarily to accommodate data acquisition.
Alignment of each wedge model depends on the
type of model; two-sided wedges are generally
tested with the wedge holder leading edge on
the flow centerline in order to provide similar
environments to each sample, while single-sided
wedges are typically tested with the wedge
holder leading edge below centerline to provide
maximum surface exposure to the core flow.
Cooling water is connected to each cooled
wedge model, and thermocouple instrumenta-
tion is connected to the data system. Each
sensor is then response checked. Final checks
are made of the model alignment, model
injection sequence, model instrumentation, data
acquisition systems, motion picture camera
setup, laser recession monitor, and arc heater
systems.
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Test-Nominal chamber pressures for
nosetip transition test runs and heatshield runs
range from 70 to 120 atm. Model injection
sequences and runsheets are included for each
test run. Nosetip transition models are generally
injected downstream of the nozzle exit, pre-
heated for a specified time, and then ramped
forward at a prescribed rate until blockage of
the laser beam near the nozzle exit occurs.
Hcatshield samples are injected and held at an
axial station near the nozzle exit throughout the
model exposure.

Posttest-At the completion of the
programmed sequence, the arc heater is shut
down. Water lines are disconnected, posttest
resistance checks are made on the heatshield
thermocouples, the models are removed, and
posttest model photos are taken. The nosetips
and heatshield samples are generally returned to
NSWCDD via Southern Research, Inc., (SoRI)
after posttest inspection and analysis.

NOSETIP AND HEATSHIELD EVALUATION

Evaluation Of Candidate Nosetip Materials

The arc heater has frequently been utilized
for nosetip ablation performance evaluation
and for nosetip boundary-layer transition onset
characterization. Steady-state ablation runs may
be made to assess the ablation performance of a
given nosetip material or nosetip configuration
at a constant pressure/altitude condition.
Transition runs may also be made to evaluate
the performance over a range of pressure/
altitude conditions beginning with the low-
pressure, high-altitude, laminar flow heating
type of condition, and ramping up to the high-
pressure, low-altitude, turbulent flow heating
type of condition. Data acquired by the motion
picture cameras, as well as the position history
of the rotary injection system, may be used to
quantitatively describe the recession per-
formance and boundary-layer transition
altitude.

1 997 1ssue-Strategic and Strike Warfare Weapons Systems

Evaluation Of Aging Effects

The current requirements to provide the
technology to maintain and extend reentry
systems beyond their original design life have
led to a need to better understand and to more
accurately predict the effects of aging on various
system components. This further translates into
the need to maintain the minimum essential
capability necessary to address aging phenom-
ena and to meet the future requirements for in-
service Submarine Launched Ballistic Missile
(SLBM) reentry systems. For instance, the
heatshield on the Mk4 reentry body is nearing
the end of its originally scheduled life. Concern
over the performance of the Mk4 heatshield
materials beyond this life expectancy has led to
the requirement to understand the effects of
aging on heatshield sections; the arc heater
provides a unique opportunity to explore these
concerns.

Development of Curved Holders for Conical
Sections-The evaluation of aging effects
requires testing of tactical forward heatshield
sections, since these are the only form of
heatshield material that has been naturally aged.
Until recently, much of the arc heater testing
has been performed on flat material samples;
however, since the heatshield sections are
conical, a need arose for the capability to test
curved material samples. To support this
requirement, AEDC and the Thermal Technol-
ogies Incorporated (TTI) developed and
recently evaluated a curved holder to test
conical sections in the arc heater. In addition to
this test holder, a curved-surface calorimeter
probe was developed and tested to provide
flowfield definition and characterization. A
sketch of this type of holder is shown in
Figure 2.

Development of In-Depth Thermocouple
Instrumentation-To facilitate better
understanding of material performance, Various
embedIded thermocouple techniques have been
developed, and their performance and integrity
have been tested in the arcs. lThermocouple
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techniques included "woven in place," "flight-
test heatshield plugs," "Modified TTI plug," and
"across-ply plugs:" Most of these concepts,
including backface thermocouples, have been
shown to perform well in the arcs.

Connection To Navy Textron Data Base

The closing of the Textron facility eliminated
the ability to properly simulate the effects of
char formation on heatshield sections. This
facility allowed the formation of a layer of char
on the exposed face of a heatshield
sample, simulating an integrated
flight heating distribution.
AEI)C recently
developed and 
evaluated a

the low-altitude environment, the model is
simultaneously ramped forward, raised toward
the centerline, and pitched to a larger positive
angle of attack.

At this time, the thermal and mechanical
designs have been evaluated. The Textron test
environment conditions have been reproduced,
as proven by calorimeter measurements at both
the laminar (or low-heating-rate) position and
the high-heating-rate position. This capability is
necessary to fully understand char effects on
aging of heatshields and on new material
candidates.

- Efficient Evaluation Of New
Heatshield Material Candidates

Replacement heatshield
materials may soon be
required due to age-related
problems with existing
carbon phenolic heatshields;
moreover, since the
qualified, aerospace-grade
Rayon fiber used in the
manufacture of existing

Reentry Body
with

Conical Heatshield

Figure 2-Curved-Holder for Testing Conical Heatshield Sections

variable-pitch wedge technique to recover this
critical heatshield test capability previously
available only at Textron.

The technique, as shown in Figure 3,
involves mntroducing the model downstream of
the nozzle, below centerline, at a negative angle
of attack to simulate the laminar heating
environment at high altitudes. 'lo transition to

'. 40 >------ -- ---- -

heatshields is no longer available, a new carbon
phenolic material must be developed and tested.

The efficient evaluation of new material
candidates requires the testing of multiple
samples to characterize variations in material
response and to assess facility repeatability.
Until recently, the arc test capability was limited
to one single-sided wedge holder per sting

Naval Surface Warfare Center, Dahigren Division Technical Digest
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position. This greatly limited the number of
samples that could be investigated. In response
to the need to test multiple samples efficiently,
AEDC and TTI developed a double-wedge
holder. Figure 4 shows both the typical single-
sided wedge holder and the new double-wedge
holder concept. A new dwell calorimeter was
developed to compare and characterize the
flowfield on-centerline and off-centerline. It has
been proven that the arc flowfield has good
symmetry and, therefore, that both sides of the
double-wedge holder will be exposed to the

gauges. Heatshield ablation detectors monitor
recession on a flight-test vehicle heatshield
when embedded detector materials are activated
upon exposure to the flow. During the arc test, a
laser grid was utilized to assess the surface
thickness at activation time of the embedded
detector materials, thereby calibrating the
technique. Also, recent arc tests were conducted
to assess the effect of embedded wire thickness
on localized heatshield ablation to provide data
to optimize the design of heatshield recession
gauges.

High Altitude Simulation - Model
Introduced Into the Flow Downstream of the
Nozzle, Below Centerline, @ -5° AOA

Test Specimen

Transition To Low Altitude - Model
Simultaneously Ramped Forward,
Raised Towards Centerline and Pitched
to 250 AOA

Figure 3-AEDC Variable-Pitch Wedge Technique

same conditions. This technique greatly reduces
the cost and total run time when evaluating new
material candidates.

Flight Test Support

Flight test instrumentation requires robust
design to survive the severe flight-test environ-
ment. The arc facility provides a timely,
affordable opportunity to develop and evaluate
instrumentation concepts prior to flight testing.
Recent experiments have included the
development and evaluation of heiatshield
ablation detectors and heatshield recessio

SUMMARY

The arc facility has been utilized to evaluate
candidate nosetip and heatshield materials, to
evaluate the aging effects associated with
heatshield life extension, and to develop
instrumentation techniques for flight-test
support. For example, boundary-layer
transition onset characterization for various

nosetip materials has been conducted in the arc
facility. An efficient evaluation of new material
candidates for heatshields has recently been
demonstrated through the use of double-sided

wedge holders for the arc's rotary injection
system. Flight instrumentation requires robust

41 v
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design to survive severe flight-test environ-
inents, and the arc facility provides timely and
affordable opportunities to develop and
evaluate instrumentation concepts prior to
flight testing. The evaluation of aging effects
requires the testing of tactical forward
heatshield sections (conical/curved) and the
development of more accurate instrumentation
techniques. The development and evaluation of
curved holders for conical sections and in-depth
thermocouple instrumentation has recently
been conducted in the arc facility. A develop-
ment effort is underway to relate the Navy
Textron Data Base previously established at the
Textron facility with a new variable-pitch wedge
concept in the AEDC facility. The closing of the
'T'extron facility eliminated the ability to
properly simulate the effects of char formation
on reentry heatshields. The new capability at
AEDC is critical to maintaining this testing

Test Specimen

_gll Copper

Graphite
Leading Edge

Carbon / Silica
Phenolic Heat Shield

Current One-SidedX
| Hagr Assembly

technique and providing a connection to the
previous data base.
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MOVING MASS ROLL CONTROL FOR

FIXED-TRIM REENTRY BODIES

Mr. Frank J. Regan

Future missions for atmospheric reentry bodies (RBs) will place emphasis Oil
altering the trajectory or redirecting the velocity vector during the terminal
(reentry) phase of the flight. With a built-in asymmetry, lift is developed
continuously normal to the velocity vector. There must be some provision to roll
the body and thereby direct (or redirect) the lift vector. Because of the high
thermal environment, aerodynamic controls will encounter conditions of severe
heat transfer. External thrusters also have the disadvantage of requiring internal
storage of a chemical propellant. An attractive alternative is the Moving Mass
Roll Control System (MMRCS).

The MMRCS controls the roll attitude of a lifting RB by moving a mass
laterally to offset the center of mass of the RB from the configurational plane of
symmetry. Since the controller remains entirely within the aero shell, it is
inpervious to aerodynamic or thermal loads. This study includes the analysis of
a roll autopilot. A roll angle, commanded by the guidance algorithm, is compared
to the actual roll angle, and the difference (error signal) is sent to the controller.
The controller then calculates the appropriate lateral position of the moving mass.
A second-order lag is used to model the response characteristics of the controller.

The ability of the linear MMRCS roll autopilot to control the highly coupled
nonlinear plant (RB) during a typical mnission profile is demonstrated using a
nonlinear simnulation of thefull seven degree offreedom (7-DOF) governing
equations ofinotion. The moving mass roll control (MMRC) appears to be a
relatively simple and effective method of modulating the roll angle of a lifting RB,
'specially to meet precision requiremenctts against a target without an active

defenlse.

BACKGROUND

It' vc examine the wvholc rallgc of atmospheric vehicles fromt light airplanes and
helicopter-s throulghi high-pelrformance aircraft and even Ribs, we find that there is a
comm11onliality in the priniciple of vehicle control. All suIch VehicIcs develop anl acro-
dyN'lalm1ic pressurel- field whose distribUtionl is altered in some ilmanilner to achieve a
desircd control f1-01CC. F0or COllN'vCllnnlCC, this pressure field is integrated into two
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MOVING MASS ROLL CONTROL FOR FIXED-TRIM REENTRY BODIES

components-lift and drag. Drag is the
component of the aerodynamic force in the
direction of the oncoming velocity vector, and
lift is the orthogonal component.

The centroid of this pressure field (first
moment) defines the location of the center of
pressure. Vehicle control is effected by moving
the center of pressure away from the center of
mass. The resulting moment then rotates the
vehicle in some preferential direction. The same
control function can be achieved by moving the
center of mass rather than the center of pres-
sure. While movement of the control mass
moves the center of mass, it has no effect upon
the location of the center of pressure. However,
the change in body attitude resulting from
center-of-mass offset will cause the pressure
distribution to proportionally change. The
center of pressure will also move to the new
center of mass.

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate two generalized
aerospace vehicles. In Figure 1, a pitching
moment is generated by deflecting the elevator,
causing a rearward movement of the center of
pressure. Since the center of mass has not
moved, the moment arm r causes a negative
(nose-down) pitching moment about the y-axis.
The alternative method of generating the
identical pitching moment (shown in Figure 2)
is to move the center of mass. In both cases, the
aerodynamic moment will cause an angular
displacement. XWhen the vehicle (with either
control system) reaches an angle at which the
centers of pressure and mass coincide, the
vehicle will have reached a trim condition (zero
moment) at a new angle of attack.

In Figure 2, the movement of the control
mass from null at the vehicle's center of mass
results in a change in angle of attack propor-
tional to the offset of the center of mass from
the center of pressure. Since the output (angle
of attack) is proportional to the input (Ilolve-
ment of the control mass), the controller is
called a proportional controller.

If the control mass is moved in the direction
of the positive body-fixed x-axis through a
distance rc, the center of mass moves through a
distance rc. If M is the mass of the vehicle
exclusive of the control mass, we may define the
distance r as

r,,,il =Li nj

r,,,1M+nl]=Xrinj +rciij (1)

where the first summation on the right is over
the whole vehicle, exclusive of the control mass.
Since the origin of the body-fixed frame is at
the center of mass, the first term on the right
vanishes. Thus, we may rewrite Equation ( 1) to
express the vehicle mass-offset vector rM as

(M + m, )M
(2)

where

mc
= mM =_m, or I - M _

(M+m) M l+ml
M M

The parameter .t is called the reduced mass,
and it has the same physical units as mass. For
most controllers, m«<<M, which leads to the
approximation l./M >> m/M or the mass ratio.

Equation (2) shows that the constant of
proportionality (gain) between the control
movement r and the center-of-mass movement
r1,, is the mass ratio m /M. If L is body length
rl,,/I for an aircraft, is as large as 0.05. For an
RB, on the other hand, r /L is around 0.00(5.
With a mass ratio of 1/30 (a 10-lb control mass
in a 300-lb RB), this requires an r /1. of 0. 1l5, or
the mass must be moved about I5 percent of
the body length. IEven though this distance
appears "reasonable,' it may not always be
practical in an RB with severe paickaging
constraints. A trade-off is then required to

45 ,
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Figure 2-Control Through Movement of Center of Mass

Figure 1 -Control Through Configuration Change

increase the moving mass to minimize its travel
within the body.

The moving mass need not be ballast since
some mass may be a functional part of the RB.
For example, a battery operating the Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU) should not be
affected by the rapid motion that might be
required as part of the control mass. In this
article, we will limit our interests to roll control.
We will assume that sufficient static margin
exists for the passive aerodynamics to maintain
stability. The control mass will move at a right
angle to the axis or plane of symmetry.

INTRODUCTION

Let's now concentrate on vehicles that are
good candidates for a moving mass control: the
axisymmetric vehicle and the fixed-trim vehicle.
The axisymmetric vehicle essentially has
rotational symmetry about an axis. It is
assumed that the mass distribution places the
center of mass on this axis of symmetry
(centerline) and ahead of the center of pressure.
With the center of mass ahead of the center of
pressure, the vehicle is stable and, without
disturbances, will tly a ballistic trajectory (drag
only). A control mass moving laterally will
oil-set the center of mass from the configura-
tional axis of symmetry. The result is that under
trimi conditions the net aerodynamic force must
pass through both the centers of mass and
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pressure. Figure 3(a) shows that a lateral force
develops as a result of the movement of the
control mass. This force is then available for
making small changes to the trajectory.

In Figure 3(b) we have designated a- and b-
axis systems. The a-axis has its origin at the
center of mass of the vehicle when the control
mass is at null; the vehicle's plane of symmetry
is coincident with the xz plane. The a-axis is
useful for bringing the aerodynamic forces and
moments into the simulation. Movement of the
control mass off-null defines the b-axis. The
b-axis originates at the instantaneous center of
mass and is parallel to the a-axis. Note that we
have changed the vectors locating the center of
mass from null fromrn, to rb/a (b-frame relative
to a-frame) and the location of the control mass
from the origin of the a-frame from r to r,/a
The vectors rcband rbla are obvious. In any
practical application, the tube containing the
control mass (shown in Figure 3(b)) must
rotate relative to the body in order to direct the
lift force.

It might be of some interest to determine the
level of side loads that a typical moving mass
controller is capable of developing. First,
assume that the moment (in coefficient form)
may be written as

C ,, = C,,,, +rd~ 1"| 1 = ()
C11 ~C[10 + dCI 15i=()',= (3)
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Since we are assuming a trim condition, we have
set the moment equal to zero. The trim sideslip

angle PT may be written as

__, _ C, (4)

Because we are moving the control mass
along the y-axis, we will generate a side force
and a yawing moment C,,. For simplicity, we
will assume that dC ,/d3 = dC ,/dx = C111U.

By definition, C,,,, is the moment that exists
at zero sideslip angle. From Figure 3(a) it is
obvious that C,,m is the product of drag times
the center-of-mass offset:

C 'no = C Do ( rL) (

where L is the reference length (body length),
and CD,, is the zero-lift drag coefficient. The

moment derivative, dC,,,/du, is the static margin
times the normal force derivative as

dC11 =... f dCN = f
___ --1( = _ _C Nu

dcu L dc L
(6)

where dCN/dox is the change in normal force
with angle of attack.

Inserting Equations (5) and (6) into
Equation (4) gives for the sideslip angle at trim

1'F

(7)( C N {(r ) / L)

We can now compute a typical trim sideslip
angle for a symmetric RB taking the following
numerical values as typical:

CDO =0.10 dCN/doc = 1.5 /rad

r /L = 0.0020 fIL = 0.0 10
111

axisymmetric reentry
vehicle

t aer o

-- - - -- -- -- -

control y
mass f: location of center of pressure

from null-center of mass
ra: = locates offset of RB center

of mass

RB center of mass

(a)

RB center of mass
with control mass
off null

AX'

yb

(b)

Figure 3-Movement of Control Mass to Offset the Reentry Body's Center of Mass
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The trim angle of attack then is

( 1 ) 0.002) =0.0133 rad = 0.76 del

From Equation (7), it is obvious that the
lateral force (in coefficient form) is given as

C - C D (Mr/L= - CDo 0 0 )

Equation (8) clearly points out the classic
compromise between maneuverability and
stability. A large value of f indicates a large st
margin and, hence, large directional stability.
However, a large value of f also means a smal
value of lateral or maneuvering force. Reduci
the static margin f reduces static stability but
gives a large value of side force and, hence,
maneuverability. Thus, the relative presence
maneuverability and stability is determined L
the ratio of rM/f. If static stability is fixed at
some lower bound, then maneuverability is se
by r,,, which, in turn (according to
Equation (2)), requires either a large control
mass ratio m /M, a large range of motion
("stroke") rc, or both.

If we assume a drag polar to account for
drag change with angle of attack (or lift
coefficient), we get

2C1 , __C1 mx

Do) C) ],l;, Cl ( r',)

Note the drag polar requires that the drag
coefficient at maximum lift-to-drag ratio be
twice that of the zero-lift drag coefficient. Th
maximium lift-to-drag ratio-as well as C1 ,,, I
drag coefficient at zero angle of attack-is
determinied solely by the configuration or shi
of the vehicle (and the flow environment).
Eqluation (9) provides a relationship that sets
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the center-of-mass offset from the axis of
symmetry required to achieve the maximum
lift-to-drag ratio. As shown in Equation (2), a
given value of mass-offset, r, requires
positioning the moving mass with a mass ratio,
P/M, at a distance, rc. For a conical body, the
maximum lift-to-drag ratio is something
between 1.5 and 1.9.

The preceding discussion was concerned
with the axisymmetric RB with a moving mass,
whose tube must be rotated relative to the body
to change the direction of the lift force. In
Figure 4, the moment balance is shown.
Assuming that the control mass moves along
the y-axis, the offset center of mass is also along
the y-axis. The angle-of-attack plane is
contained in the xy plane, so the moment
vectors are normal to this plane, i.e., parallel to
the z-axis. Note the presence of the restoring
moment (dC,,/da) PT= (f/L) (dCN/d(x)13T,
according to Equation (6), and the asymmetry
moment C,, = C D.(r,,,/L). Both of these
moments are antiparallel and have equal
magnitudes at the trim sideslip angle.

et The fixed-trim vehicle is illustrated in

Figure 5. Two convenient methods for devel-
oping fixed trim is either to bend the nose or to
cut out a portion of the base. Within the
definition of fixed trim is the variable-trim
vehicle. Fixed trim here is taken to mean an
alteration to the otherwise symmetric configu-
ration to enable the vehicle to trim at a nonzero
angle of attack. With a fixed-trim RB, the
moving mass is used to control the direction of
the lift that is generated by the configurational
asymmetry. In the axisymmetric vehicle,

(9) location of the control mass off the axis of
symmetry generates a side force; the tube must
then rotate relative to the body to give direction
to this lift. In the fixed-trim vehicle, the moving
mass tube could be fixed to the vehicle. The

e control mass is moved along the tube, offsetting
the the vehicle's center of mass and generating a

rolling moment. By rolling the vehicle, the lift
Ipe force is given a preferred direction. In brief, the

moving mass control in an axisymminetric
vehicle gives a skid-to-turn maneuver in a

Naval Surface Warfare Center. Dahlgren Division Technical Digest
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center of
pressure
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Figure 4-Forces on an Axisymmetric Vehicle with a Moving Mass Controller
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Figure 5-Forces on a Fixed-Trim Vehicle with a Moving Mass Controller
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direction opposite to that of the movement of
the control mass. On the other hand, in the
fixed-trim vehicle, the movement of the control
mass gives a bank-to-turn in the direction of
the control mass movement.

For the axisymmetric vehicle, we may
summarize the aerodynamic force and moment
loads as

Cy = CNuj3r (I 0)

C,, = CDO + CN1 L 3 1 (I1)
L L

Equations (10) and (I1) follow immediately
from Equations (3) through (6) and are
repeated because of their equal applicability to
the fixed-trim vehicle. Figure 4 shows the forces
and moments acting on the axisymmetric
vehicle. The aerodynamic loads are axial C,
along the negative x-axis and transverse along
the negative y-axis. The aerodynamic moment
constituents are along the z-axis; because of the
trim condition, these constituents are of equal
magnitude but opposite direction. Forces are
shown with the open arrow, and moments are
shown with the solid arrow.

The fixed-trim vehicle has pitching and
rolling moments as well as a yawing moment.
Because of the base cutout, the vehicle will trim
(zero moment) at an angle of attack (' \eV may

K 49 ,
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sum the pitching moments and equate to zero
to give

Cm -CN LaX, + C,,,O (12)

and the corresponding normal force

CN =CN,(xOT (13)

Obviously, we can solve for the normal force as

CN C 1110 (4
(f/L) (14)

The term , sometimes called the camber,
quantifies the magnitude of the cutout or the
nose bend (or whatever asymmetry is used to
trim at a nonzero angle of attack). If the vehicle
were oriented relative to the flow such that there
is no normal force, i.e., CN = 0, then the existing
moment would be C.

With the tube containing the control mass
directed along the y-axis, there will be a rolling
moment Cl about the x-axis equal to

C, CNa r-X
L

C, = (LrLLL)C'1 = ( f/LI.',

(15)

(16)

In addition, the side force C and moment
given in Equations (10) and ( 11) also are

present in the fixed-trim vehicle. Figure 5
illustrates a fixed-trimi vehicle; the adjacent
figure indicates the applied forces (open arrows)
and moments (solid arrows).

The force andtI moment diagram in Figure 5
allo\Vs us to summarize the control problems of

the fixed-trim vehicle. Note that the fixed-trim

RB has three forces: the axial force along the
negative x-axis, the negative y-force caused by
the mass-offset, and the normal force along the
negative z-axis caused by the camber or the
nonzero trim angle. We have assumed that
moments about the y- and z-axes always sum to
zero (trim condition); only the moment about
the x-axis (the rolling moment) is unbalanced.

With a built-in, fixed-trim angle of attack, a
lift force acts on the vehicle at all times (unless
some provision is made for varying this asym-
metry). Moving the control mass rolls the body
to direct this "built-in" force. Bringing the
control mass to null will stop the roll angle.
Because there is virtually no roll-damping, the
roll acceleration is d24udt2 and is proportional
to r, the position of the control mass. Thus the
roll angle is proportional to the second integral
of the position of the control mass as

d - LICTl!O Jfrcdtdt
M f

(17)

Assume that the vehicle has banked to an
angle p by the movement of the control mass to
the right (positive). The net horizontal force is
in coefficient form

Cy = CN,(CTsin0_CDo r,, coso
f

O(XTCNc C 0 O
f

Assume that cLU is 1/6 radian and that the
bank angle is also 1/6 radian. Inserting the
numerical values given following Equation (7)
into Equation (18), we have

= )(6 .) - ( (l)-I.( )17
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Table 1 -Geometry and Mass Properties of Reentry Body

Description Value Units

Cone half-angle 8.0 degrees

Base radius 10.8 inches

Nose radius 1.9 inches

Length 66.0 inches

Weight (Mass) 400 (12.4) lbs (slugs)

Cont. Weight Mass 10 (0.31) lbs (slugs)

Roll Inertia 1.8 slug-ft2

So, with sufficient bank angle and camber
moment C, ,O (or trim angle of attack cc), there
is a net force to the right. However, we must
recognize that because of the variation of roll
angle with the double integral of control mass
position (Equation (17)), for small initial
movement of the control mass, the vehicle will
act like an axisymmetric vehicle. and a motion
of the control mass to the right will cause the
nose to move to the left and generate a force to
the left. As the roll angle rapidly develops (again
due to the double integral variation of roll angle
with time), the vehicle will bank to the right
and have a force to the right.

REENTRY BODY (RB) DESIGN

The RB is an 8-degree sphere-cone with a
bluntness ratio of 0.175. A base cut parallel to
the centerline generates a trim angle of 6.1
degrees with a corresponding lift-to-drag ratio
of 1.7. The geometry and mass properties are
given in Table 1. For the details of the RB and
the control system design/analysis, the reader
should consult Reference l.

The vehicle's aerodynamic properties were
generated using the Supersonic-Hypersonic
Arbitrary Body Program (SHAB).2

In Figure 3, we defined the a- and b-axis
systems. The xz plane of the a-frame contains
the plane of symmetry of the RB. The origin of
the a-frame is at the center of mass of the RB
when the control mass is at null. The b-axes are
parallel to those of the a-frame, but the origin is
at the instantaneous center of mass. Let r and
dvc/a/dt be the (measurable) position and
acceleration vectors of the control mass relative
to the reference or a-frame. It can be shown that
there is a reaction moment contribution given
as

(18)Mc = - jrC d-
- _C/a dt

where 1t is the reduced mass parameter.
Obviously, if the control mass tube passes
through the RB's center of mass, i.e., if , and
dv_/,/dt are colinear, M would be identically
zero. 1However, if the mass tube is below and
behind the RB's center of mass, Mc is positive
and helps yaw the nose to the right. Movement
of the control mass to the right rolls the RB to
the right. The reaction moment given in
Equation ( 18) mitigates much or all of the
adverse yaw discussed earlier.

6 51 v
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The roll equations must be simplified to
form the basis for an autopilot design.
Linearization of the roll equation results in the
following second-order differential equation:

d +(OR d =Krm (19)

where 0 is the roll angle, r is the position of
the control mass, and Co)R and K are the roll-rate
dlamping and the mass effectiveness parameters
given, respectively, as

K=[tq (N )- cq ( (20)

CP d 2q S
WR) = (21)

In Equations (19) and (20), mc/M is the
mass ratio, q_ is the dynamic pressure, CN is the
normal force coefficient at trim, and S and ly

are the reference area and roll moment of
inertia. Cp is the roll-damping derivative, and
Va is the free stream velocity magnitude. The
roll damping parameter 0 oR is of secondary
importance since the roll damping is very small.

The mass-effectiveness parameter K is the
governing design parameter. K is a measure of
the angular roll acceleration produced per unit
of control mass displacement. The parameter K
contains the key RB design variables and
environmental conditions affecting roll
performance. Obviously, roll response is
enhanced by increasing the RB mass fraction
m /M and the normal force coefficient CN at
trim. Decreasing the RB's axial moment of
inertia I also increases roll response. Equa-
tion (20) also indicates that an MMRC is more
responsive at higher values of dynamic pressure.

Initial sizing of K showed that a 10-lb
moving mass control with a one-inch stroke
was sufficient to provide roll response for the
400-lb Maneuvering Reentry Body (MaRB).
The stroke was kept small along with the
average actuator slew rates to keep to a
minimum the weight, volume, and power
requirements of the control system.

H (s) = HA (S) H . (s)

[Actuato, Y(s) Pln

Figure 6-Block Diagram of Roll Autopilot
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Figure 7-Lateral Position and Speed of Control
Mass vs.Time (design point)

ROLL AUTOPILOT

Figure 6 shows a simplified block diagram of
the linear roll autopilot. A roll angle is com-
manded by the guidance algorithm. This roll
angle is then compared to the actual roll angle,
generating an error signal E(s). This error E(s)
is then sent to the controller. The controller
calculates a commanded lateral position of the
control mass. Position and speed of the control
mass are always with reference to the a-frame.

To account for controller lag, the
commanded position of the control mass y
goes through the actuator, represented as a
second-order system. The characteristic
parameters of this actuator are the undamped
frequency o)A and the damping ratio a.

The success of the Moving Mass Control
System (NIMCS) depends upon a control law
that selects a value of the commanded control
mass position y , which rotates the MaR13 to a
roll angle commanded by the guidance

1997Issue-Strategic and Strike Warfare Weapons Systems

Figure 8-Disturbance Angle of Attack and
Sideslip vs.Time (design point)

algorithm. Reference 1 describes the design
procedure based upon Linear Quadratic
Regulator (LQR) methods using a full-state
feedback. Essentially, the LQR method, by
minimizing a performance index, selects the
"best" state gains or constants. The states,
weighted (or multiplied by) the appropriate
gains are combined by an algorithm (control-
ler) to set the command position y of the
control mass.

Figures 7 and 8 present a graphical result of
the movement of the control mass to develop
roll. In Figure 7, both the position and speed of
the control mass are shown. The stroke of the
control mass is limited to one inch. Speeds are
no larger than eight inches per second. Note
that the mass moves to the right (positive) for
about 0.3 seconds; according to Equation ( 17),
the roll angle increases with the second integral
of the mass position. Once the desired roll angle
is achieved, the mass reverses direction, return-
ing to null. With the turn completed, the mass
moves to left of null (negative) to bring the roll
angle back to zero.
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Figure 9-Mission Profile Trajectory

In Figures 7 and 8, reference is made to a

design point. The design point is a point in a

typical reentry trajectory where the perform-

ance of the autopilot is first evaluated. Among

the design point parameters is a dynamic

pressure of 50 Klbs/ft', a maximum roll angle of

10 degrees, and a maximum roll rate of

300 deg/s3c. Further discussion of the design

point is given in Reference 1.

SIMULATION OF A REPRESENTATIVE

MISSION TRAJECTORY

T Fe initial conditions for the Mission Profile
trajectory are as follows: velocity magllitude is

I2,00 ft/sec, 7ligat-patr angle is 60 degrees,
altitude is 15nt Kt, and initial heading is north;
the location ointhe itial ppome t is 86.7-Kft south
an3 5-Kd t Fest ofthee intscuded impact poeit.
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Figure 10-Roll Angle and Roll Rate vs.Time
During the Mission Profile Trajectory

The first maneuver consists of a low
dynamic pressure suboptimal range extension
maneuver initiated when the MaRB reaches
80 Kft. At this point, the guidance module
commands the MMRC to roll the MaRB to a
45-degree roll angle and to maintain that
attitude until the MaRB reaches an altitude of
40 Kft. The second maneuver (at high dynamic
pressure) is initiated at 40 Kft. At this point,
guidance commands from a cross-product
steering algorithm are sent to the MMRC to
direct the MaRB toward the target.

The results of the numerical simulation are
shown in Figures 9 and 10. Figure 9 shows the
three-dimensional trajectory and its projection
in the cross-range, downrange, and ground
planes. This plot shows that the MaRB turns to
the east and pulls up slightly during the cross-
range extension maneuver. It then pulls down
toward the west to intersect the target.

NavalSurface Warfare Center, Dahigren Division TechnicalDigest
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The RB roll angle and roll rate are shown in
Figure 10. This figure shows that the low
dynamic pressure roll to 45 degrees was smooth
and quick, with less than six percent overshoot
(much like the response at the design point as
shown in Figures 7 and 8). During the terminal
target acquisition maneuver, the MMRC rolls
the RB from 45 degrees to about 200 degrees. A
small overshoot of the target near the end of the
trajectory causes the MMRC to start rolling the
MaRB back towards 50 degrees, at which point
it impacts the ground. Figure 10 also shows that
the roll rate never exceeds 450 degrees/sec.

Figure 11 is a plot of the relative lateral
position vs. time of the moving mass with
respect to the MaRB's a-frame. The smooth
motion of the control mass is clearly evident.

a)
(U

C:

0

0~CL

A)

The final movement of the control mass is an
attempt to correct for a slight cross-range
overshoot of the target.

For the low dynamic pressure cross-range
extension maneuver, 3 reaches a maximum of
0.05 degrees. Note the small negative initial
spike (nose to the right) in P. This spike is
caused by the reaction of the accelerating
control mass in the direction of the positive
y-axis. The adverse yaw reaches a peak of
0.13 degrees during the terminal target ac(qui-
sition maneuver, which is performed at high
dynamic pressure. The oscillations in sideslip
are observed to be stable and well damped.

The adverse yaw that occurs during the
maneuvering is shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 1 1-Lateral Position of Moving Mass vs.
Time During Mission Profile Trajectory Figure 1 2-Sideslip Angle vs.Time During the

Mission Profile Trajectory
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CONCLUSIONS

An ongoing investigation has explored the
utility and limitations of the moving mass
controller. While no parallel simulation of the
split-windward flaps was done, we might
concede that the aerodynamic flap arguably
produces a greater side force than the moving
mass controller. However, against a benign or
passive defense, large maneuvering loads are not
required. The MMRC can easily steer out
acquired trajectory errors without the high
heating and dynamic loads that are part of the
aerodynamic flap control. Even in an axisym-
metric RB, a moving mass control can steer out
over 1,200 feet of acquired trajectory error.
f lowever, the MMRC (in the fixed-trim RB) can
alter the trajectory in a manner that is compar-
able to the split-windward flap without
incurring severe heating loads.

The preliminary design of the fixed-trim RB
followed from the derivation of the equations
of motion of the moving-mass, two-body
system. A linearization of the roll equation led
to the mass effectiveness parameter, which was
fundamental in the initial sizing of the control
system. Further analysis showed that a small
improvemienrt in the control system response
was possible by locating the control tube below
and to the rear of the RB's center of mass.

Linear Quadratic Regulator synthesis was
used to design the roll autopilot at one value of
dynamic pressure. To obtain design-point roll
response at off-design-point flight conditions, a
gain scheduling function was generated; the
argumIenlt of this function is the ratio of free-
streami to design dynamic pressure. A nonlinear

7-I)OF Simulation enabled the fixed-trimi

56 X-

MaRB to successfully complete a low dynamic
pressure suboptimal cross-range extension
maneuver and a high dynamic pressure
terminal target acquisition maneuver. The
response of nonlinear aerodynamic, inertial and
dynamic cross-coupling predicted by the
governing equations of motion did not signifi-
cantly degrade performance of the linear
moving mass control autopilot.

Because this effort is preliminary, roll
disturbance torques arising from heatshield
ablation were not modeled. In the future,
certainly more sophisticated aerodynamic
modeling should be used, particularly the
inclusion of the effects of shape change on
control robustness.

In spite of the limitations of this preliminary
investigation, MMRC appears to be a relatively
simple and effective method of modulating the
roll angle of a lifting RB. The MMRC certainly
deserves serious attention as a viable alternative
to the more conventional aerodynamic flap and
thruster roll control.
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FREE-ALGORITHM FOR SOLUTION OF AN

SLBM MULTIPLE CONSTRAINT

MISSION PROBLEM

Ms. Shawna M. Davis and Mr. Davis L. Owen

The TRIDENT missile consists offour stages and multiple reentry bodies
(RBs). Each RB flies a trajectory that is subject to its own constraints as well as
being constrained by the trajectories of other reentry bodies. The ensemble of
trajectories of the individual reentry bodies needs to be designed to avoid all
constraints. Each RB trajectory must stay within the RB survival envelope. The
ensemble of trajectories must minimize energy requirementsfor the missile, allow
spatial separation of the trajectories, and control the time/impact patterns to
maximize effectiveness.

Currently, each Trident missile is programmed to allow all its RBs to reach
their respective targets without encountering intramissile constraints. However,
the current process removes violations successively and can result in a solution
that is suboptimum. This article describes a new algorithm where a system of
constraint equations is developed to yield simultaneous solutions for all RB
trajectories. These equations are solved by a least-squares method and result in a
solution that is superior to the existing methodology. When developed fully, this
algorithm has the potential to solve the constraint problem while not degrading
system performance.

INTRODUCTION

Each RB carried by the TRIDENT missile is given an independent mission and
flight time. The flight times are controlled by the time-of-flight (TOF) preset
assigned to each RB. In the absence of constraints on any RB path or between any
pair of RB trajectories, the TOFs are assigned to minimize the energy used by the
missile to deploy the RBs. If constraints are violated, the TOFs are used to resolve
co nst rain t s.'

T'he three major constraints affecticng TOs are to:
+ Guarantee separation or spacing between RBs during flight

+ Assure all RBs are within the RB survival envelope

+ Avoid undesirable time and geometric relationships between RBs at fuzing
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The first two constraints are hard constraints
and are enforced by rigorous mathematical
algorithms. The third constraint is handled
indirectly by modifying the mission and by
observing the effect on the TOF computations.
Unlike the first two constraints, it is acceptable
to minimize the occurrences of this constraint.

CURRENT ALGORITHM

All RBs are numbered and referenced
according to the order that they will be released.
The TOFs are currently computed recursively
based on the RB release order. This process
is initiated by the computation of the
first RB's TOF, which is computed
to satisfy mission requirements

Maneuver for /
next target
nulls delta
velocity

trajectories for all previously processed RBs (see
Figure 2). For example, if the Wth TOF is being
computed, time stayout windows are computed
with respect to the first through n'- I RB
trajectories. If the min energy TOF falls into
one of these stayout windows, TOF is increased
to the minimum value outside of any stayout
windows. If the final value of TOF violates the
RB survival envelope, the algorithm then must
search for an acceptable value. The RB survival
envelope determines the minimum and
maximum values of TOE.

The third constraint on TOF is due to
impact time/position geometry and

TOF1 ., is expressed as a series of time-
dependent ellipses. These

ellipses are on the
earth's surface near

itb+l target

TOFi

it target

Min energy TOF minimizes delta velocity

Figure 1-Minimum EnergyTOF

independent of any of the issues contained in
this article. All TOF computations, including
first body TOF, are dependent upon ship's
position, and results can vary significantly over
the projected patrol area.

The first two constraints are currently
resolved directly in the computation of the
TOFs. The conflict resolution process is begun
by requiring that the initial estimate of each
RB's TOF minimizes the velocity increment
required to place it on its desired trajectory.
This is denoted as the minimum energy (min
energy) TOF (see Figure 1). The algorithm
enforces the spacing constraint by computing
time stayout windows for each RB based on the

the impact area and, for each pair of RBs, can be
written as a function of their TOF differences.
The ellipses are used to determine an Impact
Effectiveness (IE) ratio for each RB pair (see
Figure 3). A ratio of 1.0 or greater is acceptable.
Impact constraint violations can normally be
minimized or eliminated by modifying the
mission assigned to the missile in a way that
changes the TOFs. Common techniques include
interchanging the targets assigned to the RBs or
iterating the spacing parameters.

Two disadvantages of the present method-
ology prompted this investigation into an
improved algorithm. First, the impact geometry
constraint is ignored during the actual 1TOF
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nth RV TOF

r I r -I r -I
L J L t J L J

min energy TOF
for nthRB

[ ] denotes spacing stayoutzones

Figure 2-Window Concept for Spacing

construction and is satisfied later by a process of
modifying the mission and observing the result.
Second, it has been observed that the rule to
increase TOF to satisfy spacing sometimes
degrades the final solution. For these reasons,
the present methodology frequently gives a
solution that is suboptimum.

The new algorithm described in this article
unifies all TOF constraints into one solution.
The goal is to find the set of TOFs closest (least
squares) to mil energy that satisfy all con-
straints. This goal preserves the best features of
the present methodology while repairing its
deficiencies. First, the min energy concept is
preserved and strengthened. Second, the
technique of removing TOF constraints by time
windows is preserved. The increase/decrease
TOF issue for spacing is resolved by allowing
the least squares to pick the best solution.
Previous attempts to solve this problem with
time windows floundered due to the fact that
the spacing stayout windows are in RB release
order, but the impact time windows are in
impact order. This dilemmrria was resolved by
replacinig the recursive computation of TO1s by
a siml.ultalleous solution for all TO1's.

FREE Ai.(;omurIINt

T heire ate txwo t vpes of spacing constraints.
'['hle first Constraint is actuallI a minimum

velocit betwveen Consecutive R11 deplomeillnlts,

wlilch is Imathemlatically e qtivalenlt to a v'ariable

spacing. The second constraint ensures spacing
between all consecutive and nonconsecutive
pairs. Since the spacing for nonconsecutive pairs
is normally used to maximize IE, it became
extraneous for FREE and was therefore
eliminated. FREE recognizes the remaining
spacing constraints on consecutive pairs and
expresses them as time stayout windows.

RB survivability constraints are currently
not defined in terms of a time window. The
conditions the RB would encounter at reentry
are predicted as a function of TOF and tested
against the RB reentry envelope. This poses a
slight problem for the FREE algorithm since a
violation of minimum or maximum TOF is
known only after a solution is found. However,
this is not a serious concern since avoiding
survivability constraints is one of the factors in
the computation of the first RB TOE.

With FREE, the impact geometry constraint
is used in conjunction with the spacing and
survivability constraints. A couple of simple,
but important, changes were made to the
impact geometry computations. Originally, an
IE ratio for each pair of RBs would be com-
puted based on their impact time. The new
method assumes all TOFs are initially the same.
It then varies the TOF of one RB of each pair.
This variance is done in increments from -y to
+y, where ) is a given delta time from the 'FOE.
With each TOF adjustment, the IE ratio is
com1puted. TIhe result is that for each pair of
RBs, a time wincdow where the IE ratio is above
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1.0 can be found. Impact time windows are no
longer dependent upon the impact order but
can remain numbered based on their release
order. This makes the IE time windows, or
stayin windows, compatible with the other
constraint windows.

All time windows are determined for each
specified launch point in a given patrol area. An
algorithm was developed to take the time
windows for each launch point and determine
one set of time windows that encompass the
patrol area. An example of how these time
windows are combined is provided in Figure 4.
In Figure 4(a) the combining of stayin windows
is depicted. Figure 4(b) depicts the combining
of stayout windows. Once the time windows
have been defined for the launch area, another
algorithm is needed to combine the stayin and
stayout windows for each pair. The stayout
windows apply only to consecutive RBs. Stayin
windows apply to both consecutive and
nonconsecutive pairs (see Figure 5). The result
will be stayin windows for each pair of RBs that
encompass the entire patrol area. Any TOF
within these windows is valid.

There are many benefits to describing the
constraints as time windows. First, there is no
need to iterate to find a conflict-free TOF. The
constraints can be solved simultaneously.
Second, there is no restriction on the direction
of adjusting TOF. It can be increased or dec-
reased from min energy TOP. Third, the
optimum TOF can be found by forcing
the TOF to be as close to min
energy TOF as possible.

ith impact

1E ratio = Rr

OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM

The optimum TOF is solved for using a
least-squares algorithm. The algorithm
implemented takes the form of a least-distance
programming technique (LDP),2 which solves
the system of equations of the form

minimize xil subject to Gx > h (1)

where

x = Solution vector of size n- I, where n equals
the number of RBs to release. This vector
contains the time increment from min
energy TOF for each of the RBs, except the

first.

G = Matrix of size mn x n- I that contains ones,
negative ones, and zeros, where mn equals
(n-I)n. This matrix is used to reference the

time increments (x-components) to their
corresponding stayin windows
(h-components).

h = Constraint vector of size m that contains the
start and ending times of the windows.

Gx is greater than or equal to h if every element
of Gx is greater than or equal to the
corresponding element of h.

ith+1 impact

/R

) Down range

Stayout ellipse

Figure 3-Impact Effectiveness Ratio
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(a) Stayin Windows - IE constraints (b) Stayout Windows - Spacing constraints

Figure 4-Combining of Windows for All Launch Points in Given Patrol Area

A: one through n", launch points B: nh1+l launch point C: one through nth+1 launch points

The LDP technique described by Reference 2
obtains a solution to an arbitrary set of linear
inequalities Gx 2 h by reducing the problem to
a form where the nonnegative least-squares
method (NNLS)2 can be invoked. NNLS
computes x for the following least-squares
problem

minimize [Ax - b[ subject to x 2 0 (2)

This is closed-form and usually terminates
after a reasonably small number of iterations.
If Gx 2 h has a solution, LDP will compute x
of minimal norm, satisfying the inequalities.
If the constraints are not compatible, the
algorithm indicates that fact and then
terminates.

A: 1 st spacing constraint

As illustrated in Figure 5, it is possible to
obtain more than one stayin window for any
particular pair of RBs. The least-squares
method is restricted to using one stayin window
per pair. It is not feasible to check every
combination of windows through the least
squares to determine the best solution.
However, it was found that almost any combi-
nation that produced a valid solution was as
good or better than the current algorithm.

APPLICATIONS

FREE can be utilized in various ways. Its
original design purpose was to deconflict a
mission over an entire patrol area. The only

[ ] stayout windows

C ] stayin windows

Figure 5-Combining of Windows for Consecutive Pairs of RBs

B: 2nd spacing constraint C: impact effectiveness D:final resulting stayin windows
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necessary input is the minimum and maximum
latitudes and longitudes, and the degree of
increment. If it exists, FREE will find one TOF
for each RB that avoids spacing restrictions,
maintains reentry survivability, maximizes IE,
and minimizes the use of propellant. It is a
simple, one-step process to deconflict the patrol
area.

Often, it is desirable to know how the
solution for the patrol area will work just
outside the patrol area boundary. FREE has the
capability of finding a solution for the given
patrol area and then checking that solution over
a specified expanded area.

Another method for using FREE is to
deconflict strictly one launch point. FREE is
extremely powerful in this point-by-point
mode. It is useful when trying to find a solution
for a difficult launch point. FREE will attempt
to resolve the constraints for the given launch
point. If it is not physically possible to resolve
the constraints, the output from FREE will
explain the reason: reentry survivability,
spacing, IE, propellant usage, or a result of the
interaction of these constraints.

In some situations, the mission may not be
resolvable. If targets are tightly packed, it may
not be possible to obtain an IE ratio above 1.0.
If this target package cannot be modified, then

it is still possible to use it, albeit with degraded
effect. This degradation can be minimized by
allowing IE ratios slightly below 1.0. The
current conflict resolution process does not
allow any flexibility in the IE ratio limit.
However, the ratio limit in FREE is an
adjustable variable. This allows FREE to
minimize the negative effects of unavoidable
conflicts.

RESULTS

The two main uses of FREE would be to
deconflict a single launch point and to
deconflict a patrol area. Many test cases were
used as a checkout for FREE. In all scenarios,
FREE did as well or better than the current
process. Figures 6 and 7 are used to illustrate the
improvement obtained by using FREE. All the
examples are fictitious and do not indicate
latitudes or longitudes.

The first example (Figure 6) illustrates the
usefulness of FREE in the point-by-point mode.
Each small square represents a launch point, of
which there are approximately 1,000. The white
area indicates launch points that were decon-
flicted. The light gray rectangle in the middle is
an unachievable region that contains the targets.
Dark gray areas indicate launch points that
cannot be deconflicted. There are no TOFs that

LI1 RESOLVED

E UNACHIEVABLE

* NO SOLUTION
(due to IE)

NO SOLUTION
U (due to constraint

interaction)

Figure 6-FREE Results Using Point-By-Point Method
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I 1.0

0.7
Impact
Effectiveness
Ratio

_ 0.4

ago patrol area

(a) Current Algorithm (b) FREE Algorithm

Figure 7-Impact Effectiveness Ratio Results for Deconflicting a Patrol Area

give an IE ratio above 1.0. The only way to use
the mission for these launch points is to allow a
ratio below 1.0. Black areas indicate launch
points with no solution. Interaction of the
spacing constraint with the IE constraint for a
consecutive pair of RBs precludes a solution. A
valid solution with an IE ratio above 1.0 may be
possible if the release order is modified so that
the conflicting pair is nonconsecutive instead of
consecutive.

The second example (Figure 7) shows how
FREE can be used to deconflict an entire patrol
area. For tile current process, the first step was
to run a program to remove spacing and
survivability conflicts within the patrol area.
Next, another program was run to analyze the
IF ratio. In this example, the entire patrol area
and expanded area had an IF ratio of about 0.4.
The final step was to run another program to
improve the ratio over the patrol area.
Figure 7(a) shows the results of the IF ratio. The
outer box indicates the expanded area, and the
cross-hatched box inside the expanded area
indicates the patrol area. The current process
deconlflicted 96 perccLt of the patrol area and
just under 50 percent of the expanded area. In
contrast to this, the patrol area could be
deconflicted by one simple execution of FREE.
Figure 7(b) shows the result from FREE. All
spacing and survivability constraints were

avoided for the entire area. The IE ratio is above
1.0 for 100 percent of the patrol area and 75
percent of the expanded area.

CONCLUSIONS

Controlling flight time to avoid constraints
is a topic of current interest in the Submarine
Launched Ballistic Missile (SLBM) community.
FREE is the initial prototype algorithm
developed in response to these concerns. The
ideas contained in FREE should represent the
foundation for future constraint resolution
algorithms. It is easily used and can be adapted
for many applications. FREE is a good example
of how existing concepts and methodology can
be reexamined and reassembled into powerful
new algorithms.
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FUZZY-LOGIC-BASED EXPERT SYSTEM

SOLUTIONS TO SEQUENCING AND

GROUPING PROBLEMS

Mr. Patrick L. Godin

Determination of near optimal solutions to sequencing and grouping problems
that have multiple optimization and constraining factors has been a challengefor
even the most advanced computational methods. Sequencing and grouping
problems can range from assigning children to school buses to assigning missions
to reentry bodies on ballistic missiles. This article describes an approach to
solving these problems that combines the benefits of expert systems and fuzzy
logic. Expert systems provide for the systematic collection and integration of rule-
based knowledge in an effort to apply the rules to new problems, and fuzzy logic
allows variables and problems to be expressed in linguistic terms similar to what
humans would use in making decisions. Methods for tuning or training the
system may use other advanced computational methods such as neural networks,
simulated annealing, or genetic algorithms. The steps in designing and
maintaining a fuzzy-logic-based expert system will be discussed, as well as the
benefits obtainedfrom such an approach.

INTRODUCTION

The search for the smartest way to accomplish a task has always been a tradition
of the U.S. military and, with recent cutbacks of manpower and resources, the need to
obtain maximum capability from a system is greater than ever. The processes involved
in allocating resources to achieve missions are being closely examined, and many of
these processes include sequencing and grouping tasks. A sequencing and grouping
task is defined to be any task that distributes assets in groups in a sequential manner.
Any type of pickup or delivery system inherently requires a sequencing and grouping
problem to be solved. Some examples of sequencing and grouping problems include
delivering supplies to troops, bus routes, mail carrier routes, and mission planning.
Due to the large number of permutations, it is not practical to sort through all
possible assignments to find the best solution. This article will use a mission planning
example to illustrate the difficulties associated with the sequencing and grouping
problem, and how fuzzy-logic-based expert systems can ease these difficulties.
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Many techniques have been used to solve the
sequencing and grouping problem. The
techniques range from the ever popular
educated guess method to highly advanced
computational methods, such as neural
networks, genetic algorithms, and simulated
annealing. Many of these advanced
computational methods have failed to produce
results that are better than the educated guess
method in which a human expert examines the
problem and constructs a solution by hand.
One failing of the advanced computational
methods is that they do not fully examine the
cause and effect relationships between variables.
Many sequencing and grouping problems
require a large number of constraints to be
satisfied. A well constructed fuzzy-logic-based
expert system (also known as a fuzzy expert
system) will account for relationships between
variables in an intuitive fashion that is similar to
what the human expert uses in the educated
guess method. Fuzzy expert systems should be
able to solve many sequencing and grouping
problems.

Expert systems try to capture the thought
processes used to make decisions. Conditional
phrases are constructed to solve problems.
Some decisions are easy to evaluate such as, "if
the light is red, then stop." Other decisions may
be more difficult such as, "If the light turns
yellow while the car is going fast, and
there is a long distance before the
light, then stop." In this second
example, fast and long distance
are vague terms that can be
represented by fuzzy variables.
Fuzzy variables and fuzzy logic
are mathematical constructs
that capture the uncertainty
in the data and qualifiers
that are used to reach
decisions. Using fuzzy logic a
with expert systems allows
the thought processes to be
expressed in linguistic
terms, which makes the
solution easier to construct
and maintain. Figure

PROBLEM DEFINITION

Figure 1 illustrates a mission planning
sequencing and grouping problem that is being
examined at the Naval Surface WA~arfare Center,
Dahlgren Division (NSWVCDD).

In the problem of grouping and sequencing,
missiles will deliver Reentry Bodies (RBs) to
multiple impact areas. The two aspects of the
problem are defined as:

1. Grouping-Selecting the set of targets to be
assigned to a specific missile.

2. Sequencing-Ordering the selected set and
assigning them to individual RBs.

Both must be done in a way that satisfies
specific constraints related to missile
performance and targeting policy. Any problem
of this magnitude requires clear and concise
information management. A hierarchy of data
structures has been established and is shown in
Figure 2. The advantages of such a hierarchy are
that each data element is stored in only one
location and that it is easy to switch whole

blocks of data. For
example, since all the

2. Missiles release
multiple Reentry
iBodies (RBs)

<>N.: R1A.- , .. . -. 
g. M1issiles are launched

1-Example of Sequencing and Grouping Problem
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information related to a single missile is
contained within the missile data structure, it is
easy to swap a missile from one launch facility
to another. This requires only that the pointers
to the launch facilities and missiles be ex-
changed, as opposed to copying all the missile
information.

The following constraints are placed on the
assignment of missions to missiles:

I. 'Each mission must be achievable; that is,
each missile must have enough propellent to
release all RBs so that each RB falls to the
intended impact area.

2. Certain groups of missions must be assigned
to the same missile. This is known as an
impact selection constraint.

3. Mission activation may be constrained to
occur before or after another mission. This is
known as a mission activation constraint.

For a solution to be acceptable, all of these
constraints must be satisfied.

BUILDING A Fuzzy STRUCTURE

Before building the basis of the fuzzy
framework, why use fuzzy terms at all? In most
of the reasoning we do every day, we do not
concern ourselves with the extent to which a
characteristic exists but only that a character-
istic does exist. For example, in deciding
whether to take an umbrella, we ask ourselves if
it looks like it is going to rain. If it is going to
rain, we do not care whether it is going to rain
one inch or two inches, because either way we
are going to need the umbrella. In solving the
sequencing and grouping problem, we are
concerned that the distance traveled by each
missile is within the achievable range, but
usually we are not concerned with the extent to
which it is achievable. By limiting ourselves to
general characteristics, less time is spent
measuring the characteristics, and more time is
devoted to solving the problem.

Figure 2-Data Hierarchy
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The lowest level of fuzzy variables are those
that can be directly measured. These will be
referred to as basic or building block variables.
For example, the distance between two impact
areas is a basic variable. The basic fuzzy variable
may be measured and characterized into several
different categories, as is shown in Figure 3. Two
specific fuzzy variables, x and y, are also shown.
The value of the abscissa is the spacing between
two impact areas, and the value of the ordinate
is the extent to which a particular spacing is a
member of the fuzzy categories very small,
small, medium, large, and very large. Italics will
be used to denote fuzzy categories and
functions, while bold will be used to designate
fuzzy variables. The distance x in Figure 3 fully
belongs to the membership set small, but does
not belong to any other membership set. The
distance y is somewhere between a medium
distance and a large distance. It belongs to the
medium distance category to the extent of 0.4,
and to the large category to the 0.6 extent. It is
important to note that the extent to which a
variable belongs to a particular category is not
directly related to a probability. In the above
example, the value of y is not 60 percent likely
to be in the large category. The value is
simultaneously in the medium and large
categories. It is helpful to view this multiple
membership in the sense that some experts
would categorize this distance as mediun, and
some experts would categorize it as large. The
process of defining categories is often subjective;
however, these subjective categories are the basis
for handling uncertainty in a rigorous manner.
A nonsubjective method of defining the
categories will be presented later.

Other basic fuzzy Very
variables are given in
Table 1. Since one of the Small
primary advantages of 1 I/
fuzzy logic is the ease of
creating and maintaining A
a program due to the 0
linguistic nature, it is
usually beneficial to name Figure
the fuzzy variables with
full easy-to-read names.

The number of categories is related to the
fidelity needed to solve the problem. If a fuzzy
variable is used to characterize a switch as on or
off, two categories might be sufficient. Three
categories or more, for example, might be
needed for characterizing wavelengths of light
into colors. The choice of names for categories
is left up to the developer, but the names should
be chosen to make the code as easy to read as
possible and to match the type of reasoning
usually performed with the variable. One
confusing factor that often creeps into fuzzy
logic is the multiplicity of meaning that some
names take on. For the sequencing and
grouping of missions, two fuzzy variables that
may be defined are the distance between impact
areas, and the distance between the launch point
and the first impact area. The categories for
both of these variables may be very short, short,
medium, long, and very long. In this case, the
categories named very long have very different
values. A very long distance between the launch
point and the first impact area may be in the
range of 3x miles, while a very long distance
between two impact areas may be in the range
of x miles. The other categories also have
different values. To avoid confusion, care should
be taken to ensure that the context in which a
category name is used is clear.

In the development process, the boundaries
of the categories of a basic fuzzy variable must
be determined. This can be done in several
ways. The fuzzy logic developer can ask several
experts. For our example, the question may be,
"At what distance do you consider the impact
area to be a very long way away from the launch

Small Medium Large Very

x y Larger Values

3-Impact Area Spacing as a Fuzzy Variable
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Table 1-Basic Fuzzy Variables

VARIABLE DESCRIPTION CATEGORIES

mission length combined length of line segments connecting the impact areas very short, short, medium, long, very long

missile range distance from launch point to first impact area very short, short, medium, long, very long

impact time delta time between impacts of two RBs very soon, soon, medium, late, very late

mission spacing distance between the center of two missions close, medium, far

point?" After answers arc collected from several
experts, the lowest answer may be taken as the
point where the distance is said to be very long
with a strength of 0.0, and any distance greater
than the highest answer is assigned a strength of
1.0. Between the lowest and highest answers, the
strength of being very long may increase
linearly, quadratically, or in some other manner.
Usually the strength is assumed to increase
linearly. Another way of setting the boundaries
on the categories is to pull from a data base of
past values and assume a certain percentage
belong to a given category. Figure 4 shows an
example in which distances are pulled from a
data base that meets all the constraints. These
distances are sorted into ascending order. The
developer defines a certain percentile of the
ascending list to be in a particular category. The
choice of percentages that are assigned to each
category is arbitrary but should reflect the
nature of the categories.

From the basic fuzzy variables, more
complex concepts can be determined. For
example, a mission may be defined as highly
achievable if the distance from the launch point
to the first impact area is not very large, and if
the spacing between impact
areas are all at inost mnCdilumn1
distance. The terms distance Very
and spacing are used to refer
to two separate and distinct

fuzzy variables. Since coIm-
plex fuzzy variables such as
ach ievability arc not deter-
liened directly, but are dIC-

termnined Ib combining basic

fuzzy variables, they usually have values that
range from zero to one.

In determining achievability, several fuzzy
functions have been used. They are: not, and,
and at most. Each of these functions have
definitions that are similar to their counterparts
in classical logic. These fuzzy functions are
defined in Figure 5. Each of these fuzzy
functions return a value from zero to one that
represents the truth of the function. In Figure 5,
the and operation is defined as the product of
the two fuzzy variables; while in other
applications, the and function is defined as the
minimum of two fuzzy variables. Each time an
operation with more than one possible
definition is used, care should be taken to
ensure that there is no confusion about which
definition is desired.

The value at most medium for x in Figure 5
is 1.0, while the value for y is assumed to be 0.4
for this example. If the spacing between impacts
is y, and the distance from the launch point to
the first impact area (d) is very large to the

Small Medium Large Very
I Small Large

I0 I I I/ \ 
II I (l 20) 31) 711 81) '() I(X) Percentile

Figure 4-Categories Based on Percentile of Data Base Values
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strength of 0. 1, then the mission is highly
achievable to the extent of:

Highly Achievable - d not very large I and
y at most medium J

n[ot( 0.1 ) I1and 0.4
[0.9 1 and [ 0.4 ]
0.36

Two very important benefits of fuzzy logic
are illustrated by this example. The first benefit

Very Small Medium Large Very
Small Large

I1 ' -- I -
I , , 

x I I
x Y

At Most (Medium) Function

y

second mission is more highly achievable than
the first mission since it has a strength of 0.48.
Many traditional methods of computing
achievability have determined only if a mission
is achievable or not achievable. Other methods
determine how achievable a mission is by doing
complex calculations to find quantities, such as
propellent remaining at the end of the mission.

Another aspect of fuzzy logic is the use of
modifiers on fuzzy variables. For example, a

y

0
0 x

And Function

not x

0 x

f(x,y) =- x * y

0 x I

Or Function f(x,y) = x+y-xy Not Function f(x) = 1 - x

Figure 5-Several Fuzzy Functions

is that it is very easy to go from a verbal
description of a calculation to the calculation
itself. Typically, this will reduce the effort
necessary for each part of a programming
effort, from the design and formulation stage
through checkout. The second benefit is that
the end result provides a quantity that can easily
be compared to other computations. If there is a
second mission with d equal to 0.2 and y equal
to 0.6, then it is easy to determine that the

statement can be said to be very true or very
false. To achieve these degrees in fuzzy logic, the
truth value is passed through a modifying
function, such as the one shown in Figure 6.'
This function lowers the truth value to the
point where only values that are true to a large
extent are considered to be very true to a
moderate extent. There are many other
modifiers, such as often, soaiewhat, and never,
that can be used with fuzzy variables. To
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Modified
Truth
Value /A

0

0 Initial Truth Value

Figure 6-Fuzzy Modifier Example

illustrate the wide range of possible uses,
consider that the category very long of the
mission spacing fuzzy variable could be
replaced with a very modifier on the long
category.

BUILDING AN EXPERT SYSTEM

Expert systems use constructs of the form if-
then-action to accomplish a task or reach a
decision. The mission achievability comparison
given above can become a natural part of an
expert system. Since fuzzy logic provides a quick
and easy way to compare values, expert systems
can use fuzzy logic to evaluate conditional
phrases. An action initiated by an expert system
might be to exchange two impact areas in a
mission to make the mission more achievable.

In designing an expert system, it is usually
easiest to start with what already works. The
human expert should be interviewed, and the
methods used to accomplish the task should be
studied. Before constructing an expert system,
the following questions should be examined:

1. What criteria will be used to evaluate
possible solutions? [his may be an objective
that is desire(d inI the final solution, such as
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the criteria that all missions are achievable
and satisfy the activation time and impact
selection constraints. Or it may be an
incremental objective, such as a criterion that
each spacing between impact areas be of
medium length.

2. How important is the optimum answer?
What is the trade-off between the quality of
the answer and the time the program takes in
development and execution?

3. How robust should the program be? Should
it be able to handle many different tasks, or
should it be designed to do a very specific
task?

4. What information is easily obtainable? The
distances between impacts, launch points, or
missions can be used to make decisions.

5. What actions, such as switching impact areas,
will assist in achieving the goals?

6. Under what conditions should the actions be
taken? This may be composed of the easily
obtainable information and the criteria
selected above.

All of these factors should be incorporated into
an expert system.

Figure 7 illustrates the flow of an expert
system. The process starts by the user defining
the goals to be achieved. These goals are fed into
a metaknowledge base that acts as a compre-
hensive controller for the expert system. The
metaknowledge base contains rules that define
what tasks need to be done to accomplish the
goals.2 For the sequencing and grouping
problem, the metaknowledge base might solve
the problem by dividing it into the following
tasks:

1. Arbitrarily assign impact areas to missions
while ensuring that all target selection
constraints are satisfied.

NovoISurface Warfare Center, Dahlgren Division TechnicalDigest
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2. Resolve achievability problems without
concern for activation time constraints but
without violating impact selection
constraints.

3. Satisfy activation time constraints without
reducing achievability or violating impact
selection constraints.

Just as several experts may use very different
approaches to solve the same problem, the
metaknowledge base can be designed to
approach a problem in many different ways.

After the metaknowledge base has parti-
tioned the problem into smaller tasks, the
knowledge base is searched for explicit rules
that will help achieve a given task. For example,
several rules that will help make the missions
achievable are:

1. If one impact area is closer to the center of a
mission than any other impact area, then

replace the farthest impact area with the
closer impact area.

2. If a mission has crossing segments, then
resequence the mission to eliminate the
crossing segments.

3. If the mission is a long way from the launch
facility, then assign the mission to another
launch facility that is closer to the mission.

These rules will contain both fuzzy
evaluations (note the terms closcr,fartlicst, and
long) and traditional yes/no evaluations such as
if the mission has crossing segments. The

knowledge base not only contains the rules, but
will also contain filters that can be used to
disallow certain conditions. Filters are used to
satisfy impact selection constraints.

A rule that is selected from the knowledge
base is sent to an inference engine. The
inference engine will search the data base to

Figure 7-Expert System Flow Diagram
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determine which elements (e.g., impacts,
missions, launch facilities) match the
conditional phrase that is in the rule. When a
match is found, the appropriate action is taken,
and the data base is updated accordingly. The
rule is applied to other elements in the data base
until no other elements match the conditional
phrase of the rule. If the objective of the task is
still not achieved, then another rule is selected
from the knowledge base. After the task is
achieved, or the task is determined to be
unachievable, control returns to the
metaknowledge base to determine which task
should be worked on next.

An important factor to consider when
building an expert system is to keep it as simple
as possible. In everyday reasoning we do not
perform complex calculations to reach
decisions. Many complex problems can also be
solved with a minimum of complex computa-
tions. A series of approximations or educated
guesses should lead to a solution that meets
most, if not all, of the criteria. At this point, it
may be necessary to perform complex
computations to verify that the solution works
and to identify any areas that need improve-
ment. For the sequencing and grouping
problem, it is easy to visualize a human expert
examining all the impact areas, launch facilities,
and missiles. By drawing on experience, but not
on complex models, he will assign missions to
the missiles. A large number of factors may be
used to decide which of many actions to take.
After the expert feels confident in the solution,
h1e will execute detailed simulations to verify the
solution. If there are missions that need
improvement, lhe will then attempt to refine
them.

In addition to the above requirements, a
well-designed fuzzy expert system should be
ileic to quantify the goodness of the solution.
[or the mission planning problem, the fuzzy
expert systemll should be able to specify which
missions clearly satisfy all the goals, which
clearly do not satisfy one or more of the goals,
and which missions are in a gray area. The
missions in the gray area alr the only missions

K 74 X---

that need to be tested with detailed simulations.
The goal of designing a fuzzy expert system is
not to use fuzzy logic to reach an ambiguous
solution, but to reach a solution that is clear
and in which there is a high degree of
confidence.

SUMMARY

Many of the advantages of fuzzy expert
systems have been touched upon in this article.
The work to design a fuzzy expert system to
help solve the mission planning, sequencing,
and grouping problems is just beginning. Tasks
include identifying fuzzy variables and defining
their categories, creating the tools to evaluate
fuzzy logic, and deciding which rules work for
this problem. There are many advanced
concepts to fuzzy logic and expert systems that
were not discussed in this article. Fuzzy expert
systems have already been used in a wide range
of applications from an automatic transmission
system in the Saturn automobile' to traffic
controllers in major cities.4 This range of
successful applications and the advantages that
have been outlined indicate an excellent chance
for a fuzzy expert system to help solve the
mission planning problems.
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HIGH-ALTITUDE ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSE

(HEMP)
Dr. Ellen R. Brown and Dr. Barry Lee Bressler

High-altitude nuclear explosions produce, at lower altitudes, an intense pulse
of radio-frequency radiation that is called a high-altitude electromagnetic pulse
(HEMP). The Systems and Environment Analysis Branch has developed a fast
first-principles code, called the Electromagnetic Pulse Generator (EMPGEN)
code, that uses an exponentialfinite-difference technique to compute the electric
fields due to HEMP. The purposes of this article are to discuss the reasons HEMP
is of interest in military systems and to explain the physical concepts underlying

the EMPGEN code.

INTRODUCTION

A nuclear explosion that occurs at a high altitude (generally specified in the
literature as being above approximately 30 km) can produce gamma rays and X rays
that interact with the atmosphere at lower altitudes.' At altitudes below the burst,
such an interaction generates an intense pulse of radio-frequency radiation that is
called a 1-TEMP. HEMP, as opposed to other forms of electromagnetic pulse (EMP), is
of particular interest because its associated electric fields cover a wide geographical
area. 1IEMP is of very short duration and, like other forms of EMP, it can have
negative effects on electrical equipment.

The military has been aware of the detrimental effect of EMP on equipment since
the early nuclear testing, which began in 1945. In order to study these effects, the
Systems and Environnimenrt Analysis Branch at the Naval Surface Warfare Center,
Dahlgren Division (NSWCDD) tailored information available in the literature and
developed the EMP'(GEN code, which calculates electric fields at user-selected altitudes
below the burst. This code, and a collateral code that provides contour plots of the
electric fields, have been used to support targeting studies at NSWCDD.

CODE VERIFICHAION

An excellent method of verifying any scientific applications code, such as

[NI P1(;FN, is to compale the output directly with experimental data. Unfortunately, it
is not possible to use this method of vcritlication directly on ENIP(GEN. Experimental
FN1IP data froml1 high-altitUde bursts were collected before the Limited Test Ban Treaty
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was adopted in 1963. The experimental tests
that involved atmospheric nuclear explosions
were few, the data collected were sparse, and the
quality of this data is subject to question
because considerable amounts of data were lost.
One reason for this loss of data was that the
correct theory of EMP was not developed until
1963, so most of the experimental equipment in
the early tests was not properly shielded and
was often driven off-scale by the high electric
fields produced by the EMP. The Defense
Special Weapons Agency (DSWA), which is the
interface between the Department of Energy
(DOE) and the Department of Defense (DoD)
for nuclear-related matters, has studied these
data extensively. DSWA and its contractors have
developed HEMP codes that have been verified
using these data. The overall uncertainty in the
size of their computed electric fields is a factor
of two.2

The best empirical method for checking
EMPGEN is to compare the electric fields it
computes against those from HEMP codes that
have been verified against the experimental
data. To accomplish this comparison, EMPGEN
has been exercised with a variety of heights of
burst, burst latitudes, and burst longitudes.
Given the aforementioned uncertainty, the
electric fields computed from EMPGEN
compare very favorably with the corresponding
electric fields from DSWA's HEMP codes.

OVERVIEW OF THE PHYSICS OF HEMP

When a photon is absorbed by an atom, the
photon disappears, and its energy excites the
atom by putting an electron into a higher
energy state. The momentum of the photon
transfers to the atom. A photon may be
energetic enough to remove an electron from an
atom, thereby ionizing the atom. This process is
called photoionization. If the energy of the
photon exceeds the ionization potential of the
atom for an electron in a particular energy state,
the excess energy can appear as kinetic energy
of the ejected electron, which then also carries
some of the momentum from the photon.

The more energetic a photon is, the more
apparent its particulate characteristics are. A
very energetic photon (such as a gamma-ray
photon) may, in a sense, ricochet from an atom.
The photon may ionize the atom and impart
significant kinetic energy to the ejected electron
without being completely absorbed. It loses
only part of its energy and emerges from the
interaction as a less energetic photon. The
photon may go on to interact with other atoms.
This process is called Compton scattering to
distinguish it from ordinary photoionization.

A nuclear explosion produces gamma rays
that can ionize the air below the burst. The
physical mechanism responsible for this is the
relativistic Compton collision (see Figure 1),
resulting in Compton scattering. At a Compton
source, a gamma-ray photon ionizes an atom or
molecule by ejecting with some velocity an
electron, called a Compton electron. The
principles of conservation of energy and
momentum determine possible velocities of the
Compton electrons. Compton electrons ejected
by energetic gamma-ray photons have large
kinetic energies; therefore, they move at nearly
the speed of light. On average, they move away
from the burst. Because of their large kinetic
energies, the Compton electrons are able to
ionize many atoms or molecules in their paths
by ejecting other electrons, which are called
secondary electrons; however, the energy
transferred from a Compton electron to any
one of the secondary electrons is not very large,
so the secondary electrons typically do not have
large velocities. Because of this, the secondary
electrons initially give rise to a secondary
electron number density, but not a secondary
current density, and initially are not subject to
the influence of magnetic fields. The secondary
electrons do give rise to a secondary current
density when they move under the influence of
ambient electric fields, such as those resulting
from the ionization and those associated with
the electromagnetic pulse.

The Compton collisions leave positive ions
and free electrons. The moving electrons form,
on average, a radial electron current. These
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pO is the magnitude of the initial momentum of the electron
p, is the magnitude of the initial momentum of the gamma ray
p is the magnitude of the final momentum of the electron
P2 is the magnitude of the final momentum of the gamma ray
E is the initial energy of the electron
E is the initial energy of the gamma ray
E is the final energy of the electron
E2 is the final energy of the gamma ray

Figure 1-Relativistic Compton Effect

electrons travel at nearly the speed of light, so
accurate modeling requires relativistic calcula-
tions. The Lorentz force describes the
interaction of the electron current with the
geomagnetic field. This interaction causes the
electrons to begin to spiral about the imaginary
geomagnetic lines of force, resulting in a current
transverse to the radial direction from the burst
(see Figure 2). Furthermore, an electric field
produced by the separation between the
electrons and the positive ions results in an
opposing conduction current. The total current
is the sumn of the electron and conduction
currents, which are functions of time and
position. Maxwell's equations and the continu-
ity equation determine the fields of the
electromagnetic pulse in terms of the current
density and the conductivity of the polarized
air.

The lorms of certain equations that describe
these phleI1nena1 are dependent on1 the choice
of a unit system. The inks unit system is
presu med throughout the present document.

78 '

ENERGY SPECTRUM

There is a spectrum of quantum energies
released during the burst. These energies are
predominantly in the gamma-ray energy range.
X rays are also produced. If the observed electric
fields are below 30 km, the X rays are often
ignored when computing HEMP because the
EMP the X rays produce is attenuated before it
reaches the observer. 3 X-ray photoionization is
not accounted for in EMPGEN.

Practical considerations for a code such as
EMPGEN require that the energy spectrum be
represented by discrete energy values such that
each has a weighting factor to indicate relative
importance of the energy within the spectrum.
This is accomplished by discretizing the
spectrum into several bins, with each bil
spanning a range of energies and containing
some fraction of the total number of photons,
and by using the average energy of each bin.
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COORDINATE SYSTEM

The computations are performed in the
burst-centered coordinate system shown in
Figure 3. This coordinate system is defined by
the position vector F from the burst to an
observer; the vector h , which is directed along a
line from the center of the earth to the burst
point, and which extends from the surface of
the earth to the burst; the angle 0 between T
and h1; and the azimuthal angle 0 about h . In
the Northern Hemisphere, 0 = 0 points to the
geographic North Pole. Angles 0 and 0 are
called line-of-sight (LOS) angles.

An LOS extends from the burst point to an
observation point and, along the way, passes
through source points that contribute to the
electromagnetic pulse. The magnitude and
orientation of the geomagnetic field at a source
point are obviously important. The source
points lie in a source region specified by upper
and lower bounds on altitude.

SPIRALING
ELECTRON

GEOMAGNETIC - _ _- -

FIELD LINE XA 'EP

It is assumed that computations along a
single LOS ray from burst to observer are
sufficient to determine tle electric field at a
specific point on the earth's surface; i.e., there
are no contributions from fields along nearby
rays.4 The initial pulse ionizes the air, and any
path except the shortest has fields that arc
attenuated with respect to those from the
shortest path. Also, it is assumed that off-axis
rays do not contribute to the leading edge of the
electric field, and that this edge is the most
important part of the contribution. Thus, in
EMPGEN all integrations in position are along
the direction of r . Analysis of the problem over
a large geographical area is based on examining
what happens along each of many lines of sight.

HIGH-FREQUENCY APPROXIMATION

Karzas and Latter5 derived equations that
model the electric field resulting from high-
altitude nuclear bursts. Their equations were
programmed into EMPGEN. Since EMP is due

BURST

SOURCE

Figure 2-The Lorentz force causes electrons, ejected from atoms by gamma rays,
to begin to spiral in the geomagnetic field, generating the EMP.
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to the motion of Compton electrons, Karzas
and Latter make the approximation that the
EMP is produced by free charges, and that
Maxwell's equations in a vacuum are appro-
priate. Their derivation combines Maxwell's
equations in retarded time with the equation for
the conservation of charge. An approximation is
then made to eliminate terms that are small.
This approximation is called the High-
Frequency Approximation (HFA). It states that
the spatial variation of the transverse currents
(which are responsible for the radiation) is
much slower than their variation with retarded
time during the retarded times of interest. The
-IIFA eliminates terms that require the

evaluation of the Laplacian of the electric field
E and the gradient of the atmospheric density
p. The HFA is valid only for early-time EMP
codes, such as EMPGEN, in which the time
frame of interest is no longer than one
microsecond. Other considerations apply at
later times.6

Burst i

MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS

In the burst-centered spherical polar
coordinate system of Figure 3, the resulting
equations for the components of the electric
field E in the HFA are

Er + 5 Er = - ,
Dr T -el'

a + 2r(-) Ee'= - 2£)
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Figure 3-Burst-Centered Coordinate System Used in EMPGEN
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where

E r' r I,

E,' =rE F

E, Ee E0 i are components of the electric
field E in the burst-centered
coordinate system;

J '= rJi

i' = rJi

Jr, Jo& Jo are components of the Compton
source current density J in the
burst-centered coordinate
system;

r is the distance from the burst to
the electrons,

is the conductivity of air,

go is the permittivity of free space,

p, is the permeability constant, and

T is the relativistic retarded time
t - r/c, where c is the vacuum
speed of light.

METHOD OF SOLUTION

Before solving Maxwell's equations in the
HFA, EMPGEN must determine the source
current density J and conductivity ; (which is
proportional to mobility y and secondary
electron number density Ne). The computation
for J is more complicated than that for,;
because different equations apply at the first
time step than at subsequent time steps, as will
be explained in the discussion below.

Solutions to the equations for J and 5
require knowledge of the electric field E and
electron velocity *T. Since the equations for J.
E, and ; depend on time and position, there is
indeed some circularity because the electric field
must be known in order to compute the
mobility, but mobility is required so the field

equations can ultimately be solved for the
electric field. Such equations are typically solved
using self-consistent methods. To avoid that
type of computation, the solution techniques
used by EMPGEN substitute the electric field
and velocity at the previous time step (for a
fixed position) when computing J ,u , and N
at the current time step. EMPGEN computes
E for all times at a single position before it
begins computations at the next position along
the LOS ray.

Computing the source current density
involves two basic steps. First, EMPGEN
presumes that there are Compton interactions
at the first time step only, and that it must solve
equations that relate source current density to
physical quantities that can be measured and/or
functionalized (e.g., energy and the
geomagnetic field). EMPGEN performs the
solutions using this assumption first. Then
EMPGEN modifies the computed source
current density to account for Compton
interactions at time steps other than the first by
using a mathematical technique called
convolution. In the remainder of this article, the
initial source current density is termed
"unconvoluted source current density," and is
symbolized by I. The convoluted source
current density required in Maxwell's equations
is symbolized by J .

The conductivity is dependent on an ioniza-
tion rate, which is symbolized by Q. EMPGEN
computes this rate in unconvoluted form first
(symbolized by q), and then convolutes.

In the remainder of this article, if there is no
reference to "convoluted" or "unconvoluted"
when discussing source current density or
ionization rate, the discussion applies to both.

Once J and 5 have been computed, the
equations for the components of the electric
field are integrated using an exponential finite-
difference technique to determine the maxi-
mum electric fields at a fixed position. The
results can be plotted as contours. A sample
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contour plot obtained using unclassified input
data is provided in Figure 4.

PRESENTATION OF MATERIAL

'[he remainder of this article consists of two
major sections that discuss equations used by
FM PGFN to evaluate the source current density
and the conductivity, respectively.

The evaluation of the source current density
is discussed in the first major section. After
several preliminary definitions are presented,
the equation for the unconvoluted source
current density j is given. The initial value for
i is obtained by equations that are not used at

time steps other than the first. An explanation
of the initialization procedure is in a subsection
titled "Special First Step." The second sub-
section presents the equation that must be
integrated at time steps other than the first.
Subsequent subsections explain how each term
of that equation is evaluated, how the numeri-
cal solution is accomplished, and how the
convolution is performed on 7 to obtain J .

The discussion of the conductivity is in the
second major section. That section presents the
equation for the conductivity. Subsections
explain the evaluation of the terms and of the
ColnvolUtion.

CURRENTI DENSITY

Prior to com11puting J , EMPGEN computes
i at a particular position along the LOS ray for

each time step. The expression for j is simpler
in form it somIe preliminary definitions are
made. Iirst, define the so-called "penetration
mass as

M = m(r') lr'

where p is the density of air. The integral is
evaluated from the top of the source region to
the point where M is being computed. An
approximate evaluation of this integral (as well
as other details of HEMP physics) is available
from Reference 7. The 1962 Standard
Atmosphere is used for density computations.

If the burst produces isotropic radiation, the
number density of Compton sources is

F Ypa7, 69SU

F = 47rr2N9 N

where

Y is gamma (g) yield in kilotons (input),

at is total cross section for gamma-ray
scattering,

aQ is Compton cross section for gamma-
ray scattering,

p

N,.

is air density,

is the number of scattering angles
formed by the radial axis and the
electron path for which the differential
Compton cross section is computed
(input),

N is the number of azimuthal scattering
angles for which the differential
Compton cross section is computed
(input), and

r is the distance from the burst to the
point at which J is computed.

In the equation for F, ao and a, are functions of
these input gamma-ray energies. Numerical
values can be obtained from References 8
through 11 . The equation for F shows the
inverse-square decrease with distance from the
burst characteristic of isotropic radiation from a
point source and the exponential decrease
typical of propagation through a medium.

82 '
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Figure 4-Sample Unclassified EMP Contours: outermost circle defines
the earth's horizon as viewed from the burst point.

Next, define a variable where

dt I

d T k riklIJk = I1-

r1c

where

C is the speed of light in a vacuum,

rT is an obliquity factor to account for
multiple scattering of Compton
electrons along their trajectory, and

rik is the radial speed of the i"h sample
scattered electron in bin k.

The preceding definitions are used to express
the unconvoluted current density at a particular
location along the LOS ray as

J = eF E Wk E V k -t
k=l i= B ,ik

(I)

N is the number of energy bins,

e is the electron charge,

vik is the velocity of the i" sample scattered
electron in bin k, and

We is the weighting factor of the active
electrons in energy bin k, determined by
the fraction of total gamma-ray energy
per kiloton that is in bin k .

Equation (1) is dependent on (retarded)
time and position. None of the variables to the
left of the second summation symbol depend
on time. Within the second summation, the
velocity and obliquity are dependent on time
and position. The EMPGEN code performs
computations at all time steps for a fixed
position along the LOS ray. It then moves to the
next position along the LOS ray and recomputes
variables dependent on retarded time and
position. Thus, values of j are obtained at each
time step.
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At a fixed position, the velocity vik in the
summation of Equation (I) changes with time.
The first time step is treated differently from the
others. The first subsection that follows
discusses the computation of i3ik at the first
time step. The following several subsections
discuss the propagation of that velocity in time
and position. Since velocity is determined by
dividing the electron momentum by the
electron mass, the emphasis is on determining
the applicable momentum. The final subsection
in this group discusses convolution, which turns
i into the i needed to solve Maxwell's
Eq uat ions.

Special First Time Step

In early-time EMP codes, the electromag-
netic radiation from Compton recoil electrons
is considered to be coherent in the downward
direction because the Compton current and
associated field move together at nearly the
speed of light. At the first time step, the
obliquity factor Ti is set to unity. At this time
step, the velocity of primary electrons is
computed after evaluating relativistic equations
for energy and momenta. The total relativistic
momentum and its components in directions
determined by r, 0, and 0 are then computed.
These computed momenta can be divided by
the electron mass to get the initial values of
velocity required to evaluate Equation (1).

Velocity

After the first time step, Compton electrons
begin to spiral about the imaginary lines of the
geomagnetic field. The velocity needed to
evaluate Equation (1) is determined from
integrating the Lorentz equation for the force
on an electron in an electromagnetic field to get
momentum, then dividing by mass to get
velocity. The Lorentz equation is

P = (_) l~ef` x B" ) _-( p, (2)

where

p is the scattered sample electron

momentum,

p is the magnitude of the sample electron
momentum,

c is the electron charge,

T, is the sample electron velocity,

B is the geomagnetic field, and

d( 

d I
is the energy change per unit path

length as the electrons travel through
the air.

Therc are many intermediate steps in the
computational process for the momentum.
IBecause the energy of a Compton electron is a
function of scattering angle, the relativistic
forms of the total Compton cross section for
recoil electrons' 2 must be computed. In
addition, the Klcint-Nishina equation,'3 which
gives the relativistic differential Compton cross
section for recoil electrons, must be integrated.
All of' these equations are independent of the
posit ion of the electrons along the LOS ray.
Ihus, [NII1kEN uses the same velocity (and
Illoilen tl u) at the tir-st time step for each
position along the LOS ray.

84 '-

The gravitational force on a Compton
electron is omitted from Equation (2) because
this force has a negligible effect on the
trajectory of an electron during the short
interval of time in which the electron has
significant motion. Any apparent forces that
appear when the Compton process is described
in a moving earth-fixed reference frame rather
than in an inertial frame are also negligible for
the same reason.

A more general form of Equation (2) could

be implemented, but that would require a self-
consistent calculation. Reference 4 confirmis that
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the effects of self-consistency are minor in
calculations of this type. The neglected fields
have little effect on the high-energy Compton
electrons produced by gamma-ray photons.
Fully self-consistent calculations would take
account of the effects of these fields on the
subsequent motion of the electrons. EMPGEN
contains the form shown for Equation (2).

d E
Before Equation (2) can be evaluated, -

71, and B must first be determined, and
decisions must be made about which time to
use for P and v on the right-hand side of
Equation (2). The following subsections address
these issues.

Energy Loss Per Unit Path Length

The relativistic primary electrons that
emanate from the burst lose energy as they
travel through the atmosphere. The primary
process responsible for this energy loss is
collision with air molecules. The paths that the
electrons follow are complicated because of the
dynamics of the collisions. Another consider-
ation is that linear penetration distance can be
quite different from the distance along the
electron's actual path. In addition, the
mathematics involved is complicated by
questions about energy transfer during
collisions, and differentiating between incident
and target electrons. The Nobel laureate Hans
Bethe derived a formula that expresses the

de~
energy loss per unit path length l suffered

due to collisions by relativistic electrons. This
expression, which is discussed in more detail in
References 14 through 17, is used in EMPGEN.

Obliquity Factor

In order to approximate mean electron
velocities, the multiple scattering experienced by
the Compton electrons along their trajectory is
included. This effect, which is represented by
the obliquity factor r , has been formulated by
Longmire and Longley., 18

I 997 Issue-Strategic and StrikeWarfare Weapons Systems

Geomagnetic Field

Evaluation of Equation (2) requires that the
earth's magnetic field Bg be known. In
EMPGEN, this field is computed using Legendre
polynomials, as in Reference 19. Components of
this field are initially computed in an Up, South,
East coordinate frame. They are subsequently
rotated to the burst-centered frame in which the
electric field is computed.

Numerical Solution Technique for Velocity

The right-hand side of Equation (2) is
nonlinear due to relativistic and obliquity
corrections. To avoid computational problems
that result from this nonlinearity, these
corrections are treated as constant and are
numerically evaluated by substituting
momentum and energy at the previous time

step into Equation (2) for de /p. The initial

value for rj is 1. Thereafter, Equation (2) is
integrated in time.

Two alternate methods have been
implemented to solve Equation (2) numerically.
One method is a finite-difference method. A
second method uses a linearized version of the
trapezoidal approximation. Both methods are
described in detail in Reference 20. The method
actually used by EMPGEN is chosen by the user
on input. Most often, the finite-difference
method is used when many points must be
evaluated because of its relatively speedy
execution time. More detail is available in
Reference 21.

Convolution

The presumption inherent so far in the
discussion about the computation of the source
current at a fixed position has been that for
each bin, there is only one Compton
interaction, which occurs at the first time step,
and that subsequent time evolution of the
momentum depends only on i and 71. This is
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equivalent to presuming that no additional
Compton interactions take place; i.e., that the
current density is like a delta function.

It is more physically realistic to assume that
additional Compton interactions can occur at
time steps other than the first. Instead of
computing each of these individually, they can
be accounted for by performing a convolution
of Ji T) with a time-dependent weapon output
rate y (i.e., the rate of gamma-ray production).
The weapon output rate y('r) may be defined
using an algebraic equation or tabular values
that are functions of time. The convoluted
current density is expressed as

J (r,r=|yr')(-'d.

approximated by using the value computed at
the same position for the previous time step.

Secondary Electron Number Density

The secondary electron number density Ne

can be determined by evaluating

dNe + N =Q + P, N
d_ _ c P (3)

where

P, is the attachment coefficient (electrons
to neutrals),

Q is the ionization rate, and

CONDUCTIVITY P, is the avalanche rate.

The equation to compute the conductivity,
5, is given in Reference 22 as

5 = CPA~,,

where

c is the electronic charge,

p, is the electron mobility, and

N is the secondary electron number
density.

Electron Mobility

IThe mobility pt of the secondary electrons
functionally depends on the ambient electric
flield.'- ' Since the value of the electric field is
not act nally known at the time and position
that II is to be calculated (i.e., the calculation is
not self-consistent), the electric field is

X 86

The coefficients P~a and P, depend on the
relative air density and the magnitude of the
ambient electric field.24. 25 At a fixed position,
relative air density is known. The differential
equation governing Ne, Equation (3), is
evaluated by using an exponential finite-
difference technique. A nonzero initial N Cmay

exist as a result of previous ionization.

Convolution

The formula for the ionization rate Q in
Equation (3), is very similar to that for J. The
unconvoluted q is evaluated according to

A' NO AlN, (d >(
q(r,T) = F Y, WV X 1, K(IE (4)

k=I i= i (tt)ki

where variable definitions in Equations ( I ) and
(2) are applicable, except that vk is the speed
(not the vector velocity) of the i'h sample
scattered electron in bin k, and K converts joules
to ion pairs. The time dependence of q is
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handled precisely like that for ]; the discussion
of the total q as involving a summation over the
bins, the method of solving the first time step
and subsequent time steps, and the convolution
from q to Q, applies here as it did for J.

SUMMARY

The HEMP produced by high-altitude
nuclear explosions is important to the military
because of the negative effects that the intense
pulse of radio-frequency radiation produces on
electrical equipment over a wide geographical
area. To calculate the electric fields due to
HEMP, the Systems and Analysis Branch at
NSWCDD developed the EMPGEN code.

EMPGEN uses a special approximation to
Maxwell's equations, known as the HFA, to
compute the electric field caused by the HEMP.
Computations are performed in a spherical
polar coordinate system, and require that the
Compton source current density and the
conductivity of air be computed. The computa-
tions are dependent on time and position. The
physical mechanisms that cause EMP occur so
rapidly that Einstein's theory of special relativity
is used in EMPGEN. In addition, physical
phenomena such as the geomagnetic field,
electron mobility, and secondary electron
number density are calculated. Convolution
with the time-dependent weapons output rate is
performed to increase the realism of the
calculations.

EMPGEN calculates electric fields at user-
selected altitudes below the burst. The results
may be output either in the form of electric
field strengths at specific locations or in the
form of contour plots. Electric field strengths
computed from EMPGEN compare favorably
with those computed from other FLEMP codes.
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DEVELOPING SOFTWARE FOR A DISTRIBUTED,

SYNCHRONOUS, REAL-TIME SYSTEM

Mr.E.Augustus CooperJr.,and Mr.A.Lee PhilpottJr.

The submarine launched ballistic missile (SLBM) system has been a key

element in U.S. national defensefor nearly 40 years, and the Naval Surface

Warfare Center, Dahlgren Division (NSWCDD) has been a major contributor to

its success from the beginning of the program. The SLBM Programn, like all

defense programs, is evolving in an environment that includes budget constraints

and changes in world situation and system design. To meet the demands of the
21' century, the SLBM Fire-Control Life-Cycle Cost Control (LCCC) Program is

changing thefire-control system (FCS) from a centralized, point-to-point system

of SLBM-developed hardware and software to a distributed, networked system
containing a mixture of nondevelopmental items (NDI), commercial off-the-shelf

(COTS), and SLBM-developed hardware and software. This article describes the

architecture of the SLBMfire-control, real-time software and its evolution to a

distributed system.

INTRODUCTION

The SLBM system has been an important cog in U.S. national defense for nearly

40 years, and NSWCDD has been a major contributor to its success from the

beginning of the program.' NSWCDD has experienced the evolution of the SLBM
system from its initial capabilities to its current features and is part of a program that

will prepare the SLBM system for the 215' century. The SLBM Fire-Control LCCC

Program is changing the FCS from a centralized, point-to-point system of SLBM-

developed hardware and software to a distributed, networked system containing a
mixture of NDI, COTS, and SLBM-developed hardware and software.

This article describes the architecture of the SLBM fire-control prelaunch software

anld its evolution from a centralized system to a distributed system. The fire-control

prelaunch software satisfies the same real-time requirements in both the centralized
all distributed systems; yet comm1unMication in the distributed system is designed
over a commercial operating system (OS) using standard internet protocols. This

article shows how the incorporation of a commercial OS supporting network access
can be used to solve a distributed, real-time problem.
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The FCS, as described in this article, has
been simplified in places for brevity and
simplicity. For example, redundant equipment
and multiple missile communications are
omitted.

PROBLEM DEFINITION

The SLBM shipboard subsystems prepare
and launch missiles that contain a guidance
system, a flight-control system, and multiple
independently targeted reentry bodies. Once the
missile is launched, the guidance and flight-
control systems steer the missile so that it
releases the reentry bodies at the position and
velocity required to fly on a ballistic trajectory
to the desired impact points. The FCS
participates in the preparation of the missiles
before launch. It performs three major tasks:
system maintenance, targeting, and launch
sequence-related computations and control.
System maintenance is ongoing, non-real-time
work prior to the launch sequence. It is
intended to ensure that the system is opera-
tional. Targeting tasks, which are also non-real-
time, include the updating of targeting
information in the mission data base by FCS
operators and the assignment of targets to
missiles. The prelaunch FCS software, under
operator control,

+ Computes missile targeting and steering data.
+ Prepares the missile inertial guidance system

for flight through a process that includes the
continuous exchange of information among
the guidance system, the FCS, and other
weapon-system components.

+ Coordinates the events associated with
launching the missile.

The FCS is being modernized to prepare it to
meet future requirements and to reduce life-
cycle costs by replacing expensive obsolete
components. The prelaunch software, however,
must satisfy the same communication require-
ments in the distributed system as it does in the
centralized one. Figure I depicts the major
components that participate in prelaunch
communication. The periodic communication

between these components is synchronous since
they all receive 1-pulse-per-second (IPPS)
signals that allow the coordination of the
exchange of information at timing marks
within the IPPS interval. The guidance system,
for example, can require that the FCS transmit a
specific data list at a defined mark after the
IPPS signal. The 8PPS (one pulse per
0.125 seconds) and the 2PPS (one pulse every
half second) periods exist synchronously with
the 1PPS for the purpose of computing
prelaunch communication (see Figure 2).
Within each period, the FCS software
establishes timing marks as reference points for
performing computations and communication.

Several examples of communications
performed by the FCS are developed in order to
allow comparison of the centralized and
distributed architectures. These examples are
communication with the Operators Control
Panel (OCP), the submarine navigation system,
and the missile guidance system.

Example 1: OCP Communication

The OCP reads operator selections, provides
the status of various systems, and maintains
important system-state information. It receives
and displays this information using a collection
of color-coded actuator/indicators (buttons)
and lights. The OCP receives information from
the operator, FCS applications, and other
weapon-system elements. All operator input
and output are predefined. This allows the input
and output lists to be of a fixed length, and sent
and received synchronously on a specified
timing mark. System-state information is a set
of variables (state terms), some of which are
examined by applications to determine the
current state (state input terms), while some are
assigned values by applications to indicate their
state (state output terms). OCP communication
requires reading input associated with operator
selections, determining system state by
executing logical equations, and updating
operator display status using the output of these
equations.

91 ,
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Figure 1-Major Components

Example 2: Navigation Communication

Navigation communication requires the
reading of information from the ship's
navigation system (e.g., position and velocity)
and conversion to FCS formats. This is done at
a specified interval

Example 3: Guidance Communication

There are many types of comm1un1ication
betwveen fire control and guidance. This article
specifically considers two: com1unication of
position data to guidance and status

con11momLICal ion from guidance. These are

performed at a specified interval and require
comIlpulting guidance position data based on
navigation inputs, writing these data to
guldance, readcing statLs data from go idance,
aind comptuting guidance statuLs sIS re(ltliL-cd for

the O( I' logical e(qluatiols.
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of a Prelaunch Sequence

CENTRALIZED AND DISTRIBUTED FCS

In a centralized system, the FCS computer is
connected to the other systems by point-to-
point connections, as shown in Figure 3. All of
the launch-sequence-related, targeting, and
system-maintenance software executes on the
FCS computer. The current computer, which is
of 1970s vintage, was designed specifically for
the FCS and includes one megabyte of main
memory; 32-bit, fixed-length instructions;
16-bit virtual addresses, specialized real-numlnber
support for computations, several Program-
mable Interrupt Generators (PIG), and a
programmable Direct Memory Access (DMA)
input/output controller for interfacing the FCS
to other systems.

In a distributed system, the ECS software
executes in multiple computational nodes
connected by a netwvork (see Figure 4). The [CS
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in this figure includes the OCP for controlling
the launch sequence; the Display and Control
Subsystem (DCSS), the Enhanced Guidance
Interface Subsystem (EGISS), the Navigation/
Missile Interface Subsystem (NMISS), and the
Data Entry Subsystem (DESS) for controlling
targeting and system maintenance software; and
the Fiber-Distributed Data Interface (FDDI)
network. What was previously computed in one
computer is now computed in a networked
environment. The primary computing nodes
for the three examples are the DCSS, the EGISS,
and the NMISS. Each node is Versa Module
Eurocard (VME)-based and has components as
shown in Figure 5. The fire-control software
executes in the commercial PowerPC module;
the commercial FDDI module provides access

way. Each port can have a "chain" of operations
ongoing, where each operation in the chain is
an output of data or commands, an input of
data or commands, or a skip of the next
operation. Beginning the chain requires a single
Central Processing Unit (CPU) instruction to
start I/O with the address of the chain. Starting
I/O requires so little overhead from the CPU
that it can be performed at the interrupt level.
Thus, the OS of the centralized FCS establishes
a system-wide set of timing marks, each with a
corresponding connect point for an interrupt
handler. This allows applications to connect
interrupt handlers to the timing marks. The
timing marks are established by using a PIG in
conjunction with the I PPS signal. When a I PlPS
interrupt is received, a PIG is set up to generate

8PPS 8PPS 8PPS 8PPS 8PPS 8PPS
2PPS
8PPS

Figure 2-Timing Marks

to the network; and the specialized Input/
Output (I/O) module provides access to SLBM
components, such as the guidance and naviga-
tion systems, and the OCP.

Both the centralized and distributed FCS
establish the timing marks discussed previously;
however, each does it differently. The reason for
the difference can be discovered by examining
the communication of each FCS architecture.

Communication in the centralized FCS is
performed by software executing in the one
computer using its DNIA controller. The DMA
is programmable in a simplistic, but powerful

an interrupt-for example, 65 milliseconds later
and every 125 milliseconds thereafter. This
sequence would result in interrupts at the 65-,
190-, 315-, 440-, 565-, 690-, 815-, and
940-millisecond marks. At each of these points,
the OS would call the connected interrupt
handler to consider sending position data to the
guidance system. The prelaunch software builds
the chain prior to the timing mark, and the
interrupt handler starts the I/O at the proper
time.

Communication in the distributed FCS is
performed by software executing in the various
nodes on the network. This comminication is a

7 93 ,
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Figure 3-Centralized SLBM System

combination of network I/O and I/O using
specialized ports. The commercial OS has
changed the nature of I/O. The Berkeley
Networking functions, 2 as well as the manner in
which the specialized I/O device drivers are
added to the commercial OS, require tasks (or
processes) to initiate the I/O. It cannot be
initiated at the interrupt level. Thus, the OS of
the distributed ICS must establish a mechanism
for providing timing marks to tasks. Addition-
ally, it is not known which set of timing marks
each node requires, and as a consequence, a
more general mechanismn is established for
defining the timing marks.

[or example, ihen a I PPS interrupt is
received in a node, a PIG is set up to generate an
interrupt every 125 milliseconds thereafter (that

V 94 >--

is, at the 0-, 125-, 250-, 375-, 500-, 625-, 750-,
and 875-millisecond marks). These interrupts
are handled by the OS and are not passed on to
application interrupt handlers. Instead, the OS
allows tasks to be awakened at any millisecond
marks within a 125-millisecond interval. The
OS in a node maintains a data structure that
describes all timing mark events established
within that node. When the 125-millisecond
interrupt occurs, the OS consults the data
structure to determine whether any task must
be awakened in the interval and, if so, when. For
example, assume two tasks are to be awakened
in a given interval-the first at 40 milliseconds
after the interrupt and the second at
82 milliseconds. The OS establishes a second
PIG to count 40 milliseconds and generate an
interrupt. After the interrupt is handled by the
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OS, it establishes the same second PIG to count
42 seconds, and then performs the processing
for the second task.

COMPARISON OF COMMUNICATION

EXAMPLES

Four examples of FCS communications were
selected for specific discussion. They serve to
further highlight the differences between the
centralized and distributed FCS architectures.
The OCP and navigation examples address the
provision of system services; the guidance
example considers continuous communication
with a system outside of fire control.

Example 1: OCP Communication

In both the centralized and distributed FCS,
the OS provides OCP communication and
system-state computation as a service. In the
centralized FCS, OCP communication provides
one of the system timing marks. For example,
the IPPS and a PIG are used, as previously
described, to establish a timing mark. The OS
uses the DMA to write and read values to and
from the OCP. The initial DMA program
outputs a default set of values for the OCP and
reads the results from the OCP. This read, which
should be complete by the timing mark, is
followed by the execution (by the OS) of the
system-state logical equations using the input
data to generate OCP output data and the

Figure 4-Distributed SLBM System
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Figure 5-Fire Control Computing Node

restarting of the DMA program. This process is
repeated at the remaining millisecond marks.

Since OCP communication involves the
computation of system-state information, the
OS provides two interrupt-level connect points
that allow applications immediate access to the
system-state information and precise timing
marks. At the first connect point, the OS calls an
application interrupt handler just prior to the
computation of the system-state logical equa-
tions. The OS calls an application interrupt
handler, at the second connect point, just after
the system-state logical equation computation.
The system-state information is contained in
memory that is accessible to applications.

In the distributed FCS, the OCP communi-
cation provides one of the system timing marks,
but it does it in a different manner. OCP
communication and system-state computation
are done in the DCSS node; applications execute
in other nodes. Targeting applications, for
example, execute in a DESS node, and the
lauLnch-sequence computations and control
execute in the EGISS nodes. These applications
require access to tirc-control information. For
example, the prelaunch software needs to know

when a launch has been commanded and
requires the ability to chanige system status
intormation whien elements (such as guidance)
are bad or not available.
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Fire-control information is computed in the
DCSS node and broadcast on the FDDI net-
work to all other nodes. Each node computes its
own system status information and sends it on
the FDDI network to the DCSS node. Thus, the
OCP communication timing marks provided in
the distributed FCS are those used when the
fire-control information is received in a node.
The OS in a given node uses its own timing
mark mechanisms to establish the mark at
which broadcast fire-control information is
required in the node. An OS task is awakened at
that point to perform a nonblocking network
read to receive the broadcast fire-control
information. The OS task then calls an
application connect handler in the context of
the task that performed the read, not as an
interrupt.

Example 2: Navigation Communication

In both the centralized and distributed FCS,
the OS provides the navigation communication
and data computation as a service. They are
provided in a manner similar to that of OCP
communication and fire-control computation.

Navigation communication provides one of
the system timing marks in the centralized
system. The I PPS interrupt and a PIG are used
to establish two timing marks (different from
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those provided by OCP communication). The
OS interrupt handler, operating at these times,
reads navigation data, converts it to fire-control
format, and provides a connect point that
allows an application interrupt handler to be
called. The navigation data are contained in
memory that is accessible to applications. The
prelaunch sequence application uses this
connect point to be notified when navigation
data are available.

In the distributed FCS, navigation
communication again provides one of the
system timing marks. Navigation communica-
tion and data computation are performed in the
NMISS node. The NMISS software broadcasts
navigation data on the FDDI network to make
it available to other nodes. Analogously to the
OCP case, the timing marks provided by the
distributed FCS are those used when the data
are received in a node. The OS in a particular
node uses it own timing mark mechanisms to
establish the mark at which broadcast
navigation data are needed within the node. A
nonblocking network-read OS task is awakened
at the appropriate time.

Example 3: Guidance Communication

This example shows how the prelaunch
application software uses the timing marks
provided by the OS to perform the required
communication with the guidance system. The
discussion will consider the communication of
position data to guidance and the receipt of
status data from guidance. These are only two
of many guidance communications; however,
all are handled similarly.

Position data are continuously provided to
guidance throughout the prelaunch sequence.
The data generated in the navigation system are
read into the FCS, converted into guidance
formats, and written to the guidance system.
Guidance requires that this be performed in an
interval following the 2PPS mark established in
navigation communications. In the centralized
FCS, the prelaunch software and the OS

software, which reads from the navigation
system, are in the same computer. In the
distributed system, the prelaunch software is in
the EGISS node, and navigation data are read by
the OS in the NMISS node. In spite of this, the
prelaunch software has the same design in both
the centralized and distributed FCS. The
difference is the level at which the guidance
position processing connect point is called. In
the centralized system, it is called at the
interrupt level; in the distributed FCS, it is
called at the task level.

Collecting guidance status also occurs
continuously throughout the prelaunch
sequence. The prelaunch software uses the OCP
connect point in the EGISS to perform all
guidance communication except for position
data. Guidance status communication occurs at
the OCP connect point prior to the end of the
2PPS interval.

SUMMARY

The SLBM FCS prelaunch real-time software
provides position data to missile guidance
systems, computes missile mission parameters
and provides them to the guidance systems, and
coordinates the final events in the launch
sequence. The prelaunch real-time software
executes in a synchronous system that uses a
I PPS signal to allow subsystems to exchange
information on coordinated timing marks.

The prelaunch software was originally
designed to execute in an FCS with a centralized
architecture. The OS in the centralized system
provides two synchronous timing marks using
interrupt-level connect points. One of these
marks is established by the availability of
navigation data, the other by the availability of
OCP and fire-control information. The
prelaunch software uses these timing marks in
its guidance communications design. A key
element of this design is that guidance
communication is performed by l)DMA access,
thus allowing the prelaunch interrupt connect

` 97 _,
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points to start 1/0 and check it for completion
at a subsequent connect point.

As the prelaunch software is moved to a
distributed FCS, similar design concepts are
being developed in the context of a commercial
OS with network access. The prelaunch software
is not distributed across the nodes of the FCS;
however, the supporting infrastructure is. The
same two timing marks available in the
centralized FCS are present in the node where
the prelaunch software executes. The navigation
data and fire-control information are available
in that node when they are received by
broadcast transmission on the FDDI network
from the NMISS and DCSS, respectively. The
timing-mark connect points are provided
within the context of the OS tasks that receive
the broadcast information.

98

The shift from interrupt-level timing marks
to task-level timing marks is necessary because
the commercial OS requires network access
through task context. Guidance communication
must also be performed at the task level. In
order to support task-level timing marks that
may be different in the various FCS nodes, a
generalized timing mark package has been
developed.
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POINT MASS, DIPOLE, AND QUADRUPOLE

GRAVITY MODELING FOR FBM
SYSTEMS SUPPORT

Mr. Alan E. Rufty

Theoretical techniques developed at the Naval Surface Warfare Center,
Dahlgren Division (NSWCDD) in the early 1980s allow for the construction of
accurate and efficient "point source" gravity models. These models comprise
various combinations of point masses, point dipoles, and point quadrupoles. The
underpinning theory minimizes closed-form expressions related to Dirichlet's
integral. In practice, this directly diminishes gravity modeling errors along missile
trajectories. In the early '80s, combined point dipole/point mass tesseral gravity
nonlinear least-squaresfits were developed. In the '80s, these techniques were used
in various ways, such as in airborne gravity gradiometer surveying analysis and
in developing a Submarine Launched Ball'stic Missile (SLBM) gradiometer-
based gravity compensation algorithm. Over the past six years, on a per-request
basis, regional trajectory gravity models have been developed as a service to other
members of the fleet ballistic missile (FBM) community. The underlying theory
and the means by which it was applied to these various applications will be
discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The need for gravitational modeling of a Trident FBM arises from the fact that the
accelerometer package used to keep track of the missile position and velocity cannot
directly measure gravitational acceleration (G). So the best available way of accurately
compensating for G has been direct FBM modeling. G computations can roughly be
divided into two parts:'

1. Inverse square, oblateness, and low-order tesseral gravitational effects, which are
obtained from a degree and order nine spherical harmonic fit.

2. 1The remaining high-fr-equency gravity (IFG) part of the G field, which is
complruted from stored global gravity anomaly data sets.

N u00 r
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In theory, the physical description and
mathematical modeling of both parts of the
field are well understood,' but FBM applica-
tions must meet stringent efficiency and
accuracy requirements. To lessen the
computational burden caused by the frequent
evaluation of spherical harmonic fields, a
replacement model consisting of combined
dipole and point masses is used. (This will be
the focus of the next three sections.) Combined
point mass/point dipoles (PM/DPs) are
currently not used directly in the HFG part of
FBM computations, but two studies suggest
they could play a unique role if certain
capabilities are desired in the future. These
studies and other potential applications will be
briefly addressed in the final section of this
article. One other application arises because the
global HFG anomaly data contains a mix of
commercial proprietary data that nongovern-
ment members of the FBM team involved in
flight testing cannot use to simulate HFG
effects. To circumvent this and other problems,
appropriate launch areas have been modeled
with localized regional PM/DP HFG models.
This effort is discussed in the section on
Regional PM/DP HFG Evaluators.

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF PM/DP
TESSERAL FITS

A precise, well-founded theoretical approach
is undoubtedly necessary to obtain the near-
optimal results desired of an FBM point mass
(PM) tesseral evaluator. However, while various
governmental researchers, including several at
NSWCDD, obtained PM tesseral gravity fits
prior to 1980, and various PM fits have been
published before and since in journals, all of
these other efforts seem to be somewhat off the
mark. An effort directed by Davis Owen led to a
satisfactory theoretical underpinning in the
early 1980s. First Dr. John Shebalin,' following
the lead of other researchers, suggested that a
general inner product setting be adopted and
that Dirichlet's integral be minimized.
Dr. Shebalin did not, however, serioLuslV attempt
anv actual point-mass fits. After Dr. Shelalin
left NSWC)DD, the author began working for
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Davis Owen in this area. First, the physics of the
problem was carefully examined, and it was
determined that Dr. Shebalin was essentially
correct, in that either Dirichlet's integral or
something very close to it should be
minimized.4 Next, the mathematical
underpinnings were examined, and it was
determined that another mathematical basis
was needed.4

When the PM positions are predetermined, a
linear least-squares (LLSQ) problem results. In
general, the problem of finding point source
strengths with given source positions is linear
and is thus called the LLSQ problem. Dirichlet's
integral was quite adequate for solving the
LLSQ problem in the case of tesseral fits;
however, to obtain good quality fits, it is
necessary to also regard the PM locations as
parameters to be fit, and this is a nonlinear
least-squares (NLLSQ) problem. In fact, the
NLLSQ problem is a very badly behaved large-
scale problem with local numerical instabilities.
This almost necessitates the use of a customized
algorithm that utilizes various closed-form
partial derivatives of the cost function, which
would be far too cumbersome for a Dirichlet
integral implementation.

A new minimization criterion was developed
that retained the most desirable fitting aspects
of the Dirichlet integral, while simultaneously
providing closed-form exact equations for the
LLSQ problem and closed-form partials
required in the NLLSQ problem.4 With a
considerable application of time and effort, this
theoretical basis allowed for the development of
good PM fits. After the PM fits were obtained, it
was found that even more efficient evaluators
could be obtained by using point dipoles (DP)
as well as PMs.5 That is, if a DP is placed at the
same location as a PM, then little extra
execution time is incurred at the time of
evaluation, and yet there are three extra degrees
of freedom per point source location (whereas a
PM has a scalar point source strength, a D)I has
directionality as well as an overall source
magnitude). Again, after considerable time andl
effort were expended, gooil fits were obtained.
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THEORY AND APPLICATION OF POINT

MASS FITS

First, consider the coordinate frame to be
used. Since all rotational effects can be easily
accounted for after the fact, the earth's gravity
will be modeled at an instant where an inertial
and earth-fixed frame coincide and have their
origin at the earth's center, their z-axis is along
the north pole, their x-axis is through the
Greenwich meridian, and their y-axis is chosen
to complete a right-handed coordinate system.
With this convention, we need not distinguish
between gravity and gravitation.2 Next, it is
useful to introduce the tesseral model that is to
be fit. For this model, consider the following
definition for the gravitational potential, W:

Equations (1) and (2) with a general potential
form specified by

V(X) = E,

k=l | X - Xk I

k=1 J(X - Xk ) + (y - Yk )2 + (Z _Zk )

and a corresponding gravity acceleration of

GPM = GM EVV

The problem at hand, then, is to determine a
fixed number (NP) of PM strengths (mk) and
locations (XL) so that GPM accurately matches

GTess N.

i [a,,,,, Rnm. (H, X)I
n=O

+ b_,, Sm(0, B)]

In Equation (1), x = (x, y, z )T, where T deno
a transpose, r = i x I , 0 = tan' ([X

2
+ V

2
]"' / z), ar

X=tan (y / x). Also, R,,,,, = P,,,,1 (coso) cos r
and SI,,,, = PI,,,, (cos0) sin mk , where P,,,, is tl
associated Legendre function of degree n and
order in. The upper summation limit NT

specifies the degree and order of the tesseral
field. Also, , and b ,,,,,are expansion
coefficients, and RE is the radius of the eartl
(,, a 7,,,,, and R], are data-related constants)
The tesseral gravity field GT,,,, to the specifies
degree and order can then be found by taking
the gradient of the potential:

G, =G(M 1 V IV -_ GM' ,Er ' A -
( Ip p , .(; M , <x1V M M ,YK W D I

I lere, for convenience, the data factor GMX
transferred tr0om I Fquation ( I) to Equation (2
and, in keepin, with the sign conventions of
physical geodesy, a positive gradient was takei
Next, consider a lPNI model corresponding to
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( 1 ) The error in the gravity fit is
6G(x) = GTe.. (x) - GPM (x), and it has
components 5G (x) = (3GE, 6G,, Gz )T . It is

tes assumed that the x's are outside, or on the

id boundary of, a given sphere of radius R, which
is here taken to be RE. This region of space is
denoted Q so that x E Q implies I x I > RE. All

le the point sources are thus outside Q or inside

the same sphere: I Xk I < RE . Perhaps the first
idea that comes to mind is simply to apply a
least-squares criteria to each of the components
of the gravity errors at a number of specified
sample points {x' eQ, j= 1,2,3, ,J}:

Minimize (DI, where

J i
I) = A[5G,(x, ) ]2 + YJ6G, (X) ) ]2

j=I ~
1 = 1 J = I

+ [8G, (x' ) ]2 = E I 8G(x' ) 12

i= I j=l

(5)

This minimization condition has one big
advantage: since the fits will most often be used
to predict the effects of G on some physical
system, the errors at the time of use will be
minimized since the least-squares process

Naval Surface Warfare Center, Dahigren Division Technical Digest
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controls these gravity errors directly (provided
the points x', are well chosen). There are still
theoretical and practical difficulties with the
approach depicted in Equation (5), however,
and sampling at a fixed finite set of points (i.e.,
discretization) can be expected to greatly
exacerbate them.4 It is thus desirable to take the
sample points in Equation (5) to be very dense
everywhere inside Q, which entails a continuous
sampling limit. This limit yields the following
optimization process, which will serve as a basis
for our subsequent discussion:

Minimize 0, where

p_|IJloI6G(x)12 d3 
Q

(6)

In Equation (6) it is more mathematically
convenient to deal with potentials' rather than
vector field quantities directly, so the potentials,
W and V of Equations (1) and (3), will be used
with Equations (2) and (4) understood. It is
especially convenient to introduce the general
norm and inner product structure of functional
analysis,' which will be briefly explained below.
Towards that end, consider the following
definitions that hold for any harmonic func-
tions f and g in i2 that drop off at least as fast as
/rfor r-ixl>RRVE:

llf IE81 CJJJVf.Vf d'x (7)

and

(fg )E JJVf .Vg d3x (8)

First, observe that the norm defined by
Equation (7) follows immediately from the
inner product defined by Equation (8). Each of
these definitions can be viewed as a shorthand
expression for their respective integrals on the
right-hand side (RHS) with fand gas
arguments. The norm and inner product
defined here are a direct generalization of the
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usual magnitude of a vector and vector dot
product from elementary vector analysis except
that vectors in the new space, fand g for
example, are admissible functions. Also, the
inner product is no longer unique, so a
subscript is commonly used. For example, the
RHS of Equation (7) is proportional to the
energy contained in the field, so the resulting
norm is called the energy norm and is denoted
l! IE .The integral on the RHS of Equation (7)
without the factor of 1/(87r) is the well known
Dirichlet integral.

Given the definition of V IL' optimization
Equation (6) can be compactly rewritten as

Minimize (, where

(DE= tv ( t .A _ )

= _I | 4- uV||
(9)

since the minimization of c 4 is equivalent to
the minimization of D for any constant c. A
factor of 1/2 appears here to conform to the
usual conventions of NLLSQ optimization.
Equation (9) must still be subjected to further
analysis in order to determine if it is suitable for
NLLSQ applications.

The real advantage of the norm and inner
product notation is that generalized least-
squares or optimization processes can be
efficiently stated and handled. Given that the
final form of the optimization condition chosen
may entail some other norm, it is natural to
briefly analyze minimization conditions within
the general context of a "generic" inner product
( , ) and associated norm 1I 1 Here, and in the
sequel, we restrict ourselves to well-behaved real
valued functions that are harmonic in LI and
fall off at least as fast as 1hr. These functions are,
of course, subjected to the usual rules of scalar
multiplication and addition (i.e.,
a f (x) + bg(x) is always a well-behaved
function) that allow us to view this class of
functions as a vector space. '[hus, given that a
and b are ordinary real numbers and h is a
function, the inner product and norm must
satisfy the following main conditiolns:
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(f g)=(g,f), (af +bg,h)=a(f h)+b(g,h),
f - -(ff) and ||f >0 for f •0.

Notice that if
<=±WVf= jWjv+(W2V)+ Lj1Vf

and if f k (x) _ - X then the (general) cost
function can be written

A new norm exists that satisfies these
mathematical requirements, and it is called the
"integral norm" 4 since the required integrals can
be evaluated in simple closed form, and there is
no simple physical minimization criterion to
serve as a label as there was for the energy
norm. The integral norm and its associated
inner product are defined as follows4 :

XL ) = Xi )= || f 112 = R2 f J[- (r f
2

)] =r da(1)(nik Xk )= 1 7u " ar~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~c
, W~+N1, IN,. N,,

sllW || + E 171k Ak + 2 E I t m 1kM kTikk
-I k=4 k'=I

(10)

(gfg)= R f f[ - a (frg)] r=R dcaI i a

where A, (W, f) and Ti k' -((j- J e). To
minimize this expression with regards to the
various point source strengths (inm), first take
the various partials of (D with respect to those
source parameters and set the result to zero to
obtain

N,.

E TKk '11k' = Ak (11)
K'=l

where k = 1, 2, 3, , N,. Provided that Ak and
Tkk' can be accurately evaluated, the source
strengths can then be determined in a fairly
straightforward fashion by numerically solving
this linear eqluation. For spherical harmonic
reference potentials IV with a low to moderate
degree and order I NT < 1 5, say, in
Equation () I computable expressions for Ak
and Ik A' can be found for various norms.4'5 It
is thus possible to try out various norms in the
I.SQ case and see how the results compare, but

if ellicient good quality fits are necessary, then
the source locations must be determined also.
lirst-order partials, and possibly second-order
pairtials, with respect to xl of <), and thus of A,
and T1k ', will then be required. For this Nll SQ
prlolem, it is clearly desirable, if not necessary,
to find a norm that provides simple closed-

form inathematical expressions f r A a "' lA

('Io lus optimization proccelures that rely on

the n ilmnerical ev'altiatioin of partials is clea rlv
askim, too muiclh 6br this partiCular problein.)
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where, as in Heiskanen and Moritz, 2 a and

d a = sin 9 d O d X have the following meaning

when associated with an integral of f (x):

'i-' X=n
11 f(r,O,X)da = | f(R,O,X)sinOdOdX
a 0=() A=J )

The integral norm is closely related to the
energy norm both physically and mathe-
matically. For example, by applying Green's first
identity to the RHS of Equation (8), one can

show that4 (f g)!= 4 R(fg)E - R2JffgdA

Finally, by other means one can show, as
required, that4 1 iI 1> 0 for an admissible f, such
thatf f 0.

It can be shown by various ways that4' 5 for
Xl t 0,

R W(R- XK)

rk , k
(14)

while for xi = 0, (IV, t<` ), = aw, In
Equation (14), rL = I xi 1 Thus, the integral
norm yields simple closed-form expressions for
A. and Tk K' ' Thlese expressions can then be used
in lqtuation (11) to find 11mk .Equation (14) also
clearly allows for a full NLLSQ implementation.
It is possible to mathematically predict the
relative spherical harmonic degree weights that
the energy norm, the integral norm, and other
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norms are likely to produce in fits without
actually doing any fits.4 After this and much
other preliminary analysis was carried out,
including LLSQ fitting tests with the energy
norm, the integral norm, and one other norm,
all of the analysis and tests indicated that the
integral norm is the most suitable one to use for
both LLSQ and NLLSQ fitting to any gravity
field. Hence, the decision of which norm to use
was easy since the integral norm is probably the
only one sufficiently tractable enough to
produce actual NLLSQ fits of acceptable quality.

The techniques used to produce NLLSQ fits
will be discussed next. First, observe that
Equation ( 11) always determines a solution for
the ink's once the xk's are specified, so if
Equation ( 11) is always assumed to hold, one
can set up a new optimization process:

Minimize <) I(xk )=(DI (mk (xk), xk) where

(1I(xk)= 2,|W|, 2 + (W,V) + I W-V

Np (15)
with I Tkk'mk- = Ak

k '= I

InEquation (15),k= 1,2,3, , ,N1,.Let Cidenote
the 3 Np dimensional vector whose
components consist of all the components of all
the xK's arranged in some order. It is then
possible to rewrite <)/ (Xk) as
4)(DI(x)= ID (j)where 1~, 2, 3, ., 3N p.
It is possible to find "closed-form" expressions
for the gradient, whose components are
a(DI (a)/D 1j, as well as the Hessian, whose
components are D' (x) /a a.x , wherej
and j' also range from I to 3 N p. After the
Hessian and gradient were implemented and
checked out, various standard NLLSQ
algorithms were tried, 7 8 but could not be made
to work even after extensive and repeated
efforts. A well-respected commercial library
conjugate gradient descent algorithm also failed.
The structure of the Hessian and cost function
were then analyzed thoroughly, and it was
determined that many "saddle points" and false
local minima existed due to the initial
conditions or the nature of the optimization

problem itself (there also appeared to be false
small-scale minima associated with numerical
ill-conditioning). It then became obvious that a
customized NLLSQ algorithm was required.

At this point, as an experiment, a simple
"steepest-descent" algorithm was implemented,
which showed some signs of working. Taking a
clue from this, a conjugate gradient algorithm
with restarts was implemented which, in the
end, proved to be suitable after a sufficient
number of modifications were made in the way
the algorithm was used. The two most
important factors in its success are thought to
be the use of momentum in the line-search
algorithm and the use of an analog of simulated
annealing in the basic optimization procedure
itself.

Two good NLLSQ PM fits were obtained.4

The first consisted of 50 PMs used to model the
WGS-72 tesseral field4 truncated at degree and
order 9 (WGS-72 9x9). The root-mean-square
(RMS) difference between surface anomalies of
this PM model and the WGS-72 9x9 field was
found to be 0.79 mgal by direct surface evalua-
tion. Here a milligal is a commonly used
measure of gravity anomaly error with the
value of 1. x Io` meters per second squared.
From error degree variances,4 this RMS anom-
aly modeling difference was computed to be
0.68 mgal. The second fit consisted of 80 PMs
developed to model the WGS-72 tesseral field
truncated at degree and order 12 (WGS-72
12x 12). For this second fit, the computed RMS
surface anomaly error was 0.65 mgal, while
computation from the RMS of anomaly degree
variances gave 0.53 mgal.

COMBINED DIPOLE AND POINT MASS FITS

The preceding PM fitting technique can be
easily generalized to handle combined PM/DP
fits. First, Equation (3) for the PM potential is
replaced by the expression for the potential of a
combined PM/DP set:

>105,
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TM= A,

V(x)= EV Ml + Dk ( m k l

I lere, D is the vector strength of the k'th DP.

Let x = (Xy, z =(xx2,x3,)

X; (Xi I Vi y zk ) = (Xkx xk), and
Dk = (14, Dk,D )7. When Equation (16) is
used in Equation (Io), and Equation (11) is
generalized to determine the values of m, and
Dk, inner products of the previously evaluated

form (W, {'1 )1 and of the form

(W. f(3 { -x }),, i = 1, 2, 3, are required to
determine the components of the new A for
j= 1, 2, 3, , 4N . Observe that

P

(x'i x Dn a 0 1 (____ -(1

X - Xkl axi mk aXk kj (7
so

I , to 1 ,, V axlfi 
(18

a I i = a R W(R,.kx2 )j

The same approach employed in obtaining
E'quation (18) can be used to find the elements

of the associated T ., which is the natural
generalization of the 7, , found in
Equation ( 11) and wherej = 1, 2, 3, , 4N P and

1= , 2, 3, -, 4N 1, although some care must be
exercised in evaluating terms of the form

{k ICA3{ -v4 ))] or

( xQ i xi k- A i _ A s1 . it M denotes the

vector of length 4N, made up of the
comIp(nents of In4 anld D1, I and if A and T
denote the Vector and matrix with components

A and I1' , reslpctcively (as discussed above),

then EIquation (II) is replaced by

K 106>-

6) which solves the LLSQ combined PM/DP
problem. The NLLSQ optimization then can be
stated in a form similar to Equation (15):

Minimize (Df(X()=$,1(M(X0),Xk) where

~ Wx 1 = 2 + (j', V) + I lW-V12 (20)

with TM=A

Here, k = 1, 2, 3, , Ni. The solutions to
Equation (20) can then be found the same way
as before for Equation (15), but the
implementation details are more complicated.

Again, two good NLLSQ fits were obtained:
a 22 combined PM/DP gravity model of the
WGS-72 9x9 field and a 33 combined PM/DP
model of the WGS-72 12x 12 field. The RMS
differences between surface anomalies of the
combined PM/DP models and the original
tesseral fields were found by direct surface
evaluations to be 0.43 mgal for the WGS-72
9x9 fit and 0.45 mgal for the WGS-72 12x12 fit.
From error degree variances, the RMS
difference between surface anomalies of the
combined PM/DP model and the original
tesseral surface anomalies was found to be
0.33 mga] for the WGS-72 9x9 fit and 0.37 mgal
for the N7GS- 72 12x12 fit. Subsequent DP fits
have been performed, and the errors of the fits
have been reduced after every fit. For example,
fits to the unclassified part of the WGS-84
tesseral field currently have RMS errors of less
than 1/4 mgal, and the overall error is Less than
I mgal at every point.

REGIONAL PM/DP HFG EVALUATORS

The same techniques used to do combined
PM/DP modeling can be used to model HFG
effects for various launch regions and target
regions of interest. These gravity models are
required by other facilities involved in IBM1

systems support that need compact, accurate,

Naval Surface Warfare Center, Dahigren Divis ion Technical Digest
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and efficient nonproprietary HFG evaluation
schemes for both post- and preflight analysis of
test flights. So far, each gravity model is tied to a
particular launch region and to one or two
nearby target regions of interest (when more
than one general launch region is required, or
the target regions are separated, then indepen-
dent fits must be done for each case). The
launch regions are specific test-flight or
calibration areas. Generally, each HFG evaluator
consists of 32 or fewer combined PM/DPs that
serve to mode] HFG effects for all phases of
missile flight. These HFG evaluators take orders
of magnitude less time than a standard HFG
evaluator.

Equation (19) is the basic equation used to
develop these fits. The same number of HFG
values were used as there were combined
PM/DPs in the fit. The positions Pk of the HFG
evaluations were fixed first, and then the point
source locations were specified using
X; = 21 Pk 1-

2 Pk , which follows directly from

the condition Pk = -%-Xi, as required by

Equation (14). Typically 25 HFG values were
required, with 9 of them spread out over the
surface of the launch region. The rest of the
values were typically split between grid points at
altitude, which were used to model gravity right
above the local launch region, and points spread
out all along various sample trajectory paths.

There were three complications associated
with these fits. First, Equation (19) also requires
that the potential be available, and the HFG
potential (which is again denoted W) was not
generally available. To overcome this problem
the equation W(Pk) = WI + JP GIIFG * dcx was
used, where x0 is the center othe surface
launch region, and W, E =W ( X1,). Thus, given a
value of W0,, all of the required potential values
can be obtained by numerically integrating
HFG values along some path from x, to Pk
This leaves IV', as a parameter to be determined.
The second complication arises from the fact
that the equation Pk = R. x must be
maintained even though'some of the points PA
are on the earth's surface, and it is generally
desirable to have the PM/DPs far below the

7 997 Issue-Strategic and Strike Warfare Weapons Systems

earth's surface. Thus R also becomes a variable
parameter that must be determined each time
prior to invoking Equation (19). This leaves the
third complication. Since these fits contain a
very small number of PM/DPs spread out over
a large geographic region, the requirements of a
simultaneous high-quality match at low
altitudes and at high altitudes may not be
compatible with the basic attenuation proper-
ties of the HFG field itself. (In fact, along a
single missile trajectory, it is not at all unusual
for some of the components of an HFG history
to actually increase markedly with altitude
before finally tailing off.) For launch regions
where the attenuation properties had these
undesirable qualities, a layered fitting technique
was employed to improve the quality of the fit.
The total number of PM/DPs needed for all the
layers together never exceeded 32.

It is not possible to directly determine the
values of R and W, from a process like
Equations (19) or (20), so a second "outer-loop"
optimization process is required to find them.
First, notice that when particular values of R
and W, are assumed, and the 25 or so positions
of the Pk's are selected, one can carry through
with an LLSQ fitting process using Equa-
tion (19) and obtain an associated trial HUG
evaluator. The error of this fit, 6G, can then be
taken as the difference between the HFG
reference field and this trial HFG evaluator.
With this 5G, an outer-loop cost function can
be set up based on Equation (5). The points x,
in Equation (5) were taken to be along various
possible trajectories flown from the launch area
of interest to the target area(s) of interest. Point
weighting factors were also inserted into
Equation (5) to give a more representative cost
function, <D = 'T (R, 1'). A non-gradient-based
NLLSQ optimization was used to determine the
optimal R and WV, . When the layered fitting
technique was used, the optimum values of R
and iV/, were obtained for each layer. The
PM/DP values of the fit were then the ones
associated with the optimal values of R and iI', .
The overall quality of the fits was very
dependent on the relative positions of the D)J's,
so the selection of the correct P locations,
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which had to be done essentially "by hand," was
critical. T he fits were thus frequently time-
consuming to develop.

EXTENSIONS OF THE THEORY AND OTHER

APPLCAI.IONS

Generalizations to fits involving parame-
terized line sources, surface distributions, and
volume distributions, as well as connections to
survey applications, were developed.5 The rather
extensive links of PM/DP theory to geophysical
collocation were also mapped out.5 It was
determined that PM/DP techniques also have a
diversity of other potential applications. One
application associated with the acquisition of
gravity data itself will be mentioned first.
Although G cannot be measured intrinsically
(i.e., without, say, external position informa-
tion), if extraordinary accuracy is maintained, a
fixed arrangement of accelerometers can detect
variations in G over the extent of the
arrangement itself. Such variations of gravity
are called gravity gradients, and the associated
accelerometer arrangements are at the heart of
an instrument called a gravity gradiometer.
Gravity gradiometers were tested several years
ago by the Defense Mapping Agency as a survey
tool to be used aboard low-flying aircraft
traversing a gridded pattern. DPs, PMs, and
point quadrupoles were successfully tested in
this connection; however, the overall data
processing techniques were fairly complex and
would require more space than is available here
to properly discuss.

Iinally, two other applications were
successfully tested that are not now used in
FIBM. When applied, the first one would allow
for a significant speedup of the FBM -lFG
implementation by doing an "on-the-fly"
PNM/DIP fit, wwhich would significantly lower the
number of I 1FG cvaluatilons required in certain
situations. Unfortunately, this application
would require a nmodification to the existing
HNIM II FG eVAluatOr in order to obtain I11-G,
poten~tial vallies, which are not currently
alabl. 'TlFe secon01d tested 1 FBNI application
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addressed the issue of whether a gravity and
gravity gradient history obtained from a
shipborne gravity gradiometer could be used to
accurately compensate for in-flight HFG effects
in regions where gravity anomaly information
was inadequate or nonexistent. This algorithm
utilized a point gravity and gravity gradient
value at the launch point, as well as available
gravity information at altitude. Testing
indicated that, when properly implemented, this
algorithm would work quite well with an
accurate gradiometer.
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COMPUTATION OF BALLISTIC

PARAMETERS FOR SLBM
Ms. Kimberly A. Wright

The trajectory of a ballistic missile is affected by several factors during the
course of reentry. These effects cannot be corrected during reentry and, hence,
must be accounted for in the targeting data computed prelaunch. Atmospheric
density and wind values are among these factors. In order to compensate for these
effects, environmental data must be sent to the fleet ballistic missile submarines
(SSBNs). Due to the amount of data neededfor support and data transmission
bandwidth limitations, the wind and density data are condensed into ballistic
parameters (BALPARs). This article describes the process by which these values
are determined and made available for TRIDENT I and TRIDENT II system
usage. This methodology has been used for several years and is currently being
examined for various improvements. Some of the avenues being researched in
order to improve atmospheric compensation techniques are also presented within
this article.

INTRODUCTION

Once released from the Submarine Launched Ballistic Missile (SLBM), the reentry
body (RB) is ballistic and subject to the forces related to freefalling. To achieve the
designated target, the effects of these forces encountered during reentry must be
included within the RB release parameters. The onboard fire-control system contains
a reentry model to approximate the effects of these forces and computes an offset to
the target position used by the missile guidance system in its steering computations.
Embedded within this model is the 1962 version of the U.S. Standard Atmosphere
consisting of mean air density data. No wind data are contained within the model.
Wind effects and the deviation of air density from the Standard Atmosphere values
can be significant enough to cause a large effect on the RB performance. Because of
this, air density deviation and wind effects must be included in the offset
computations if system accuracy goals are to be achieved. Figure 1 shows an example
of the effects that the weather data can have on the range of the RB. The effects
shown arc in addition to those encountered by using the U.S. Standard Atmosphere
lil t a.

In order to reduce target miss distance as much as possible, timely wind and
density data should be used. The Fleet Numerical Meteorology and Oceanography

1 10 A NavalSurface Warfare Center, Dahigren Division Technical Digest
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Center (FNMOC) operates an atmospheric
prediction model that produces a global grid of
wind and density forecast data. For each grid-
point location, wind and density data, among
other environmental parameters, are derived at
various altitudes. The compilation of the
vertical data for each location is called a profile,
as seen in Figure 2.

A subset of the FNMOC grid points, called
the operational grid, is defined by the Naval
Surface Warfare Center, Dahlgren Division

180000 I

0

fleet via the Task Force Commanders (CTFs).
The CTFs relay the weather data to the SSBNs
by submarine radio broadcast.

Broadcast time constraints restrict the length
of the information sent to the SSBNs. Providing
forecast profiles for the entire operational grid
would consume an unacceptable amount of
broadcast time. To compensate for this, the
profile data for each grid point is reduced to
BALPARs. These are constant values that, when
applied throughout the trajectory, produce

100 200 300

Range (ft)

400

Figure 1-Weather Effects on Range

(NSWCDD) and consists of the grid point
locations required to support the target data
base. Depending on the number and locations
of possible targets, the number of operational
grid points can be quite large.

NSWCDD provides the operational grid
points to FNMOC, and the forecast weather
data is extracted for these points. FNMOC is
responsible for transmitting these data to the
SSBN fleet. This is accomplished by writing the
data to a naval message and sending it to the

approximately the same effect on the RB as the
vertical profile data. The method for deriving
these BALPARs is described in the following
sections. By utilizing BALPAR data, the message
to the fleet (known as a BALPAR message) is of
a more acceptable size and can be easily
transmitted to the SSBNs.

Once the message is received onboard the
SSBN, the BALPAR data are validated, entered,
and accessed for preflight computations. When
data for a specific target are needed, an

111 j
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0 20 40 60 80 100

East-West Wind (kts)

Figure 2-Profile Data

interpolation is performed between sur-
rounding grid points in order to approximate
the weather conditions at the site of the target.
These data, along with the Standard Atmos-
phere data, are used within the fire-control
reentry model to generate the target offsets.

Forecast BALPARs are generated and
broadcast to the SSBN fleet every 12 hours. If
forecast data are unavailable or have expired,
climatology data is utilized. Climatology
BALPARs are stored electronically onboard the
SS13Ns and consist of monthly mean weather
data at each of the global grid locations. If
needed, these data are automatically extracted
andl used in place of the forecast BALPARs in
tile offset calculatiols.

CONM PUT AIION OF WEIGHITING FACTORS

T'he first step in producing BALPAR data is
to generate w\eighting factors.l These data will

be used to "weight" the profile data at different

112

heights in order to produce the constant
BALPAR value. The weighting factors are
dependent upon performance effects at various
altitudes. These effects are further influenced by
the trajectory of the RB. The envelope of
possible trajectories is bounded and represented
by reentry velocities (V) and flight-path
angles(y). At the time of BALPAR data
generation, the RB trajectories are unknown.
Therefore, the weighting factors must be
designed so that the BALPARs are sufficiently
accurate regardless of trajectory flown.

To produce the weighting factors for the
wind effect, a six degree-of-freedom reentry
simulation model is executed using a constant-
valued wind profile for a variety of V-y
trajectories. The range effect of the wind at
specified altitudes for each trajectory is then
computed. Each altitude (i) is assigned a
percentage ( ARi ) of total wind effect by taking
the range effect of wind at that altitude and
dividing it by the total effect (R) measured from
reentry to the surface, as illustrated in Figure 3.

NovaISurface Warfare Center, Dahlgren Division Technical Digest
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The percentages at each particular altitude for
the V-y points are averaged to give one value at
every altitude, regardless of trajectory. The set
of these averages are the wind weighting factors.
Density weighting factors are computed in a
similar way. These data are generated by
NSWCDD and provided to FNMOC as part of
the BALPAR formulation.2

There are different weighting factors for the
TRIDENT I and TRIDENT II systems because
the values are dependent upon missile
performance characteristics. This results in
different effects at each altitude. Both TRIDENT
systems have two ballistic wind values (an East-
West ballistic wind and a North-South ballistic
wind). The TRIDENT I system has one ballistic
density value (density departure from the
Standard density data) based on range effects,
whereas the TRIDENT II system has two
ballistic densities based on range and velocity
effects.3 This additional ballistic density was
required in order to meet the more stringent

182170 a

0

system accuracy goals. For TRIDENT II, density
is regarded as a function of altitude, with the
two ballistic density values being points on a
line, as opposed to the constant altitude-
independent ballistic density used for
TRIDENT I. Although these systems differ in
their application of ballistic density, the basic
methodology is the same.

When missile performance data are refined,
the reentry simulation model is updated
accordingly. These changes can affect the
weighting factor values. Whenever new missile
definition and performance data are released,
the weighting factors are recomputed by
NSWCDD. If the new values are significantly
different, then NSWCDD provides them to
FNMOC in order to generate the most accurate
forecast BALPARs possible. Additionally,
NSWCDD must update the onboard
climatology BALPAR data if new weighting
factors are adopted.

100 200 300

Total Range Effect (R)
400

Figure 3-Generation of Weighting Factors
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GENERATION OF BALPARS

The atmospheric data produced by FNMOC
consist of wind and density values at various
altitudes. Although heights are contained within
the profile, the data are not collected by altitude,
but rather by atmospheric pressure levels.
Because air pressure varies from point to point,
the corresponding altitudes may differ at each
location. For example, an air pressure reading of
1000 mb may occur at an altitude of 250 ft for
Point A, and at 400 ft for Point B.

In order to properly implement the
weighting factor methodology, the profile data
must have values at the weighting factor
heights. The forecast profile data are converted
to these heights by performing an interpolation
of the data to the weighting factor altitudes. An
example of this is shown in Figure 4. The
interpolation is part of the BALPAR compu-
tation process at FNMOC as defined by

182170

t=
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NSWCDD. As mentioned earlier, NSWCDD
provides FNMOC with a formulation
containing the information (including
weighting factors), guidance, and equations
needed to convert the data from profiles to
BALPARs.

Once the data are converted to the weighting
factor altitudes, the BALPAR computations are
performed. The winds at the weighting factor
altitudes are given as:

EW,i:=1,n where EW =f(h )

NSj, i = 1, n where NS, = f(h, )

(1)

(2)

where EW. is the East-West wind component,
NS, is the North-South wind component, h. is
the weighting factor altitude, and n is the
number of weighting factor altitudes.

0 20 40 60 80 100 120

East-West Wind (kts)

Figure 4-Interpolation of Profile Data to Weighting Factor Altitudes
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The weighting factor altitude winds are then
converted to BALPARs by summing the
products of the wind data and the appropriate
weighting factors. These computations are
shown in Equations (3) and (4). BEW is the
ballistic East-West wind, BNS is the ballistic
North-South wind, and WFW. are wind weight-
ing factors for each weighting factor altitude.

n

BEW= (WFVY *E ) (3)
,=

n

BNS = (WFWv *NS,) (4)
i=1

Ballistic densities are computed in a similar
manner. The density values at the weighting
factor altitudes are given as

Pi, i = 1,n where pi = f(hi ) (5)

where pi is the density value interpolated to the
weighting factor height, hi are the weighting
factor altitudes, and n is the number of
weighting factor altitudes.

The first step in computing ballistic density
values is to determine the density departure,
KD . This is achieved by deriving the percentage
of difference between the density at each

W n

a, WFpVihi
i=1

X n

a, WFpRi KDi
_i=1

( n

E WFpRi 2 WFp Vi hi
i=l i~l

weighting factor height pi and the corres-
ponding Standard Atmosphere density PSTDh .
Equation (6) shows this process.

KD - Pi - PSTDi * l o = I

PSTDJ )
(6)

Since the Standard Atmosphere data con-
tains mean density values, a density departure
from this mean is used to compensate for the
effects of air density.

As mentioned previously, the TRIDENT I
system has only one ballistic density value A p.
This value is produced by the following:

n

Ap = I (WFKD, * KD, )
i=1

(7)

where WFKD. are the density weighting factors,
and n is the number of weighting factor
altitudes.

The TRIDENT 11 system has two ballistic
density values. To find these data, the straight
line used to produce density departure values
from reentry to the surface must be generated.
KDO is the 0-ft intercept of this line, and KD' is
the slope of the line. These values are produced
by

)- WFpRVhi ) (WFp

I WFp Vi Y- WFpR i h i 
) i=l i=l 

(8)

(9)
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( WFpR, ) ( WFpViKD, Y. WFpV, ) ( WFpRiKDi
KD'= ~ ) W W P U W

(Y WFpRi Y. WFp Vi hi ) I WFp Vi Y WFpR, h i)
i=l i=1 i=l i=1
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where WfpV1 are the density weighting factors
associated with velocity, WfpR are the density
weighting factors associated with range, n is the
number of weighting factor altitudes, and hi are
the weighting factor heights.

Once KD() and KD' are determined, the two
ballistic densities API and AP2 can be derived.

Ap, = KD( (10)

AP2 = KD( + (KD'* 50,000) (I 1)

API is the ballistic density at 0 ft, and AP2 is
the ballistic density at an altitude of 50,000 ft.

Figure 5 illustrates the BALPAR generated
for a given profile. A comparison of the effects

182170
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on the RB due to profile and BALPAR data is
shown in Figure 6.

METHOD IMPROVEMENT

The BALPAR methodology described above
has been utilized by TRIDENT systems from
their beginnings. Efforts to improve this
methodology or develop new techniques for
compensating for environmental conditions are
currently being investigated.

As stated earlier, the weighting factors at the
specified heights are averaged over the extent of
the V-y map. Some trajectories are affected by
the environmental conditions more than others.
Adding more of these points to the weighting
factor analysis, or giving these points more than
an average share in the weighting factor
computation, may help to reduce the error for
these trajectories. Although this approach may

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

East-West Wind (kts)

Figure 5-BALPAR Computed from Profile
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Figure 6-Weather Effects on Range for BALPAR and Profile Data

allow the error for these points to decrease, the
method is unacceptable if it increases the error
incurred at other points on the V-y map.

The BALPAR process is designed so that the
path of the RB using BALPARs may differ from
the path produced by utilizing profile data. This
results in different range distances at each
altitude throughout the trajectory. However, at
0-ft altitude, this distance should be minimized.
For targets at altitudes higher than 0 ft, some
range errors will occur due to the difference in
the trajectory path. As shown in Figure 7, a miss
distance of AR is encountered for a target at
altitude H. A possible solution to this problem
would be to produce altitude-dependent
BALPARs. This would complicate the BALPAR
generation process because different sets of
weighting factors would have to be developed
for each target height. NSWCDD would need to
provide these new sets of weighting factors, the
associated altitudes, and guidance for imple-
mentation to FNMOC for use in producing the

BALPAR messages. Because specific target
altitude data are unknown to FNMOC, the best
way to accomplish this task would be to
produce these altitude-dependent data using
grid-point altitudes. Because of the changing
contours of the earth and the distance between
grid points, it is not clear whether this approach
would actually reduce the miss distance
attributable to weather data.

The previous paragraphs described ways of
reducing the error incurred by using BALPAR
data. This error occurs because the set of profile
data needed to cover the target data base is too
large to send to the SSBNs. If the profile data
could be reduced significantly and accurately
while fulfilling message requirements and
broadcast limits, the need to use BALPAR data
for any reason would be eliminated. To pursue
this possibility, data compression techniques are
currently being investigated. Should a
compression method prove feasible, the SSBN
onboard computations could be performed
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Figure 7-Miss Due to Target Elevation

using the raw profile data, not BALPAR
approximations. This approach would
obviously eliminate the BALPAR error and
would thereby provide the most accurate
method possible for the compensation of
weather effects.
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ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION

OF THE NAVAL TACTICAL MISSILE SYSTEM

(NATACMS)
Mr. Richard A. Frazer and Mr. John E. Bibel

The Naval Surface Warfare Center conducted an Advanced Technology
Demonstration (ATD) to demonstrate the effectiveness of the Army Tactical
Missile System (TACMS) in the shipboard, at-sea environment. The ATD was
planned and conducted in accordance with guidance and direction from OPNAV,
Code N8. Specific requirements were to fire an Army TACMS missile from an
Army M270 Launcher aboard an amphibious ship with no changes to missile or
launcher unless necessary to accommodate the missile launch. The successful
firing of the "Naval" Tactical Missile System (NATACMS) missile from
USS Mount Vernon on 12 February 1995 set the standard by which Naval
Surface Fire Support (NSFS) and Surface Strike systems will be measured-in
terms of range, payload, and accuracy.

INTRODUCTION

During FY 91 and FY 92 deliberations, the Senate Armed Services Committee
noted serious deficiencies in the ability of the Navy to provide fire support for U.S.
expeditionary forces. Retirement of the battleships had severely reduced the capability
to project power ashore during amphibious operations. The Navy was strongly
encouraged to adapt the Army's Multiple Launch Rocket System (MLRS) family of
mun1itionls, which includes Army TACMS, to provide over-the-horizon firepower.
TACMS was first deployed during Operation Desert Storm with great success. Thirty-
two missiles were fired, destroying all targets, and there were no field failures.

OPNAV Code N8 directed that an Army TACMS missile be fired at-sea from an
M270 launcher, with minimal modifications to accommodate a ship-based launch. A
Navy ATD of this NATACMS was conducted during 1994 and 1995. This ATD
leveraged developments from a simultaneous Army Joint Precision Strike Demon-
stration (JI'SD) Program, in which Block I TACMS missiles were modified by
reducing the payload and integrating Global Positioning System (GPS) technology
into the navigation system to provide accurate, long-range, surface-to-surface, deep-
strike capability. 'I'he NATACMS AT'D consisted of launcher and missile design and
development modifications to allow for shipboard launch, ground-based and
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sea-based subsystem testing, and ground-based
and at-sea missile firings. This article presents a
summary of the NATACMS ATD.

WEAPON SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

NATACMS was a modified version of the
Army TACMS, which consists of Army MLRS
launchers and TACMS missiles. The TACMS
launch vehicle is the M270 Armored Vehicle
Mounted Rocket Launcher, a derivative of the
Bradley Fighting Vehicle. The launcher carries
the M269 Launcher Loader Module (LLM), the
rocket and missile launcher module mounted
on the rear of the M270, and the supporting
Fire-Control System (FCS). The LLM contains
all the equipment necessary to load, aim, and
fire MLRS rockets and/or TACMS missiles,
which may be fired over the cab or at bearings
up to plus or minus 120 degrees.

The TACMS Block I missile is a surface-to-
surface, inertially-guided, deep-strike missile,
with a range of 150 kilometers. Loral Vought
Systems (now Lockheed Martin Vought) is the
prime contractor. The missile comprises four
major sections: guidance, payload, rocket
motor, and control sections. The guidance
section houses the Missile Guidance Set (MGS)
and the inertial measurement unit; and
performs inertial navigation, guidance,
autopilot, and warhead event functions. The
payload section carries approximately 950 M74
antipersonnel-antimateriel (APAM) submuni-
tions, which are released by splitting the
warhead airframe skin open with explosive
charges after the missile spins-up to four hertz.
The rocket motor section contains solid rocket
propellent, a nozzle, and an ignitor arm/fire
assembly. The aft section of the missile is the
control section, which consists of the four
aerodynamic control surfaces, fin actuator
assemblies, and the Control Section Electronics
Unit.

New variants of the Army TACMS include
the Block IA and Block II missile systems.
TACNMS Block IA, prototype tested during the

JPSD program, is currently in Engineering
Manufacturing and Development (EMD) and
carries approximately 300 M74 APAM submu-
nitions to 300-kilometers range. It is able to
maintain lethality against the required target set
through improved navigation, utilizing GPS
aiding and updating of the inertial guidance
system to account for misalignment and drift
over the longer flight path. The Block 11
TACMS, scheduled to begin flight tests in
FY 1998, will carry the Brilliant Antitank (BATI)
submunition.

For the Navy ATD, the ATACMS could not
be used without modification. Due to the
dynamic ship motion environment, it was
necessary to develop a weapon control system
that could accurately find its position on the
ocean surface, align the missile navigation and
guidance system, and fire the missile. Also,
because the NATACMS ATD was performed in
conjunction with the Army JPSD program,
missile upgrades, such as the addition of GPS-
aided navigation, were made.

The launcher for the NATACMS ATD was a
modified M270 launcher, equipped with a
Launcher Reference Package (LRP), a Precision
Lightweight GPS Receiver (PLGR), and Navy-
unique FCS modifications. In addition, the LLM
for the NATACMS ATD required a unique cable
set to allow the missile Navigation and
Guidance Computer (NGC) to communicate
with the LRP and the PLGR, and a KYK- 13
cryptographic fill device. The launcher for the
NATACMS ATD is shown in Figure 1 with some
of the new or modified components.

The major change required to the M270
Launcher in order to provide an at-sea missile
launch capability was replacement of the
Stabilization Reference Package (SRP) with the
LRP inertial measurement unit. The LRP
provided attitude, angular rate, and velocity for
the transfer of alignment to the missile naviga-
tion and guidance systems. The LRP unit,
provided by Allied Signal, comprised a triad of

ring-laser gyros and accelerometers, a Irimble
TANS 11 commercial coarse/ac(luisition ((./C)
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Fire Control System:
Updates MCD

* Overrides mission inhibit flags
(permit launcher motion)

Launcher Reference Package:
* Replaces SRP; provides attitude data

GPS Antennas

Precision Lightweight GPS Receiver:
. Provides position & velocity

Figure 1 -M270 Armored Vehicle Rocket Launcher

code GPS receiver, and supporting electronics.
The LRP required 80 minutes of initialization
and gyrocompass time, and transitioned from
gyrocompass to free inertial mode at Launcher
Lay (T-10 minutes in the countdown sequence).
After gyrocompassing, the LRP accuracy was
guaranteed for 30 minutes in the free inertial
mode.

A Rockwell PLGR (precision lightweight
GPS receiver) was also added to the launcher to
provide more accurate position and velocity,
and the GPS almanac and ephemeris data to the
missile GPS-aided navigation system. Crypto-
variable Weekly keys were loaded into the PLGR
and the missile embedded GPS receiver (EGR)
by a KYK- 13 electronic transfer device.

The NATACMS ICS was little changed from
the system used to fire Army TACMS missiles.
The 1FCS controlled the operational functions
and events of the missile and launcher up to
launch. Modifications were made to incorporate
the operation of the LRRP and PLGR for the
transfer of alignment. 'T'he known fixed target
location wsas input by the program module as
the Mission Critical Data (MCD).

1 122

Changes to the missile were incorporated to
allow for the addition of onboard GPS
capability. The Navigation Guidance Module
(NGM) housing the GPS receiver was added to
the aft-end of the warhead section, and two
GPS antennas were added to the airframe skin.
To make room for the NGM and antennas, the
number of submunitions was reduced from 950
to 727. The MGS guidance, navigation, and
inertial sensor assembly computer programs
were modified to exchange the proper data with
the computer in the NGM for transfer of
alignment and GPS-aiding. Figure 2 shows the
missile and the NATACMS modifications.

The NGM contained the NGC, the EGR, and
the power distribution unit. A Rockwell Collins
GEM-I P/Y code GPS receiver was utilized as
the EGR to provide for accurate navigation
aiding. The NGC interfaced with the LRP, MGS,
PLGR, and the KYK- 13 during prelaunch in
order to transfer alignment, exchange data, and
initialize the EGR. In flight, the NGC accepted
time-tagged position data from MGS and EGR,
and passed the data through a navigation
Kalman filter to provide position, velocity, and
attitude error corrections to the MGS to
improve navigation accuracy. The NGC

Noval Surface Warfare Center, Dahigren Division Technical Digest
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hardware was common to JPSD and
NATACMS, but the NGC software was Navy-
unique because it controlled guidance system
initialization and the transfer of alignment.

The operation of the GPS/Inertial
Navigation System (INS) system during flight is
summarized as follows. At 30 seconds after
launch, the EGR began to acquire Global
Positioning System satellites. After four satellites
were acquired, GPS-aided navigation began.
Pseudorange and range-rate measurements were
computed once every second and passed to the
GPS/INS navigation filter in the NGC, where
the GPS measurements were combined with the
inertial instrument measurements to form error
signals. An I 1-state Kalman filter estimated the
navigation errors, which were used for correc-
tions to the navigation solution. Starting at
apogee, the navigation corrections were sent to
the MGS for aiding the inertial navigation
solution every 10 seconds.

*Embedded GPS *GPS Ante

Missile Guidance Set (MGS) /
*Navigation Guidance Computer (

PREFLIGHT SUBSYSTEM TESTING

Prior to ATD flight testing, ground tests were
successfully conducted at Loral Vought Systems
in Grand Prairie, Texas, to evaluate Navy-
unique hardware and software. These were
hardware-in-the-loop (HWIL), closed-loop,
and open-loop tests; vibration tests; antenna
performance tests; integration tests; LRP tilt-
table tests; transfer alignment tests; stationary
mock-fire tests; and moving launcher tests. The
moving launcher road tests demonstrated that
ATD software could support successful fire
missions in a motion environment.

NATACMS gyrocompass tests were con-
ducted aboard USS Mount Vernon on a not-to-
interfere basis during 17 to 19 January 1995.
These tests evaluated LRP performance in the
ship motion environment and the quality of the
transfer of alignment from LRP through the

nnas

Telemetry Unit (TM)

, ROCKET MOTOR

Flight Termination System (FTS)

NGC)
Control System Elec Unit (CSEU)

*Modified for ATD/JPSD

Figure 2-The NATACMS Missile
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NGC to the MGS in a NATACMS "Iron Bird"
missile mockup. Many successful mock fire
missions were executed, demonstrating that the
LRP functioned well in the ship motion envi-
ronmlient, and that accurate transfer of
alignment was possible at sea.

FLIGHT TEST RESULTS

Prior to the Navy ATD flight tests, the Army
fired three modified Army TACMS missiles at
the White Sands Missile Range (WSMR), New
Mexico, for the JPSD program. The JPSD flight
tests were of interest to the Navy, in that these
missiles used the same NGMs with Embedded
GPS Receivers and NGCs as NATACMS.
Therefore, the expected missile terminal
accuracy was similar to NATACMS. The final
two tests proved the effectiveness of GPS-aided
inertial navigation and also demonstrated that
TACMS can fly to long ranges very accurately
without GPS-aiding, given a precise alignment
transfer between the SRP and the Inertial
Measurement Movement (IMU).

Two flight tests were conducted for the
NATACMS ATD. The first was a land-based
flight at WSMR, and the second was fired at-sea
from USS Moutnt Vernon. Postflight analyses
were performed for both flight tests at
NSWCDD using the NATACMS version of the
Tactical Army System Simulation (TASS) six
degree-of-freedonm (6-DOF) simulation. The
postflight reconstruction 6-DOF model was run
with inputs derived from the actual test
conditions, such as time of day, initial missile
location, and measured winds. Both determin-
istic (no missile system errors) and stochastic
performance were examined. For the latter, a set
of 5() Monte Carlo runs were utilized to
estimate th.e statistical properties of probable
flights. (oinparlisons ot the sindla tedl ald flight
test telemetry and Best Estinmated Trajectory
(BE ) data wCle exalmined at several important
points during flight. ( lS systemi and enid-gamie
accu racy perto ne ,11 wer1ce v also examined.

124'

The results from the first flight test indicated
some anomalies that prevented the missile from
hitting the targeted point. In addition, several
relatively insignificant deviations from the
expected nominal trajectory were also found.
Due to the nature of the technology demon-
stration (i.e., short, fast-paced time schedule
and quick-fix modifications to existing
hardware and software to make them work
versus optimally engineering new hardware and
software), some of the deviations were never
fully reproduced. However, the causes of the
primary anomalies were identified and
corrected, and the success of the second flight
test demonstrated that all major problems had
been adequately addressed and solved.

The first flight of the NATACMS ATD
(ATD-1) was conducted on 11 January 1995, at
WSMR. The test was designed to mimic hard-
ware, software, and procedures of the at-sea
flight demonstration, so as to reduce technical,
operational, and safety risk. The missile was
launched at approximately 1330 MST, and the
duration of the flight was approximately
190 seconds.

Missile flight kinematic performance was
near nominal for the majority of the ATD-1
flight. (Nominal performance is defined as the
actual missile flight parameters within +/- 1
standard deviation of postflight reconstructed
values.) Figure 3 shows the comparison between
the nominal (postflight) and "actual" vertical
plane trajectories. Both the BET and missile
telemetry data are shown, and are considered as
"actual". The missile velocity and flight-path
angle comparisons are shown in Figures 4 and
5. All of these kinematic comparisons show a
good postflight reconstruction, with the three
sources of data virtually overlaying each other.
These figures also illustrate that the test flight
was near nominal kinematically. Some devia-
tions froin the expected postflight nominal
trajectory were found. In particular, there was a
position error early in flight (due to incorrect
position initialization) and a crossrange
position difference (approximately 75 in from
nominal) at apogee. This was probably due to

NavalSurface Warfare Center, Doahgren Division Technical Digesr
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Figure 5-ATD-1 Flight-Path Angle Comparison

either a heading misalignment inaccuracy, gyro
drift, or different wind conditions than pro-
vided and used in the postflight simulation.

The GPS-aided inertial navigation system
was beneficial on this flight test, although it was
not as effective as planned. At 30 seconds into
the flight, the EGR went into navigation mode,
in which the five GPS receiver channels attempt
to acquire the GPS satellites necessary for
navigation. By 62 seconds, four satellites were
acquired and in STATE 5 track, a carrier track
mode that yields the full accuracy on the
pseudorange and range-rate measurements. A
lower STAT1E track number would indicate
either a search/acquisition mode or partial track
mode. fHowever, the acquisition time was
greater than the requirement specification. The
initial satellites tracked were Satellite Vehicle
(SV) numbers 18, 22, 28, and 29. From t = 69
seconds and for the remainder of the flight, SV
numbers 14, 1 8, 22, and 29 were tracked by the
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EGR. Following the satellite acquisition at
62 seconds, the GPS/INS filter ran for approxi-
mately 17 seconds prior to apogee, allowing for
filter transients to settle and obtain steady-state
estimates of the errors. This is shown by the
filter position error estimates given in Figure 6.
At apogee, approximately 80 seconds into the
flight, the first correction was sent to the MGS.
Only two navigation corrections were
incorporated on this flight, due to a lockup of
the Input/Output (I/O) message traffic between
the MGS and NGC. Figure 7 shows the
navigation position corrections that were
utilized (only the position error estimates and
corrections are shown here for the sake of
brevity). Note that the first correction is
relatively larger than the second correction-
indicating that the missile navigation systems
had corrected for the prior navigation error.
Since only the first two corrections were made
on the flight, the remainder of the flight was
essentially flown under inertial navigation only.
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Examination of the parameters at end-game
(good guidance, spin up, and warhead event)
revealed a major anomaly that affected the
payload delivery accuracy. The onboard
guidance system calculated burst point
coordinates that were in error over 100 m in
range and 400 m in altitude from their expected
values. Further postflight analysis proved the
error to be a sine/cosine (of the range angle to
the target) swap in the MCD due to a
programming error. Thus, the missile was, in
essence, guiding to an incorrect target point.
The end result was that the missile delivered its
submunitions to the wrong spot, with a total
radial miss of approximately a factor of two of
the ATACMS Block I Circular Error Probable
(CEP) performance specification for that range.

IHlowever, in guiding to what the missile
thought was the correct burst point, the
missile's guidance and navigation was accurate
enough to yield a horizontal radial miss
(relative to the desired burst point) of
approximately one-third of the CEP perform-
ance requirement. In terms of the classified
JPSD Spherical Error Probable (SEP) dispense
specification, the total radial miss at the
warhead event was about 1.5 times the SEP
requirement. This result can be understood
realizing:

1. that the missile did incorporate two
navigation corrections near apogee

2. thus, the missile had approximately 20
seconds during the time of those corrections
to correct the previous drift and misalign-
ment errors that had accrued

3. that the remainder of the flight was
essentially inertially guided.

lPrior to the second I'D flight test, the
anomalIlies that Were found from ATD- I
(primarily software errors) were corrected.
Preliminina ry flight readiness checks were
performed with two live NATACMS missiles
aboard UISS Mount V'(rnon on 4 February 1995,
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resulting in two successful simulated missile
firings. Successful flight readiness checks were
also conducted early on I 1 and 12 February
1995 aboard USS Mount Vernon.

The second ATD flight demonstration
occurred at the Pacific test range operated by
the Naval Air Weapons Center, Weapons
Division (NAWC/WPNS), Point Mugu,
California. USS Mount Vernon attempted to
launch ATD-2 on I I February 1995. However, a
misfire condition was caused by a launcher
indication of a weapon malfunction at half a
second prior to launch after ignition of the
telemetry thermal battery, but before ignition of
the rocket motor. Since the primary missile was
no longer able to transmit telemetry, a one-day
delay was necessary in order to transfer the
backup NATACMS missile to the active laun-
cher cell. The next day, 12 February 1995, at
approximately 1501 PST, the missile was
successfully launched from the M270 off the
flight deck of USS Mount Vernon, LSD-39. A
photograph of the launch is displayed in
Figure 8. The missile was targeted in the revet-
ment area on San Clemente Island. Missile
telemetry was relayed from an airborne P3
aircraft to a receiver on San Nicolas Island and
from there transmitted to Pt. Mugu. The missile
BET was obtained from FPS-16 tracking radar
located on San Nicolas Island.

Comparison of the flight test telemetry and
BET data to the postflight simulation values
revealed that the flight was near nominal.
Figures 9 through 11 show the comparisons for
the vertical trajectory, the velocity, and the
flight-path angles. The results in these plots
show good agreement between the flight test
and simulation data. The slight deviations are
insignificant, and all data lie within one
standard deviation of the nominal. The
guidance parameter flight data also compared
well to the postflight simulation data.

During the ATD-2 flight test, the GPS/INS
system worked well. At 30 seconds, the EGR
began to try to acquire satellites, and between
49 and 50 seconds, four satellites were locked in

Naval Surface Warfare Center, Doahgren Division Tech nical Digest
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STATE 5 track. In this flight test, channel 5
acquired STATE 5 track rather than channel 4.
The channel 4 hardware appeared to have
difficulties, so the channel 5 hardware was used
to track the fourth satellite. Channel 5 and
channel 4 software slots were swapped after 78
seconds. This demonstrated the benefit of
having an onboard GPS receiver with an extra
(fifth) channel for satellite tracking. The satellite
identification numbers tracked were SV

numbers 2, 7, 16, and 27. These satellites were
tracked until 209 seconds, when it appears that
channel 2 lost STATE 5 track of SV number 7.
At 211 seconds, channel 2 went into reacquisi-
tion mode (STATE 7) and found SV number 31,
but could not lock into STATE 5 track. Thus,
from 209 seconds to the end of the flight
(approximately 217 seconds), measurements
from only three satellites were providing
navigation updates to the NGC.

Figure 8-ATD-2 NATACMS Missile Launch
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The GPS/INS filter worked as designed.
Figures 12 and 13 show the position-error-state
estimates and the navigation corrections. The
navigation filter begins at approximately 50
seconds, settles transients for about 30 seconds,
and begins to provide navigation corrections to
the MGS at apogee. The first correction was
incorporated at 85 seconds, and subsequent
corrections were incorporated every 10 seconds.
As expected, the First correction is relatively
larger than the subsequent corrections, approx-
imnately 20 in in the three directions. A total of
14 corrections were utilized. At the end of the
flight, another relatively large correction was
made. This resulted because the EGR lost one of
its four satellites, and the Kalman filter had to
propagate forward a solution based on three sets
of satellite measurements. Thus, the accuracy of
the estimates and the corrections was somewhat
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degraded. However, because this occurred near
the end of the flight, its impact on the guidance
accuracy was insignificant.

The accuracy at the end-game was well
within the performance specifications. The
GPS/INS navigation allowed for accurate
guidance to the burst point. The horizontal
radial miss at the desired burst point (based on
quick-look radar data) was less than 75 percent
of the ATACMS Block IA SEP requirement, and
the payload delivery accuracy (as determined by
the bomblet impact pattern found around the
target site) was less than 20 percent of the
ATACMS Block I CEP specification. The "small"
bomblet pattern was of nominal size and
distribution, and "on-target" as indicated by
Figure 14. Thus, the results of this flight test
demonstrate that the ATD was successful.
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Figure 13-ATD-2 Navigation Position Corrections
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Figure 14-ATD-2 M74 Measured Bomblet Pattern

LESSONS LEARNED AND CONCLUSIONS

Several lessons were learned during this ATD
that would prove valuable to any flight demon-
stration program. The establishment and
utilization of relevant test procedures for
ground-based and at-sea tests reduce the risk of
error and test failure. Video and voice recording
of test events on the flight deck and in the
launch control van and real-time display at the
pertinent control centers during the test helps to
document the test events precisely and provide
data should problems arise. Land-based flight
testing prior to at-sea flight tests is highly
recommended. For this ATD, the land test at

WVSMR was essential to the success of the at-sea
test. Testing at land-based ranges provides a
controlled test environment where performance
can be carefully tested, measured, and docu-
mented for postflight analysis. Results can be

1997 Issue-Strategic and Strike Warfare Weapons Systems

used to correct deficiencies or fine-tune designs.
Land-based testing also provides the opportun-
ity to test and evaluate safety and test proce-
dures prior to the up-tempo pace of shipboard
operations and testing.

Successful launch of the NATACMS missile
from USS Mount Vernon's flight deck has
proven that a modified Army TACMS missile
can be fired effectively at sea. The Army TACMS
missile was a very good performer. Missile
guidance, autopilot, rocket motor, and the fire
control worked together to place a huge payload
on target. The success of this NATACMS ATD
sets the standard by which NSFS and surface
strike systems will be measured-in terms of
range, payload, and accuracy. Target range was
consistent with requirements for NSFS, and the
payload was substantial enough to deal with a
large spectrum of targets. It is concluded that
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NATACMS can be launched from a ship with
extreme accuracy at long standoff range. Thus,
the TACMS can be a valuable weapon in the
Navy inventory for NSFS and also for pre-
invasion strike applications.
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GLOSSARY

6-DOF
APAM
ATID
BAT
BET
C/A
CEP
EGR
EMD
FCS
GPS
HWIL
1/0
IMU
INS
JPSD
LLM
LRP
MCD
MGS
MLRS
NATACMS
NAWC/WPNS
NGC
NGM
NSFS
PLGR
SEP
SRP
SV
TACMS
TASS
WSM R

Six Degree-of-Freedom
Antipersonnel - Antimateriel
Advanced Technology Demonstration
Brilliant Antitank
Best Estimated Trajectory
Coarse/Acquisition
Circular Error Probable
Embedded GPS Receiver
Engineering Manufacturing and Development
Fire-Control System
Global Positioning System
Hardware in the Loop
Input/Output
Inertial Measurement Unit
Inertial Navigation System
Joint Precision Strike Demonstration
Launcher Loader Module
Launcher Reference Package
Mission Critical Data
Missile Guidance Set
Multiple Launch Rocket System
Naval Tactical Missile System
Naval Air Weapons Center, Weapons Division
Navigation and Guidance Computer
Navigation Guidance Module
Naval Surface Fire Support
Precision Lightweight GPS Receiver
Spherical Error Probable
Stabilization Reference Package
Satellite Vehicle
Tactical Missile System
Tactical Army System Simulation
White Sands Missile Range
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